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I PROmTCTION

Ao R_eaotor Ope,ration &/... ;.:::+___.__j .4+ ,_/8//__

1. 0en++ t ,.+J +,+p.j
C, D, DR, F and H reactors achieved new maximum
operatin_ levels during January, and D, DR and F
reactors established new individual production
records for the month. Despite the occurrence of
14 ruptured slugs (IO uranium ruptures and 4 J
ruptures), a new maximum monthly plu%oniuw,pro-
duction of 135,548 MWD (101.9% of forecastJ was

O established during January.

- This plutonium production does not include 1052 MWD,
182 MWD, and _O2 MWD attributed to enriched U-235
burnout (C slugs) at C, DR, and H reactors, restmctively.
lt also does not include 93 MWD due %o enriched U-235
burnout (J slugs) at DR reactor. Tritium production
for January (121.5% of forecast) amounted %o 207 MWD
at C reactor and 3499 MWD at DR reactor. During
January 2oh4 MWD, O MWD, and 1457 MWD were produced
in J-Q loadings at C, F, and H reactors, respectively
(81.6% of forecast). Total Januar_rproduction
(plutonium pl,ts J-N plus J-QJ of 142,833 MWD repre-
sents a new record high (101.7% of forecast).

During December 229 tons of uranium were discharged
at an average concentration of 206 MWD/T, and 90
tons were discharged at 790 MWD/T. Effective
January I, high goal concentration was increased
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from 775 MWD/T to 850 MWD/T, except at D reactor
where a pilot concentration of 900 MWD/T is
continuing and at C reactor where low concentration
material is being produced.

2. B Reactor...,

During the scheduled discharge outage initiated
on January 4, suspected uranium slug ruptures
were located and discharged from process tubes
1OO9 and 17o7. However# neither rupture,was
confirmed.

B reactor was shut down at ll:ib pm on January ib
to remove a ruptured uranium slug from process
tube 2892. During the rupture outage a metal dis-
charge was conducted before operations were re-
sumed at 7:30 am on January 18. lt was necessary
to shut B reactor down again at 1:O7 pm on January
18 due to insufficient horizontal control rod to

accomplish turnaround. After charging additional

temporary poison, operations were resumed at 4:24 pmon January 18.

B reactor was shut down from 2:h8 pm to 5:00 pm
on January 19 due to a faAlty Panellit row relay.
Startup was delayed in conjunction with the newly
adopted procedure of not attempting to recover
from a scram if the withdrawal of horizontal
control rods c_not be started within ten minutes

after the time of the scram. Startup was conducted
accorCing to cold startup procedures.

B reactor was shut down at 5zl0 am on January 29

when an instrument mechanic inadvertently bumped
a row relay while freeing a stuck Paneilit g_uge.
The No. I and No. 2 galvanometers were repaired,
and a metal discharge was conducted. Nine pieces
of loose steel lining from the cushion corridor
chamber were removed. Operations were resumed at
7:05 am on January 31.
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B reactor was shut down from 7:58 am to 8"58 am
on January 31 due to a faulty Panellit row rel_.

3. C Reactor

A new maximum power level of 1,545 MW was achieved
at C reactor on January 18.

C reactor was shut down at 12:18 pm on December 30
to remove a stuck uranium rupture from process
tube 3072. After conducting a metal discharge,
operations were resumed at 2:54 am on January 3.

C reactor was shut down at 3:55 pm on January II
to remove stuck uranium ruptures from process
tubes 2784 and 2780 (_T-IO5-578-A, Irradiation of
Solid and Cored Unbonded Slugs). Operations were
resumed at 1:30 pm January 13. It was necessary
to shut C reactor down again from 2:40 pm to 8:18 pm
on January 13 as a result of insufficient horizontal
control rods to accomplish turnaround.

C reactor was shut down at 10:36 am on January 19
to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 337_
(PT-IO<-577-A, _rradia_,ionof Solid and Cored Hot
Pressed Slugs). Process tubes 3272 and 3282 contain-
ing similar columns of hot pressed slugs were also
discharged. Operations were resamed at 9:28 pm
on January 20.

C reactor was shut down from 8:45 am to 9:03 am
on January 21 to remove temporary poison because
of insufficient reactivity for startup.

C reactor was shut down at 9:55 pm on January 23
to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 3283
(PT-Io5-577-A). _rocess tube 3283, which proved to
be leaking, was pushed from the reactor containing
the stuck metal charge. Operations were resumed at
8:47 am on January 25. FolloNing startup the
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moisture collection rate at C reactor decreased
from a maxim_, of 187 gallons on January 28 to
08 gallons on January 31. At month's end a total
of 953 gallons of moisture had been collected
from the 3283 process tube leak.

C reactor was shut down from 8:52 am to 9:03 am
on January 29 as a result of improper switching
in one of the electrical equipment rooms.

C reactor was shut down at 5z2h _ on January 31
to remove a uranlum rupture from process tube
2080 (2T-IO5-578-A). The remaining three process
$1bes containing unbonaed slugs under PT-lO5-578-A
were discharged. After conducting a metal dis-
charge, operations were resumed at 8:Uh sm on
February 2.

During January none of the 75 J-N columns were dis-
charged. Eight J-Q columns were discharged and 4
J-Q tubes were charged during the month, leaving
a total of 156 J-Q tubes still charged in C reactor.

4. D Reactor

A new maximum power level of 1,125 MW was achieved
cn January ii, and a new maximum daily production
of 1,125 MWD was established on January 12. This
increase in operating level was due primarily to
relaxed operational limits permitted under _T-IO5-
540-E _Effect of Helium on D Reactor Distortion)
and the seasonal decrease in inlet water temperature.
Effective January G D reactor began operating with
a maximum llO C outlet tube temperature limit,
60 _ 5% helium concentration, and 400 - 50OuC
graphite temperatures under Ff-lO5-54G-E. D Reactor
established a new maximum monthly production of
20,702 MWD in January.
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@
D reactor was shut do%n at 2:40 pm on January 1

due to an electrical coll failure in the regulated
instrument supply circuit. Due to insufficient

reactivity, operations could not be resumed until
3:57 pm on January 2.

D reactor was shut down from 9:42 am to I0:35 am

on January 4 by the D-DR intertle safety circuit

when the No. 3 Beckman at DR reactor was unbypassed.
An investigation of the scram at D reactor and the ........

failure of DR reactor to scram revealed that th_

situation occurred because of incorrect wiring of
the Beckman controller at DR.

D reactor was shut down at 4:42 pm on January lh
to remove an eight-inch uranium rupture from

process tube 1988. After conducting a metal dis-

charge, operations were resumed at 9:40 pm on
J_nuary 16.

D reactor was shut down from Iix22 pm on January 16
due to a Panellit trip.

D reactor was shlt down from I0801 am on January 17

to 1:18 am on January 18 for a removal of temporary
poison. Startup was delayed due to'the failure of

the proportional counte_r. D reactor was shut down

from 3:23 am to 6:38 am on January 18 to charge

additional temporary poison, and again from 5:35 pm
to 8:32 pm on January 18 to discharge temporary
poison.

5. DR Reactor

A new maximum power level of 780 MW and a new

maximum daily production of 77h MWD were estab-

lished at DR reactor on January 24. This increase

in operatinR level resulted primarily from continued

replacement of the central J-N loading with uranium

andthe seasonal decrease in inlet water temperature.
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DR reactor established a new maximum monthly
production of 18,115 MWD in January.

DR was shut down from 2:40 pm to 2_48 pm on
January I by the D-DR safety intertie circuit.
DR reactor was shut down from II:24 pm to II:34
pm on Jauuary i due to a Beckman trip while dis-
charging a poison column from a ball valve process
tube during pile operation.

DR reactor-was shut down from 1:36 pm to 1:53 pm
on January 18 due to an unexplained Paneilit trip.

DR reactor was shut down at l:h8 am on Janu_ry 19
to remove a ruptured J slug from process tube 1587.
The J rupture in 1587 was removed without diffi-

culty and a metal discharge was conducted during
the outage. A total of 43 J-N tubes were discharged,
leavin_ 3@9 J-N columns still charged in DR reactor.
An inspection of the metal columns discharged from
J-N tubes 2459, 338h, and 42@7 revealed the presence
of J sl_,gruptures in each of these tubes. Oper-

ations were resumed at 5s34 am on January 20.

DR react_ was shut down from 5:18 am to 5:27 am on

January 25 due to a low pressure Panellit trip which
occurred while taking a Heise reading.

_iring January the poison column control facilities

at DR r_actor were utilized for the charging and
di_char_in_ of 3 special irradiation pieces during
operation for short term irradiations.

@. F Reactor

A new m_ximum power level of 980 MW was achieved
at F reactor on January i_, and a new maximum
daily production of 980 [?_Dwas established on
January 16. F reactor established a new maximum
monthly production of 25,087 MWD in January.

D
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F reactor was shut down from 3:12 am to 3:36 m,
on Janu_y 4 due to a ruptured Panellit gauge.

A scheduled outage was initiated on January 17
to conduct a metal discharge. Thirteen process
tubes were chsrged with partial J-Q columns under
PT-IO5-537-E (Effect of J-Q Pairs on Radiation

Damage of Reactor Graphite). Following startup
the moisture collection rate at F reactor con-

tinued to averace about 60 gallons per day, and
at month's end a total of 2,818 gallons had been
collected since December 15. A leak testing
program is planned for the extended HCR replace-
ment outage scheduled in February.

F reactor was shut down at II:17 am on January 29
to remove an eight-inch uranium rupture from
process tube 3573. Operations were resumed at
6:05 pm on January 30.

7. H Reactor

A new maximum power level of 1,O35 MW was achieved
at H reactor on January 19, and a new maximum daily
production of 1,O35 MWD was established on January
20. This significant increase in operating level
was due primarily to the replacement of 9 depleted
C enrichment columns with new C columns and the

seasonal decrease in inlet water temperature.

Boiling in recirculation tube O901 (PT-IO5-5OG-E)
was successfully controlled from 5:54 am to 7:14 am
on January b with an estimated stea_ quality of
8%. This represents the first successful controlled
inpile boiling during operation in a Hanford reactor.

During the scheduled outage initiated on January 6,
a metal discharge was conducted and a Dew type
thimbleless horizontal control rod was installed

in channel 7. Eighty-two J-Q tubes were discharged
and 28 process tubes were recharged with J-Q columns,
leaving a total of 106 J-Q tubes still charged in
H reactor.

,: _.',:.,.-.j, _'_ r:..'_ -. '_:,. ,_ ,,' _ "''' _ i'_'_ ' t"
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@
H reactor was shag d_an from 4"16 pm to 4:30 pm
on January 10 due to a plugged Panellit gauge.

H reactor was shut down at 12s56 am on January ]2
for the quickie discharge of an eight-inch uranium
rupture from process tube 1880 (F2-105-539-E,
High-Exposure Comparison of Triple-Dip and Lead Dip
Slugs). Operations couldn't be resumed due to
a power failure on the horizontal control rods re-

sulting from an overload condition caused by binding
of the #2 HCR during withdrawal. Operations were
resumed at 10:41 am on January 13.

H reactor was shut down at 8:42 am on January 21
to remove an eight-inch stuck rupture from process
tube hlTl being irradiated under PI'-IOt-539-E.
After conducting a metal discharge, operations
were resumed at 2:24 am on January 2b.

H reactor was shut down from 3:00 am to 3:19 am
on January 26 due to a Beckman trip. H was s_ut
down from 2:34 am to 2:53 am, frua 3s33 am to 3:_O am,
and again from 3:44 pm to 4:13 pm on January 20 due
to Panellit trips. Ali of these Panellit trips
occurred at an overating level less than I MN and

were caused by excessive Pa_ellit gauge instrumentation.

8. Ruptured Slu_s

Ten inpile uranium slug failures occurred during
January, bringing the total number to date to

437. F_ir ruptured J Slugs were discharged from
DR reactor during January, bringing the total
number to date to 40. None of the January ruptures
were success_111y discharged with the quickie dis-
charge equipment, permitting operations to be re-
sumed within the scram recovery period. Seven of
the January ruptures were experimental uranium slugs
being irradiated under production tests PT-IO5-577-A
(Solid and Cored Hot Pressed Slugs), PT-IO5-578-A
(Solid and Cored Unbonded Slugs)j and PT-IO5-539-E
(High Exposure Comparison of Triple-Dip and Lead-Dip
Slugs ).
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9. KW Reactor

The initial production startup of KW reactor occurred
at 8:47 am on January h. KW reactor was shut dow
from 3:25 pm to 4:19 pm to install additional shield-
ing in experimental test holes. The operating level
was maintained between five and ten MW until 7:35 pm,
when the power level was increased to about 80 MW.

KW reactor was shut down from 8:03 pm to 10:33 pm
to reposition neutron monitoring chsmbers. At
10"50 pm the operatin_ level was increased to _bout
180 MW and at 1:30 am on January 5 the power level
was raised to about 240 MW, in accordance with
planned stepwise increases for KW reactor startup.

At 1:4_ am on January 5 a decrease in reactivity
occurred, causing the power level to decrease to

about 180 _. Horizontal control rods were adjusted
to compensate for this reactivity loss, causing the
power level to increase above 240 MW. At 1:57 am
m_ alarm sounded indicating water in the circulating
gas duct system at the base of the reactor. Since
the reactivity loss and the moisture alarm were both
indicative of water leakage, a high speed process
tube outlet water temperature traverse was immedi-
ately initiated. However, at 2sO_ am, before the
te_perat1_e traverse was completed, KW reactor was
scrammed from a power level of about 410 MW by a
Panellit trip on crossheader row 4b. A radiation

survey of the rear face indicated the presence of
a slug rupture in process tube 4bbg. Hydrostatic
pressure testing of tube 4hb9 also indicated it to
be leaking, lt is estimated that approximately 7JO
gailons of water entered the reactor through tube 4bbg.

A review of startup events revealed that process
tube 4oo9 had received no significant cooling water
flow from before this initial production startup at
8:47 am on January 4 th.-oughthe reactor operational
period terminating at 2:o4 am on January 5. It is
presumed that the cause for the cooling water flow
stoppage was the inadvertent failure to remove from
the rear piping of tube 4oO9 a solid neoprene disk
inserted during pre-startup testing to prevent water
entry. The lack of flow in tube hob9 was not indicated

-- n9
,.,. •
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by its Panellit gauge due to improper adjustment
of the instn,ment prior to startup. An indication
of apparent normal condition was obtained under

what was actually a no-flow condition resulting
from the obstruction in the rear face piping.
Both before and after the incident, Panellit gauge
4009 read normal at 2_0 psig (crossheader pressure)
with trips at 210 and 200 psig. Standard flow
monitor settings in the vicinity of tube hoo9 showed
normal readinzs at lhO psig with trip settings a_
115 and Io5psig.

lt appears that damage to the slugs and boiling
within tube 4669 b,c_, F_gnificant when the power
level was increased to about 180 MW at i0850 pm
on January 4. Such da_.agebecame progressiv_ly
more severe causing radioactive water, steam, and
possibly fission products to be intermittently
flushed out the front nozzle into crossheader hO,
resulting in a surging action of the radiation
monitoring instrument located on the front face.
Temoerature traverse data indicated that the tube
power surrounding tube 4669 was 325 KW at the time
of the scram, corresponding to an overall normal
power level of 700 MW. Since the power level was
only about 400 MW, a substantial flux distcrtion
presumably existed toward the top of the reactor.
Increased heat generation rates within tube 4009 undoubt-
edly intensified the rate of slug damage and in-and-
out boiling. Probably the inward flow caused by
the process tube leak and/or violent surging of water
and steam in and out through the front section of tube
hoop and venturi caused the Panellit trip at 2:04 am
on January 5.

Attempts at removing the slugs and tube soon

showed that this was not a normal rupture slug inci-
dent since only a few slugs could be easily removed
from process tube 4669. Due to the lack of structural
integrity of the slugs and tube, and adherence of the
material to %he graphite, it proved impossible to re-
move the remalning components by pushing rearward

with forces up to hO, O00 Ibs. The bulk of the _lugs

-- IO
e_F •
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and tube was removed in sections by tedious with-
drawal methods from both ends of the channel.
Examination of pieces of the recovered tube a_d
slugs, together with borescopic evidence of graphite
damage, showed _hat new techniques would be re-
quired, and tube and slug removal work was discon-
tinued on January ii.

Slugs from the extreme front and rear of the tube
showed essentially no damage. However_ damage to
the slugs became progressively more severe nearer
the reactor center and evidence that molten uranium or
an alloy of uranium, had penetrated the process tube
was observed. Melting of both the aluminum Jackets
and the uranium was observed on some of the central

slugs. The type of dsmage varied from slug to slug,
but none were ruptured or split in the usual sense.
The damage professed from partially melted Jackets,
through s]u_s with no apparent Jacket, to pieces
badly swollen and chan_ed in characteristics. The
swelling appeared to be the result of rapid diffusion
of the aluminum and Al-Si into the uranium to form a
more voluminous mixture or diffUsion compound. This

expansion caused the sl,_s to essentially fill the
process tube, and the process tube ribs formed grooves
along the length of some of these swollen pieces.
Evidence showed that relatively cold graphite,

coupled with the helium atmosphere in '_hereactor,
effectively prevented the process tube from melting
in general. However, several melted holes and splits
were observed in the process tube.

Internal inspection of the front section of channel
4669 showed considerable damage to the graphite
with visible gaps, cracks, and chips. Part of channel
4669 had been broken from its keying to the graphite
stack and displp.cedabout 3" to the rear. Seven
vertical safety rods in the vicinity of tube 4069
were disassembled. These seven VSR channels and
the four process tube channels adjacent to tube 4669.
Evidence of metallic material at some block Junctions

_i/ _|_ _. _ ||_ |'II

q..
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was also indicated. The four process tubes
closest to tube h669 were removed without diffi-
culty, indicating no significant misaligr_ent of
graphite in these channels. No gross lateral or
vertical shifting of the graphite stack occurred. '

A check of ali rear face nozzles for flow restrictions
revealed that another process tube (2155; had its flow
channel partially obstructed by a similar neoprene disk.
Hcwever, since the obstruction was only partial due
to eccentric setting of the disk in the piping, the
flow monitor pressure for tube 2155 was only slightlyhigher than normal.

Rear crossheaders 44 and 45 were dismantled and a
slx-inch diameter hole was drilled through the rear
biolog_icaland thermal shieldings,concentric with
tube channel 4069, with a diamond core drill. After
installing a sleeve in the opening to prevent material
from falling into the plennum chamber, the graphite
stringer in channel 4_9 was removed in sections out the
rear face. The central portion of the graphite
channel, containing the remaining 71 section of
process tube and iO distorted slugs, was removed
without m_ch difficulty from the rear with manual
forces. Two pieces of fused metallic material (one

about 13 inches by four inches by one-half inches,
and one about twelve inches by three and three-quarters
inches by one-quarter inch) were removed fr._,channel
_669. The 3X ball valves were removed from the bottom
of the seven vertical safety rod channels adjacent to
tube 4669 to permit rem.ovalof graphite and metallic
particles. One piece of uranium slag was removed
from VSR channel 37, and considerable graphite was re-
moved from VSR channel 55. The four tube channels
adjacent to hC_ were borescoped and channel hO69
was found to have two cracks in the tube bearing
blocks about_enty-one, feet from the front Van Stone
flange. Traverses were also taken in several test
and experimental holes.

.... A_
pt
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After installing_a specially-machined, new graphite
stringer in channel 46@9, a sleeve was inserted
through the cast iron block and biological shield-
ing, which was packed with special grout. New
process tubes were installed in channel 4_9 and in
the four tube channels surrounding tube 4@b9. Rear
crossheaders 42 and 45 were replaced and pressure
tested and the rear nozzles and pigtails on row
4b were installed. The seven 3X ball vahss and

vertical safety rods in the vicinity of tube 4_59, which had
been disassembled for graphite removal, were _assembled.
At month's end the inspection and replacement of outlet
temperature monitoring elements was in progress, and
preparations were being made for extensive operational

testing and in,qpectionprior to resumption of pro-
duction operations around February II.

I0. 6pecial Products

a. Polonium

Nothing to report.

b. Thorium

As of the end of the month there were 152 and

1Ob J-Q tubes in C and H piles respectively.
During the month 820 pieces of thorium containing
1484 grams U-233 were shipped on Janusry 24, 1955.
This included bO grans of U-233 _n flattening
slugs.

U-233 production in flattening material during the
month amounted to grams. The thorium slug in-
ventory on site at month's end was as follows:

Unirradiated 1,492
In reactors 5,381
In basins 2,077*
Shipped 820

* Includes 3@ pieces in Technical section.

•_ r..'.C__ _'_,
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B. Metal Fabrication
, ,i i

I. Manufacturing Statistics Januar_ December Year-To-Date

TotAl Acceptable Slugs Canned

(to_) 1_o6 _2o _o6
Composite Canning Yield "

78 83 78
Canning Efficiency

(_) _ 9_ _
Forecast Achievement

(_) lOO lOl ZOO

Net Acceptable Solid Slugs

(tons) 392 424 392
Slu_s Returned from Reactors

(tons) 8.22 0 8.22
Canning Yield

(%) 7'9 83 79

Net Acceptable Cored Slugs
(tons) 22 2 22

Slugs returned from Reactors

(tons) 0 0 0
Canning Yield

(_; 69 - 69

Autoclave Failure, Solid

(.o.IM) o o o
Autoclave Failure,Cored

(No./X) o o o
Acceptable 0-4 Slugs Canned

(Pieces ) 4,918
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2.

A. Activities
,, J

A net production of 406 tons of acceptable
finiqhed slugs was achieved in 22 working d_ys
during January, including one overtime day
(101% of forecast). Twenty-two tons of the
total production were cored Slugs canned by the
lead dip p,ocess. The 20 tons drop from the
record production of 42@ tons established in
December was due primarily to a 5% decrease in

canning yield and a slight buildup of inprocess
inventory. A new production high of Ij135
slu_s canned for a single line shift was es-
tablished on January 13, using a 50-second
canning cycle. On January 22_ a total of 1,142
slugs was canned on a single line shift, but
part of this production was made possible by
the experimental testing of a 45-second canning
cycle. Six canning lines operated through
January, three on a full relief basis.

The composite canning yield experienced in
January wa_ 78%, a drop of 5% below the December

' yield. Dimples in the weld bead of canned slugs
resulting in reject welds was primarily responsible
for this decrease. To alleviate this situation,
several tests were conducted. Virgin AI-Si was
employed on some canning lines and not on others,
and the welding characteristics of the resultant
slugs were observed. Ali welding machines were

carefully inspected for defects, and the welding
procedures and standards were reviewed with the
operators. The cause of the defect had not been
determined by month's end.

The production of e Ight-inch cored slugs con-
tinued during January, using an operational se-
quence which eliminates bare slug emarsion in
water subsequent to end plug welding. A total of
22 tons of acceptable finished cored slugs were
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produced in January, increasing the total

finished cored slug inventory on hand to
24 tons. A test device which indicates the

presence and quantity of AI-Si in the central

chamber of cored slugs using radioactive co-

balt has been developed. Primary tests indi-

cate that this device may be very reliable

for the purpose.

On January 19 the canning area in the old 313

building was released and all canning oper-

ations were moved into the new buildings. However,

equipment difficulties have prevented the finishing

operations from moving into the new building, and

it is not anticipated that this move can be accom-

plishe d prior to March i.

The lack of sufficient finishing capacity to

meet production commitments will make it necessary

to conduct prod_tion activities on a three-shift,

five-day week basis, lt is planned to convert

from two-shift to three-shift operations on
February 7.

A short supply of bare metal continued to compli-

, cate prod_,ction activities durin_ Janu_ry. The

shipment of h21 tons out of the _85 tons required
for the charging of KE reactor has reduced the

finished slug inventory to a minimum.

The canning line efficiency dropped from 93% in

December to 92% in January. However, this re-

flects a creditable performance considering the

move of the entire canning operation during January

and the continued occurrence of c_plications

stemming from construction activities, new equip-

ment shakedowns, and short metal supply.

b. Special Oper ations

The cored slug welding program continued on a

two-shift basis. The weld quality has improved
considerably as the result of the installation ofs

an _mproved type helium quench box on the welding

machines, practically eliminating the blue oxide on

slugs ceased by exposure to air after welding.

"--"" " A 6
w "
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A total of ].,350enriched C-4 slugs were cold
canned during January with a canning yield of
95_, and a total of 754-C-4 slugs were canned
by the hot press method.

Two 8" solid slug autoclave failures occurred

on Jmuary 31, (will be included in February
statistics).

c. Maintenance and Improvements

Startup of the hot press facilities disclosed
the need for equipment modifications. On
several occasions the solid dies wedged in the
sleeves and required that the furnaces be dis-
assembled to remove the dies. Several lubricants
are being investigated to alleviate this condition.

The original furnace heating element proved to be
too fragile and calrod heating coils have been
installed in one furnace on an experimental basis.

The testing of a 45 second cm_nlng cycle was
started in mid January. The results to date indi-

cate a 45 second canning cycle is operationally
feasible. The quality aspects of the slugs pro-
duced with this short cycle are under investigation.
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C. Fuel Element Technolog[ _ _;''___'''_'_

i. Uranium Heat Treating

Heat treating data obtained to date show that 'the
drastic quench used in present processing produces
fine grain uranium at the sacrifice of obtaining tex-
tured material and high residual stresses. The
following modifications are being recommended to re-
duce the texture to near randomness, reduce the re-

,dual stresses, and produce more uniform macrostructure,
with a 25_ increase in average grain diameter.

a. The salt bath temperature used for trans-
formation should be 700 to 710°C.

b. '1_eimm_slon time in the salt bath should
be twice the minimum period required for
complete transformatlon.

c. The uranium should be removed from the trans-

formation bath and air cooled until completo
beta to alpha transformation has occurred:,
then quenched in a brine solution at a

. minimum temperature of 50°C.

2. Uranium Extrusion

Development extrusions at Adrian during December re-
vealed that the lead-end cracking resulted from too

severe quench (50 psi water pressure applied to quench
device). A new set of aip_aextrusion conditions was
used in pilot lot extrusions conducted during the weeks
of January iO and 17. Cracking was eliminated with no
apparent sacrifice of other beneficial properties.

The extrusion of 384 tubes was accomplished in January
with 2 psi water pressure delivered to the quench de-
vice. The tubes extruded with little or no quench
were relatively straight, and the central hole was
relatively round and well within the tolerance limit
and concentricity.
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3. Lead-Dipped Cored Slu_s

About 9,500 cored uranium slug assemblies were
welded during January using a sequence of oper-
ations in which the ends of the drilled cored
slugs were closed by welding in uranium end

plugs in a helium atmosphere after the slug
surface had been pickled: _ese cored slugs
were canned with a canning yield comparable
to solid slug prochction. The oxide film over-
laying the diffusion zone oi the plug welds

apparently has not prevented wetting of the slug
ends. Tests of drilled cored slugs with end

plugs fastened in the end conterbores by crimpi_
the edge of the counterbore over the edge of
the plugs indicate that this method of core
assembly may be as effective as the present
welding,method in prevenring bath metel entry
during canning.

4. Thermal C_clingTests

Preliminary temperature measurements made on an
eight-inch cored slug w_ile being thermal cycled
in the woodspiitter showed that for a given power
input approximately the.same temperature is ob-

tained in either a solid cr co_ed slug. The temp-
erature achieved at the edge of the central void

in the cored slug was o5oOc at 103 KW power input,
with a maximum temperature of @70°C being measured.

5. Fuel Element Performance

The performance of lead dip canned normal pro-
duction slugs(B-lot) continues to be satisfactory.
About I,OOO process tubes reached exposures of
600 - 950 MWD/T, including 150 to 300 process
tubes in the 800 - 950 MWD/T range. A total of
four slug failures have occurred to date at ex-
posures of 810, 670, 190, and 240 M_D/T.

'J- w,
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6. Slug Distortion

Preliminary data have been compiled to study
the dimensional instability of slugs under
irradiation with respect to the method of beta
heat treatment used. Data were obtained on three
process tubes each of fUel elements beta heat

treated (I) during the triple dip canning process,
(2) in rod form before being machined into slugs
for lead dip canning, (3) in slug form after

machining from rolled rod for lead dip canning.
The triple dip material was typified by local
bumping with a maximum warp of 43 mils at 750
MWD/T. Rod transformed slugs show an even sur-

face with local flattening, and a maximum warp
of 23 mils at 750 MWD/T. Slug transformed
material was found _o grow in diameter with a
maximum increase in diameter at each end (aver-
age diameter change of 17 mils with a 31 rail
diameter increase at tho slug ends). Maximum

warp of this material was 57 mils at 1,O47 MWD/T.

7. Core Test Equipment

Out of numerous methods explored for detecting
Al-Si in the coring of canned cored slues, a
radiographic method has been selected, and crude
equipment has been buizt to perform this test.

A 13 millicurie besm of Cobalt-60 is passed length-
wise through the cored, canned slug and counted for

IO seconds with a scintillation counter. Through
an empty cored slug the detector receives io,OOO
ccmnts in iO seconds. A core quarter full of Al-Si
reduces this to 9,500 counts per iO seconds, and a
completely filled core reduces it to 4,000 counts
per iO seconds.

I
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II PROCESS DEVELOi_4ENTS

A. Reactor Technology

I. Special Irradiations

The cave to be used in the KAPL-120 inpile tube
removal is about 80% complete. Removal of the
tube is scheduled d_ing the extended shutdown at
H pile during the latter part of March. lt has been
determined that installation of the new loop will
be done by Minor Construction.

Preliminary specifications on the proposed WAPD
loop for design, scope, scheduling and cost esti-
mates have been submitted to the Design Section. lt
is hoped to have the feasibility study completed by
the beginning of March.

Installation and acceptance testing of the pneumatic
rabbit facility in KE pile is complete.

2. _sics

The minimum number of VSRs, HCRs, and Ball 3X columns
necessary to hold a fully loaded wet K pile was ob-
tained during startup tests.

VSR _CR
Cold clean 750 ih excess -_ _

Cold clean 800 ih excess

(32 C and 5 F columns) 29 19 29

Strengths of various safety systems as indicated by
startup tests are approximately I,i00 ih (41 ¥SRs),
1,300ih (51Ball3X columns),and 850ih (20 HCRs).

It is to be noted that the available safety control
falls sh_t of complying with the original design
criteria for safety control system capacity due to
system strengths lower than calculated and the lar_er
than anticipated reactivity effect of water. An in-
crease of 200 ih in Ball 3X system is possible if
boron s teel balls are used.
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lt was demonstrated that a fringe loading consisting
of an inner blanket of C columns and an outer blanket
of mint columns will result in a hot reduction in the
heat load of the shield.

The wet temperature coefficient test indicated that

for uniform ceil temperatures in the range of 10-80°0
the positive graphite coefficient is approximately of
the same magnitude as the negative metal coefficient.

Construction of the PCTR building is complete and the
reactor will be moved into the building early in
February. All mechanical components of the reactor
are complete with the exception of the moveable fire
and flux leveling devices.

Progress at Metals Controls Corporation in developing
the lead-U-235 matrix fuel elements is not too en-
couraging, lt may be _cessary in the near future
to redesign the element to expedite procurement.

The sample of non-impregnated Spect graphite purified
by LeCarbone in France was tested in the 305 pile and
_ound to b_ caaparable in purity with that produced
and purified by Speer for_KE pile.

3. Grsphite

Three pairs of J-Q slugs were charged in the front
fringe of each of thirteen tubes in a diamond an'ay
in F pile during the January 17th shutdown. Samples
of the graphite tube blocks will be taken in about

two months to determine whether annealing of the fringe
graphite occurs.

4. Water Studies
-

A successful demonstration of inpile boiling was
conducted in the IO0-H recirculation loop. Stable
boiling was maintained for 80 minutes under conditions
of 8 percent steam quality at 300 psi. No further
boiling runs are planned for the loop.
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Flow laboratory tests of the rupture character-
istics of bonded and unbonded slugs emphasized the
importance of expeditiously removin_ ruptured slugs
from process tubes. Bonded slugs exhibited severe
localized swelling at or near the point of water
entry whereas unbonded slugs developed general
swelling over the entire piece. Unbonded slugs did
not stick in the process tube as tightly as did
bonded slugs.

5. specialStud

A preliminary etu_y of the use of enriched uranium
in piace of C slugs as spike enrichment indicate_
possible savings of up to one mi!lion dollars per
pi]s per year. Advantages ares

I. Production gain of 1% by replaqlng aluminum
with Uranium.

2. No decreased reactivity or h_ch burnout problem.

3. On ,q_te U-235 inventory reduced.

4. Safe_ pile operation - reduced graphite temperatures
and less fuel element vibration.

mt* '
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Effective February IO, the use of hot startups
was temporarily discontinued at all reactors _
for a few weeks to study heat control conditions " _'"
and adopt restrictions which will assure safe
reactor operation during hot startups.

2. B Reactor
_ .....

B reactor was shut down at 8:55 am on February 7
to remove eight-inch uranium ruptures from
process tubes 2391 and 1357. The metal column
in tube 2391 was removed without difficulty with
the charging machine. A maximum force of 9,500
Ibs. was required to remove the charge from tube
1357. Tube 1357 was removed and replaced, and
a metal discharge was conducted. Operations were
resumed at 4:20 pm on February 9.

B reactor was shut down at 5:10 am on February 16
du_ to an apparent obstruction in the effluent
_bion chamber. An investigation revealed that
several pieces of steel plate and timber were
loose in t_ cushion chsmber. After removing
these obstructions, the installation of a steel
cage in the c_shion chamber to hold the steel

pla_ and timbers in place was 90% completed
before startup at 3:11 pm on February 20. In-
stallation of the steel cage will be completed
during the next scheduled outage.

B reactor was shut do_ at 1:30 pm on February 26
due to a P_nellit trip resulting from a grounded
gauge. After conducting a metal discharge, oper-
ations were resumed at 5:43 am on February 28.

B reactor was shut down from 5:29 pm to 9:34 pm
on February 28 to discharge temporary poison
columns. _ing this outage a suspected rupture
was d_scharged from process tube 3085. This
rupt_re w_ll probably not be confirmed, since
it was discharged, by necessity, into a discharge
chute filled with metal.

O
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%

3. C Reactor
, i

A new maximum power level of 1,600 MW was
achieved at C reactor on February 159 and a
maximum daily production of 1,600 MWD was es-
tablished on February 16. This increase in
operating level was due primarily to long-term
reactivity gains and continued benefit from
enrichment column changes.

C reactor was shut down from 5s24 am on January 31
to 8'Oh am on February 2 to remove an experimental
uranium rupture from process tube 2686 (FT-IO5-
578-A, Irradiation of Unbonded Slugs) and conduct
a metal discharge.

C reactor was shut down at 1:27 pm on February 7
due to a tube failure in the No. 2 Beckman.
Recovery was unsuccessful when the No. 40 VSR
slipped out of its l_mit switch during attempted
startup. The r_sultin_ outage was used to conduct
a metal discharge. The operations were resumed
at 10:20 pm on February 8.

C reactor was shut down at 12:58 am on February 9
while checking a Panellit gauge. Startup was de-
layed to 10:55 am on February 9 due to the pro-
portional counter being inoperable.

On February i0 the moisture collection rate at
C r_.actorreturned to normal after a total of
1,142 gallons had been collected from the 3283
process tube leak_ which occurred on January 24.

C reactor was shut down at 10:54 am on Febnlary IO
due to an abnormally high outlet water temperature
on process _,be 0876. An investigation revealed
that the thermocouple on tube 0876 was faulty,
and operations were resumed at 12:22 pm on
February II.

-" .':9
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C reactor was shut down at 4:49 pm on February 18
to remove an eight-inch uranium rupture from
process tube 2092. After a metal discharge had
been completed, startup was delayed approximately
six hours due to a faulty galvanometer. C reactor
was eventually started to power at 2:40 pm on
February 20.

C reactor was shut down from 3:50 pm on February 22
to 10:40 mn on February 23 to remove an eight-inch
uranium rupture from orocess tube 4060.

C reactor was manually scrammed at 11:35 pm on
February 23 when the outlet water temperature on
process tube 1091 indicated full scale on the temp-
erature monitor. An investigation revealed that
the thermocouple on process tube 1091 was faulty,
and operations were resumed at 2145 am on February 24.

C reactor was shut doom at 10:56 am on February 25
to remove _n experimental uranium rupture from
process tube 2587, (PT-IO5-578-A, Irradiation of
Unbonded Slugs). Operations were resumed at 4:21 pm
on February 26.

C reactor was shut do_ again from 5:06 pm to
6:06 pm on February 26 due to a Panellit trip.

C reactor was shut down at 4:23 am on January 27
to remove an experimental uranium rapture from
process tube 1382 (FT-105-577-A, Irradiation of
Solid and Cored Hot Pr_,ssedSlugs). Process
tubes Ih82 _nd 1582, which also contained PT-IO5-
577-A material, were discharged and recharged with
r_,lar metal. Operations were resumed at 5:47 pm
on Februar_ 27.

C reactor was shut down at 7:53 pm on February 27
to remove an experimental uranium rupture from
process $_be 2062, (PT-IO5-584-A, Unbonded and
Mechanically Bonded Slugs With Point Closures).
Process tubes 1961 and 1962_ which also contained

fw, .....
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PT-IO5-584-A columns, were discharged and re-
charged with regular metal. Operations were
resumed at ii :56 pm on February 27.

A total of 75 J-N tubes and 156 J-Q tubes still
remain charged in C reactor at month's end.
No J-N or J-Q columns were diacharged during
February.

4. D Reactor

During th_ scheduled d_scharge outage initiated
at D reactor on Februar_ji, the B horizontal
control rod and thimble were removed and a new

thlmbleless type HCR was installed. During0

normal discharge operations a high rear pigtail
reading indicated the presence of an eight-inch
uranium rupture in tube 09699 which was removed
without difficulty.

D was shut down from 11:40 pm on February 4 to
5:33 am on February 5 to adjust the high pressure
cooling wa_er trio on the newly installed B
horizontal control rod.

D reactor was shut down from 7:03 am to 11:O7 am
on February 5 to charge temporary poison columns,
and from 8:00 pm to 11:36 pm on February 5 tc
discharge t_,porary poison columns, lt was
necessary to shut D reactor down again from 2:28 am
to 5:05 mn on February 6 becmxse of insufficient
horizontal control rod.

D reactor was shut down at 3:05 am on February II
due to a surge on the 230 kw supply line resulting
from a dra_ line boom hitting the power line in the
K area. Ooerations were resumed at 8:15 am on
February 12.

' ". _'._:"_'_,"?."_:_1
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D reactor was shut down at 5zll pm on February 23
when the transfer area compressor shorted out,
setting fire to wiring and blowing process power
fuses in the electrical equipment room. The fire "
was extinguished without incide_ntand after re-
pairing the damages, operations were resumed at
3z31 am on February 25.

On February 26 the moistUre collection rate at
D reactor became abnormally high, and at month's
end a tot0_lof 49 gallons had been collected.

5. DR Roactor

DR reactor was shut down from 9z39 pm to
9z47 pm on February 6 due to a Penellit trip.
DR was shut down from 12 "59 pm to isO8 pm, from
1:56 pm to 2=O1 pm, and 4:42 pm to 4z50 pm on
February 8 due to unexplained Panellit trips
on rows two and three.

DR reactor was mam_ally scrammed at 4z56 pm
on February 8 to correct outlet tube temperature
severely limiting operations. After discharging
a total of 15 J-N tubes, operations were resumed
at 8=40 pm on February 9.

Seven temporary poison columns were charged and
three temporary poison columns were discharged
during Operations on February I0 to effect
turnaround.

DR resctor was shut down at 5=37 am on February II
' when thro_eBeckmans were inadvertently by-passed

at the same time for testing and the adjustment of
trip settings. After conducting a metal discharge,
operations were resumed at 4zO5 am on February 12.

DR reactor was shut do_rnat bz53 pm on February 19
due to a Panellit trip resulting from an oscillating
gauge on row 33. Before operations were resumed at

llz20 pm on February 20, a suspected J rupture was
discharged from J-N tube 1455.
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DR reactor was shut down from 2:45 am to 5'07
am on February 21 due to a high-pressure Panellit
trip on poison column control tube 3783.

DR reactor was shut down at 5:11 pm on February 23
due to th_ D-DR intertie system when an electri-
cal fire occurred in the D reactor transfer area.._-
During the outage, 33 additional J-N columns were
discharged, leaving 313 J-N tubes still charged
in DR renctor at month's end. Operations were re-
sumed at 1:50 am on Februar7 25.

6. F Reactor

During early Feb_zary the moisture collection
rate at F reactor continued to average about
sixty gallons per day, and on February 4, a
total of 3,068 gallons had been collected since
December 15.

F reactor was shut down at 8 pm on February 4
for an extended scheduled outage for the replace-
ment o£ horizontal control rods. During the ex-
tended outage, six horizontal control rods and

thimbles were replaced with rods using a Sphincter
gas seal instead of a thimble. After decontami-
nating the rear face, all rear nozzle gaskets
were replaced. _nproximately 60 remaining rear
galvanized nozzles were replaced with the aluminum
nozzles. Ali front face nozzles were tightened.
The entire reactor was hydrostatically leak tested,
and all process tube thermocouples were checked and
correct_d, as necessary. Tube 1191 was found to be
leaking and Van Stone flange leaks were located

on tubes 1691, 1489 and 3557. A total of 22 faulty
process tubes were removed and replaced with new
tubes. Eight rear crossheaders were orificed.
After conducting a metal discharge, operations
were r_mlmed at ]2:26 am on March 2. The HCR
outage at F reactor, originally scheduled for two
weeks duration, was extended an additional two weeks

due to slower than anticipated progress experienced
while installing the rear face nozzle gaskets.
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7. H Reactor
; ,,_

A new maximum power level of 1,O50 MW and a
new maximum daily production of 1,O48 MWD
were established at H reactor on February 18.
This increase ir operating level was due largely
to improved flattening resulting from the dis-
charge of high concentration material.

H reactor was shut down from 7:O5 pm to 7x18 pm
on February 4 due to a Paneiiit trip.

H reactor was sh,t0down at Iz17 am on February 6
to remo_zean exnerimental uranium rupture from
process tube 3787 (PT-IOS-539-E, High Exposure
Comparison of Triple Dip and Lead Dip Slugs).
This was the third rupture of A-lot material,
and according to the production test the balance

of the A-lot material was discharged (approxi-
mately llb process tubes). The ruoture in tube
3787 had also caused a process _Abe leak. Oper-
ations were remainedat llxO9 am on February 7.
Approximately 207 gallons of water were removed
from H reactor following startup.

H z'eactorwas shut down from 2815 pm to 3:46 pm
on February 7 _ue to a Panellit trip. _ H reactor
was sb-t down from 4:16 pm to 4z35 pm on Febm,ary 8,
and again from 7"40 am to 7z50 am on February 9
due to oscillating Pane]lit gauges.

H reactor was shut down at 3xO5 am on Febm,ary II
due to a surge on the 230 kv power supply line
when a dra_ line boom hit the power line in the K
area. After conducting a metal discharge, oper-
ations were resumed at 10802 am on February 12.

H reactor was shut down from 6:11 pm to 6z52 pm on
Feb_zary 13 due to a faulty Panellit gauge.

i.
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H reactor was shut down at 12s40 am on February
25 to remove K reactor prototype thermohms from
twelve process tubes for inspection. After con-
duct_ng a metal discharge, operations were re-
sumed at 11"43 _, on February 27.

H reactor was shut down from IsOl pm to 1:49 pm
on Feb_lary 28 to investigate a suspected rur%ure
on crossheader 41. However, no confirmed rupture
was located.

A total of 106 J-Q tubes still remains charged
in H reactor at month's end, since none were
discharged during February.

8. KE Reactor

KE reactor was turned o_r to the Manufacturing
Department at 8sOC am on February 8 for compre-
hensive pre-startup testing. Work completed ducing
the month at KE reactor during this pre-startup
test program included:

a. Functional tests of ball 3X system.
b. ContLnuity and dry-_un functional tests of

b_ta monitoring system.
c. P_nellit gauge and line continuity tests.
d. Functional and leak tests of gas system.
e. Dry-run functional tests of effluent system.
f. Replacement of nozzle gaskets.

g. Replacement of defective temperature monitoring
connectors.

Work in progress at KE reactor at month's end
included:

a. VSR functional tests (70% complete)
b. Octant monitor functional tests and adjust-

ments (80% comnlete)

c. HCR functional teste (15% complete)
d. Installation of instrumentation for initial

startup loading (80% complete)

L
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During the inspection of process tubes and
nozzles, it was observed that the nozzle

gaskets blocked the process tubes sufficiently
to nrohibit an aligning bar from entering the
tubes. Subsequent investigation revealed that
the gaskets w,r_ soft and tightening of the
noz_es had forced the gasket %o protrude inward
beyond the inside diameter of the process tube.
Consec_lently,al] nozzle gaskets were replaced
with a gasket of harder material using a torque
wrench on the nozzle bolts to insure correct
tightness.

A check of process tube outlet temperature
elements for proper orientation of the resistance
t_rmcmeter bulb revealed that 30% of the elements
were turned 15 to 45 de_rees from their original
setting. Ground resistance checks showed indi-
cations of moisture in the temperature elements.
The leads were disconnected on the rear face to
permit all components to be thcrouhgly dried.

Equipment inspections and tests in preparation for
KE reactor startup progressed on a limited basis

during February, since KW reactor had priority
on assistance from Process, Technical and Design
personnel to expedite KW startup.

9. KW Reactor
--

The rehabilitation of process channel 4669 was

completed by the Engineering Department on February
6, at which time KW reactor was returned to the

Manufacturin_ Department for a comprehensive star_p
testing program. This _re-startup test programincluded:

a. Checks of process tubes, including correctness
of charge, sealing, cocked slugs, pigtai\s for
obstructions, and condition nozzle gasket
replacement, and Panellit gauge and line continuity.

•.ew-, _ G
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b. Functional checks of VSR, HCR, and ball
3X systems.

c. Functional checks of all safety circuit
components, including time delay measurements.

d. Functional checks of all safety and control
instzn_,entatlon.

e. Process water backup tests.

f. Funntlonal checks of reactor auxiliary equipment,
such as gas system, shielding, and retmntion
basins.

g. Check of all critical reactor components and
instr_u.entation for conformance with Process
Standards.

h. Modification of front face nozzle caps to prevent
water leakage.

Several hundred Van Stone flange gaskets were found

to be defective, and it was necessar7 to replace all
front and rear nozzle gaskets on KW reactor. During
the chock for pigta_l blanks, several pigtails were
found with the fl,red end completely straightened out.
Consequently, it was desired to investlgate pigtail
conditions in general. During the nozzle replacement
program all pigtails were inspected and replaced, as
necessary. Approximately 20% of the pigtails on KW
reactor were found defective.

Inst_Iment personnel worked on the temperature moni-
toring _'stem throughout February and at month's end
the temperature monitor was far from operative.
The primary cause for this is moisture in the rear
face connectors, resulting in decreased resistance
to ground and makin_ the elements unreliable. At

month's _nd the connectors were in the process of being
cleaned, coated and dried to make them moisture re-
sistant.

, .. =__ _ _ _:'_ ?-_
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i0. Ruptured Slugs

, Nine contlrmed inpile uranium slug failures

, occurred during February, bringing the total

number to data to 446. One ruptured J slug

was discharged from DR reactor during February,
bringing the total number to date %o 41. Four

of the February ruptures were experimental uranium
slugs being irradiated ,_nder production tests PT-

IO5-539-E, PT-IO5-577-A_ PT-IOS-578-A and PT-IOS-

584-A (one rupture each). In addl_on, one sus-

pected uranium rupture was discharged from B
reactor.

ii. Special Products

a. Polonium

Nothing to report.

b. Thorium

.,.._. ,,,_. ...... _.

As of the end of the month there were 159 and

105 J-Q tubes in C and H piles, respectively.

,-8
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During the month 855 pieces of thorium

from the J-Q Ioadings containing 1,251

grams U-233 were shipped on February 26,
1955.

U-233 production in flattening material

during the month amounted to 95 grams. The

thorium slug inventory on site at month's

end was as follows;

Unirradiated 1371

In reactors 5231

In basins 1456"

Shipped 855

* Includes 36 in Technical.

.... • ,., • '_ -:t;, _..;_
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B. Metal Fabrication
, u,,,

I. Manufacturing Statistics

Februar_ _ Year-To.Date

Total acceptable slugs cam_d
( tons ) 396 406 802

C_site Canning Yield 79 78 7B
Canning Efficiency

(_) 9_ 9_ 94
Forecast Achievement

(_) io7 ioo lO3

Net Acceptable Solid Slugs

(tom ) 381 384* 765
Slugs Returned from Reactors

(tons) 2.27 8.22 10.49
Canning Yield

(_) ?9 ?9 79

Net Acceptable Cored Slugs
(tons) 15 22 37

Slugs Returned from Reactors

(tons) 0 0 0
Canning Yield

(_) 13 69 ?l

Autoclave Failure, Solid

(No./_) .02 O. .O1
Autoclave F_,J.lure,Cored

- (No./_) o o o
Acceptable C-4 slugs Canned

(Pieces) 156 766* 922

* Corrected Data

@

--
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2. CaMIng

a. Activities

A net prooklctionof 396 tons of acceptable
finished slugs was achieved in nineteen
working days durir_ February (107% of fore-
cast). Fifteen tons of the total production
were cored slugs. A seventh canning line was
started on February 7, and all seven lines

operated on a minimum relief basis thro_Ighout
the month. A new single li6s shift production
record was established on February 2 when 994
slugs were c_nned. During February the pro-
duction per line shift averaged approximate]y
950 slugs.

The composite canning yield experienced in
February was 79%, an increase of 1% over the
Jantu_ry yleld. The major causes for reJect._on
were bad welds, poor bonds, and marred surfaces.
A 2% improvement in the bad weld reject rate of
last month due to dimples and oxide occurring
in the aluminum weld bead was aahieved during
February. Continued emphasis on operator
training and improved performance of the new
weldin_ equipment was primarily responsible for
this improvement.

Fifteen tons of eight-inch cored slugs were pro-
duced during February (12 tons of drilled and 3
tons of extruded material)p increasing the
finished cored slug inventory to 37 tons at
month's end. lt is planned to accumulate and

supply as much cored material as possible for KE
reactor startup. The composite canning yield for
the cored slugs was 73% (71% for drilled and 79%
for extruded material).

Due to insufficient slug finishing machine
capacity, it was necessary to convert to three-
shift operation with the startup of the seventh
cannir,g line on February 7. The marking fluoroscope,

_
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cut-off lathes, and frost test equipment
were moved into the new building addition
on weekends durin_ February. lt is planned
to use this equipment until the new finishing
lines are op,rable.

Close liaison between the Reactor and Metal

Prenarations Sections was required during
February to coordinate the scheduling of
finished slug deliveries to individual reactor
areas and to maintain production continuity and
prevent unnecessary buildup of finished slug
inventories.

The February autoclave failure frequency
statistics reflect two eight-inch failures
which occurred on January 31. An investi-
gation revealed that both of these failures
were apparently caused by weld bead defects.

The acceptable canned slug production for
February was 107% of forecast, due primarily
to the exceptionally high canning llne effici-
ency of 96%,which was an increase of 5% over
January. This is the highest canning efficiency
achieved in _ii over a year's operation. Ex-
cellent performance of the new induction furnaces,
temperature recorders, and auxiliary canning
equipment was responsible for this achievement.

b. Special O2erations

A total of 1,674 C slugs were processed during
February, 348 of these being canned by the
hot press method.

Uranium inserts were removed from 4622 recovered
cored slugs by special machining operations
durin_ February. In addition, 500 four-inch
solid slugs were machined, drilled, and counter
bored for cold closure canning experiments.
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The trans_rmation and outgassing of uranium
slu_s continued during February. The short
metal supply continued to complicate the
efficient scheduling of metal through these
operations.

Two _ the s lightly irradiated canned reject
slugs used for KW reactor startup were
mechanically stripped and sent to the Analytical
Laboratory to determine the radiation levels
that would be experienced should an attempt
be made to recover the remaining slugs, lt
was determined that the radiation levels plus
small quantities of fission products made re-
covery of this material undesirable, lt has
been tentatively decided to hold these slugs
until Purex startup.

c. Improvements.

The gamma ray test device which indicates the
presence and quantity of Al-Si in the n_ntral
cored slug chamber has proven satisfactory for
production purposes and requires very little
maintenance. The device has significantly
assisted in the acceleration of the cored slug
canning program.
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C. Fuel Element Technology

i. Alpha Extrusion of Uranium

The evaluation of uranium alpha extruded into
tubes continued during the month. The results
of mechanical property tests on extruded material
are essentially the same regardless of whether

..... the specimens were taken from the center of a

solid piece or from the wall of a tubular piece.
However, specimens of metal taken from the wall

of a drilled alpha-rolled piece have considerably
lower elongation than specimens taken from the

center of a solid piece. This decrease may be
the result of non-uniformities caused by rolling
practices which are indicated by the presence of
the cruciform pattern. Indications of non-uni-
formities are not exhibited by extruded meta].

A study of comparative yields of cored slugs from
tubular extrusion and from rolling and drilling
has been made. Available data show that a 30%

ingot-to-final-acceptable-slug yield was realizedwith the extruded metal, as compared to a 40% yield
from rolling and drilling of comparable Mallinckrodt
metal. The largest single cause for this decreased
yield from extruded metal is eccentricity Of the
central hole. A self-centering billet was designed
and tested during February, and preliminary results
indicate that this practice will decrease the rejects
for eccentricity.

Uranium h_bes extraded in the J_uary development
program have been received at Hanford. These tubes,
containing holes nominally .25, .80, and I.OO inches
in diameter, were extruded to study the effect of
reduction ratio and extrusion speed on the pressure
required to extrude and the structure of the extruded
tube.

2. _drogen Anal.v.sis

For the adequate control of hydrogen content of

Fernald heat-treated uranium rods, it is necessary
that a quick, efficient technique for hydrogen
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analysis be developed. Vacuum extraction
apparatus using induction heating has been
constructed with trial runs scheduled to start

in early March. In this apparatus the surface
of a uranium slug will be heated to bOO°C for
a few minutes and then the pressure of the hydrogen
evolved will be measured and related to total

hydro?en content and bonding layer porosity ex-
perienced during lead dip canning.

3. Lead Dip Cored Slugs

The cored s£ug production at Hanford during
February was limited to 13OO extruded cores
from experimental extrusions and 4200 drilled
cores recovered from canning rejects. No ship-
ments of drilled cores were received from _rnald

• during February. The trial fabrication of cored
pieces with the cored ends closed by crimping in
a uranium plug, instead of welding, continued
during the month.

4. Weld Defects in Lead Dip Slugs

The reject rate for AI-SI spikes continued at
about the 6% level. AI-SI spikes are thin fingers
of AI-Si extending from the braze lamer through the
weld fusion zone to the weld exterior, where they
are manifested as a depression or thimble. Based
on data indicating a strong influence of welding
on the formation of these spikes, detailed studies
of the _eldlng operations are being made. H_ever,
it is of interest to note that the analysis of data
since March 1954 indicates a close long-term _socl-
ation of welding defects with the lead content of
the canning bath.
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5. Hot Press Canning of Uranium

A single tub_ of hot-pressed, nickel-plated,
diffusion-bonded, internally and externally
cooled slugs being irradiated at C reactor was

discharged at an exposure of approximately 150
MWD/T because of unbalanced cooling water temp-
eratures between the central hole and the annulus.
The hole exit temperature was 125 tc 130°C
the annulus exit temperature was 85 to 9oO_.whereaSThree
partial tubes of internally and externally cooled
material, with inside flow passages of 3/8, 7/16,
and 1/2 inch in diameter, will be charged shortly
to continue this study.

6. Ultrasonic Bond Test

For a better comparison of the ultrasonic bond

test and the frost test, a total of 1,858 slugs
was run through both tests in series. About 152
slugs were rejected by the ultrasonic bond test,
but only IO slugs were rejected by the frost test.
There were no frost test rejects which were not
also ultrasonic rejects. Of the 142 slugs on
which there was disagreementj 88 have been auto-
radiographed and preliminary examination of the film

shows three or four pieces with single voids greater
than one square centimeter in area not indicated by
the frost test, three or four with no visible flaws,
and a large number having small voids and clusters.
The characteristics of these latter pieces indicate
that the reject rate can be lowered still further
by adjusting the ultrasonic bond test instrument

controls. The stabilitM of the instrument appears
adequate and in its present form _uld serve as an
adequate unbond test.

m .m •
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II PROCESS DEVELOPMENTS
|,m ,1,, II

A. Re,actor Technology

I. Special Irradiations

._.,_.'._ _:. . . .........
_"_'"_."i

• _..'_

lt has been determined that Minor Construction
will fabricate and install the modified KAPL-120
loop. Estimated costs for this operation are '¢

t $140,OOO and a revised cost estimate is being for-
,: warded to this office. Inpile tube removal is no_

scheduled to take place during a scheduled March "
shutdown in view of the delay in the horizonta_
rod replacement program. It is now estimated that

the completion date may be August 1955, in view of
a delay in delivery of necessary piping.

GE-ANP has advised that their proposed facility is
to be considered primarily for development work
instead of for testing production specimens.
In view of anticipated specimen sizes coring of
of the graphite in the test channel appears
necessary to accommodate the facility. Considerable
delay has been encountered in completing this feasi-
bility study in view of continually changing require-
ments on the part of ANP.

Design specificatiqns for the nroposed WAPD re-
circulation loop are complete _d the feasibility
study is expected to be issued by March 18%h.
lt appears that DR pile will be recommended and a

separate building outside the pile building will
be constructed to house the high pressure loop and
other components. The crises at KW are responsible
for delw in the program.
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2. Physics

PCTR fuel elements being fabricated by ORNL
will be available by March 1Sth. Fabrication
techniques for the Lead-U-235 matrix elements
have not as yet bee.:successfully demonstrated
by MCC. lt is planned to stack the graphite
moderator the early part of March.

The prototype gamma monitor at H pile continues
to operate satisfactorily. A visit to Radiation
Counter Laboratory to ascertain the extent of
progress in providing the gamma monitors for
Projects CG-528 and 579 indicated unsatisfactory
progress and lack of sincere effort to provide
an excellent product.

The sub-crltical pile neutron multiplication
detector at DR pile has continued to operate
satisfactorily. Adequate response to neutrons
is observed in 0.02 to 0.04 MW range which Is
the sub-critical pile power generated by direct
fission with control and safety rods inserted.
Repositioning of the instrument permits power
levels to be monitored to one MW which is well

beyond the level at which the Beckman amplifiers
become active. Th_ specifications can now be
stated in detail and efforts are underway to
effect early-on-pile installation at all piles.

A twelve point prototype of the K pile outlet
water temp,r_ture monitoring system was placed
in operating condition at H pile. The objective
of the "spot type" temperature monitor is:

i. To provide trip-before-flow instability
protection in the event of power surges_ and

2. To display continuously an out_et water

temperature from one tube of'_block of 25
tubes.

Control capacity difficulties at KW pile have re-
sulted in consideration of modifying KE startup
tests so as to include a measurement of the ability
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of controls to hold a dry fringe enriched pile.
This will require about three additional days
for the startup t_sts. The results of the wet

temperature coefficient tests during KW startup
indicate for unif_m cell temperatures values of
-1.28 and _I.i ih/_C for t_@ metal and graphite
coefficients, respective].v. The test was con-
ducted in the temperature range 12 - 85°C.

3. Heat Transfer
-- _ • ,_a.

Tests on the effect of misalignment of K pile
thermohms on tube flow rate and instability
limit indlcate relatively little effect when

the element profile was parallel or perpen-
dicular to the flow.

A survey was made which showeds

I. An average of t_ree panellit scrams per
pile in CY 1954 resulted from abnormal flow
rateS.

2. At C pile an averag,e of nine panellit gauges
with non-fail safe, inoperable trips may
have been installed at any one time during
the past six months.

A recommendatlon has been made that two Panellit
gauges be used on any tube where abnormal flow is
expected.

' 4. Process Technology

The performance of aluminum pigtails on the K
pile leaves much to be desired. With narmal
maintenance practices the flared ends are fre-

quently straightened on installation resulting
in failure and a distinct possibility of complete
loss of water to the tube. The inspection nearly
completed at KWpile has rejected 20_ of the rear
face and 15.5% of the front face pigtails.
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5. Graphite

A C pile graphite burnout experiment has been
approved. Graphite temperature will be main-
tained at a nominal @OOVC with some regions of
the pile at higher temperatures. Duration of
the test will be five months.

Difficulty was encountered in charging eight-
inch slugs in the top far corner of F pile com-
mencing December 1954. Extensive bowin_ and
probing measurements are being made during the
current extended shutdown. Tube curvature is

increasin_ in the r_,_on 9_ feet in from the front
Van Stone flange. The situation will continue to
become worse as the central zone graphite con-
tinues to contract and may eventually require the
use of four-inch slugs.

6. Water Studies

Eight urocess tubes were exmained during the
month. Six were removed because of ruptured
slugs and all showed evidence of cocked or
misaligned slugs. One hundred fifty rear Van
Stone flanges were inspected at F pile: four
were badly pitted,'14 exhibited medium pitting;
and 13 exhibited l_ght pitting. Sixteen others
had cracks or other mechanical damage.

Flow laboratory tests of the effects of aluminum
grain size on co'_rosionhave been concluded.
No significant difference between corrosion rates

for large and small grained aluminum Jackets was
noted.

Investigations of C metal slug cocking and
chattering were concluded. "Floating" of upstream
C pieces was observed at high flow rates (740 gpm)

-,-"° I_ 0.,dsl
ro- •'
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when a perf was placed upstream of the charge.
A detailed report will be issued soon. With
respect to this, this office queried Arco con-
cerning acceptability of twelve-inch C pieces
and was advised that they would be acceptable
when Separations plant modifications are com-
pleted in July 1955.

A mock-up aluminum process tube with _luminum

slurs has been operating for eight weeks at 49%
, steam quality, IIO fps water velocity and 190 C

temperature. Slugs discharged after three and
six weeks exposure showed average penetration
rates of 0.21 and 0.25 mils/month, respectively.

Calculations are being performed to determine

the capability of the KER facility for boiling
studies in view of possibility that available
dynamic head in loop may be reduced from the
scoped value of 450 psi to 150 psi.
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REACTOR OUTAGES - FEB_ARY 1955 +
t,,, , ,+"i ,, ,, ,4

B C D DR F H TOTAL

Metal Discharge 51.6 21o2 60.O 60.0 46.0 238.8

Maintenance 25.0 13,2 16e7 508.0 562.9 _

Panelli% Scram 26.0 II.0 31.7 2+9 71.1

Cushion Chamber 76.0 76.0 _"

Poison Discharge O.3 O.3

Rupture Removal 32.0 123.6 0,5 ioO '_,9 191.0

Special Operations 4.5 v 405.....................................

Production Tests 2.0 IO.O 12.O 16.O 40.0

Faulty Thermocouple 28.6 28.6

Beckman Scram 32.8 22.5 55.3

Compressor Fire 39.8 39.8

Power Surge, 230 KV Line 35.9 30.9 66.8

Intertie Circuit 32.6 32o6

High Tube Temperature 26.7 26.7

Suspected Rupture .... 0.8 0.8
-- i i _ emm_um_.mmm.lmm

Total Hours 217.4 230.4 162.9 I14.0 580.0 130.5 1,435.2

Scheduled Hours O 34.4 87,2 O 58OPO 62.0 763.6

Unscheduled Hours 217.4 196.O 75.7 llh.O O 68o5 671,6

,.I
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The f._al conc,_ntr::l,t.Lon of material discharged
was increased durin C Ziarch to 900 _.Y.'n3/Tat B,

DR. F an-]II rcactnrs to 1,000 I._4D/Tat D reactor.
and to 260 I_/'T a_, C reac_or.

Th_ ;_anford trihiu::l production was conclud_l

,!urin[__hrch :.'henall remaining J-N tubes were

dischargf,d from C and DR reactors on March 14 and
31, rcsl._ective].y,

lt .is a].ar'dr,l-to no_c that during March 5
of I_ Fanc.!!il_scra_:_._and 3 of 6 Bec_::.nan

_" ._e all Fanellit & Beckman scrams) ::er,:_scraH_ (!I,.,....

cau_c,l I.,U so,,,,_,in:_dvcrhant action on the hart of "-_.....

,'Teral;i.':E,_and/o_' in_t.rument personnel, such as by-
l'as,_i_:.C _}_,',:-n[en_:r:,anssimultaneously or bum!_ing
against the Fane.!lit system board.

B renc_r uas shut do_m at 9:06 A/.Ion March 17
when a fau!_y thermocouple indicated a high out-

let temperate:re on process tube 2183. Durin C the

rossi LLnZ outage, a metal discharge was conducted
an-/a toLal o:" 207 front and rear nozzles uere

[,igbt_ned in a zonn of suspected water leakage.
Operations _ere. res_._,:iat 4:59 PM on March 18.

During the sch_[lul_:ddischarge outage initia8ed

0:%March 21, t]_,_.rear face fly's _je viewer was

r::mov,_,,,lin preparation for the subsequent in-
stal].ati_n of rear face television facillties.

Tt.m I,roccss tt_.bes_;cre removed and replaced, and
seve_._alpieces of stee.[ and timber were remcv:;d

from the en_r:_nce of the effluent line. _e B-C

safety inh,_rt._o clrcui5 was revised in an at_e_p_

to m]ni:;_izescrams due to accidental Beckman trips.

3. C Reac,beT'

C reactor _as shut (]o_m at 2:16 _4 on March 3 _en

a fau][_y th,u_ncouple indicated a high outlet tenp-
cra lmre ou l_roce_s tub,, 0982. Operations were re-
:_n_,].a5 11.:15 _UI on l_.arch4.

Y4
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C reactor _Tassbllt:Im_nab 7:O2 AM on March lh
to remo-m a _wa_u_:1ru!;turefrom process tube
1879. The m_p_,urc,was discharged _.rithoutd.__fi-
cul_,y__th the c11argingr,_chineand tube 1879
was rechar_o,l_-Iti:i_metal.. All remaining J-i.!
tub_.s(a!:,proxirlabe,ly 7_) _.re discharged, con-
eluding tlin tritium prndu,:tionprogram at C
reactor. Ope_,at.i_ns_._ereresum6_]at ll:07 PM
on March 15.

C reactor was s!mb (.!m,m from 12:25 .a_ to 1:32
AM on March 1.6,_lueto the shorting of a
Pan,_.llit,gauge'.C reactor was shut deltaagain
from 2:(? ,_',I to 3:08 A_Ion March 16 when the
Pane]lit b,]arJ_as "um,.Ivertentlyjarr_i.

C reactor was shut drum at 3:23 PM on March 16
to remove a s Lmek e:q_rim,_ntaluranium rupture
frr,m process %1_b,,1675 (PT-IOt-580-A, Irradi-
atinn of Unbonrl_lSl_gs w.LthPoint Closure).
C reactor _:,asstarted to power at I0:28 PM on
March 18.

C reactor _:a_ _hut drum from 1:16 I_I to 2:08 t"!Ion Iiarch1_)(lucto a Pan_.].littrip resultinZ
from impr,)porv_.!ving(h._vinggauge change,

On ]_rch 19 t',__atc_:'collection rate at C

react, or b:':ca,::e ab,_ormall2-high, indicating a
possible ::afr lr..,.!:.C veac_or _;asshut drum
at 9:!_ A.:_,,n!::u'ch_].tn investigate this water
leal::_Ce,allot a total of 1,857 gallons had been
coli.ecru4. Process tub_ 0?60 was fo_ to be
leaking, an-!it :_asreplaced. Operations were
resumed at ll:l! ,U!0,%l!arch22.

C reactor _.yasshot dn_m from 3:57 AM to 5:10 _4
on ]4arch 23 to investigate a rupture indication.
1,_oslug rupture :_asconfi_ned. However, it was
necessa_j to shut C reactor down again at 5:30
FI.Ion i,_,.%rch23 to remove a stuck _ranium experi-
mental rul,h_ve f!'nmprocess t1_be1378 (PT-IOt-
570-A: Irradiabi:)nof Cored SI%Izs).

@
....
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Purl,,!:h}tor:q.F0uw:outage, ball valves ar_/a._soci-
abed r.qu:_!:rl',u,hfor charge-discharge whilo oper_t-
,_g"_p,r,_ installc_lon five process tubes. Oper-

atie,_s_,_ererestmlo.l,_._3:05 AM on March 2)_.

C reachn:"_:asslu,t dm:n from 4:50 M,ito 5:08 A:i
on _Iar,;h nn,,.(1%_oto an unexplained Panellit trip,
C r_acbor :.:asmarmallv scramned from 9:00 MI to
"2:23i_° on ::a_-,.'.h28 due to a high outlet tcmper-
nturn .i::dic-_tinn. It was necessary to shu_.C
_'r;an._,n:' ,.l.?::naga:.nf._'ol.n_:]._hAJ4on _'Iarch2_ f,o

_ [I'n;:":arnl:2')due to insufficient r,:acti_ity:.:2. - '..

I-.oc,)nL:.nu,?o!,r,t'at_r,ns.

::?J-. co:.uuns:_,-:',:discharged during l,la_ch:
!ea_]._t_-]56 J-_ tubes still charged in C reactor.

h. I5. '.,".ca_t,r,r

D r,'.::cl_n:,t:nss}ml;dm.m from l_:h6,_.Ito 5:Oh _fi:
nn ?'arch] dur'to a Fanellit trip when the :.n'ong
g._t_g(::.;asvalved during base checking.

iurin,-+.,l_eszh,_.!u!odO']scharffeoutage in.:l:,iatc,d
oi:_:',_'c}_...7, bh_,.;,:'_'_'m'..,,,.thimble was removed and

• •,_", , : rod and sphincter srala n<.::-!:;,,].,,'._bl.., b].c.] ss
'.,erei,,s,%:tl.]._:!.1_._r<.cprocess tubes were re-
i_ov,._la_::l_'.':T.I,_c:.,]{,_,r,%_]._atethe effr,ctz of
:,:at,rr rl_.:_].__"'_.,(PT-I.C'5-525-E.Inspection of
I:he,..frl.t_,,ntl..!nerr'v_:aledseveral planks
;:a_u.o,l:,c_'ossI:I:o.ot_l;:1et of the D-DR cross-tic
j_ncl.-i.onl?cx. TI,<.,,I:21[CR_as removed fron se:'vicce
,I_,:,t,:.:,]._ahj"ill,r,bl.r,and the #5 HOR was ,,':,_,.c1

' -,-n_,a tafi_!sfor the same reason.r,_ a ._....... I_- s

b _c,ac_,c,rwas sh_,bclo_mf_,m 8:42 _I on l:arcb23
to 5:00 [-:ion _:arch2h to remove a _ran_.t'_:frf?titre
f.rom !.rr,_: ,0_- t._br: ' ".....•,,:, lh..?. D%u'in_startup fnl.low-
:i.nCtl}.i.snuta{.'o, the first model of an ins'brt_:'en+,
,],.s]u_edto ccnt:Lmlo_slymonitor the _d.t ',;aI,,,r
t(':upr.rat,uro of 2!_l:_'o(.'.esstubes as a 6-sc:co_,!
cycle ::n.'._::pc rat_d satisfactorily. Any 211 _t_.bcs
c::n_:,:;.,n,,.]._o:'e:l.a.-.:lthe instrument cor,t:._;_san

::_a:':.:,:i.rc_,ib_.,h._.c],:.:illpro%_idean a_dib:le
s_L:.::'al:_l,.,na,r;" of thr, 2h tubes exceeds r, !:.re:d.c,,sly
..,",:t i, _,,_,,_r::[,t_',:.

..... 76



Durinl:LI_.scFo!u]ec:d:ischargeoutage begun
on l.:arch29. b_1oi1"ra:]iatedslugs which be-

came ].o,]C_,!nn _he r._.arface Ot level cat- _'4---.....
walk 6_r_ng nor,:ald._.schargeoperations were
s_cccssf_Y]lyr_'m,_ved_d._ha long pole. Un-
successful athenpts _¢_:'emade to remove the

':O _'l_,ak:inc ,,.HC,_._J,i.i:L1q._..Removal work was dis--
cn,,tinur:d_hcl_the thir_,bleseparated approxi-
1._atel::..._._-,.",_,,I:_ronl..b_:._front. Revisions to
LI_,2D-D'?.s::r,.._.&-i.uS_.rhiocircuit were com-
iq,c5"',:_:and bcst,,,,l.

5. D_ _'actor

Drlrr,act,,r,'sI::_bl..ishc.la new _;mxim_ monthly
lwoducI:..ion ,_f]o.,,097 IX._Din March.

D!Lrrac',,o_:_ms shut do_m from 5:28 A/,_on
llarchL,?to I'52 Pllon l!arch13 to remove
a uraniv_.,rupture from process tube 1294.
:Ifb_:rromovOnC and replacing tube 1294, a total
o.f'2)!J-iltubes wnre discharged.

D_'r'infll:archDR reactor was shut down five timesdue to ['anel].ihtr_ps, as follows:

Date Do;;_, UP Cause

iiarch!3, ].?55 3:119FIT {!:47PM Row )_5
i,arch]3, ]955. S:]!lFII 8:56 PM Row 6
llarch I_ I'_<_•_, - . 9:02 rll 9:51 PM Row 46
llarch 15, 1955 3:51 I'll 4:]34PM Row i
March 27, 1955 10:07 PI.I 10:19 PM Unem_]aine.]

D_in_- the scheduJ.ed discharge outage initiated
at 7""..,0A;Ion I:arch31, all remaining J-N tub_s
(al-,prn_._,,atc.].y28o) _.:¢.redischarged, concluding
the tr._hiw,_l.roductienprogram at DR reactor.
Ol_eyationswere resu,_cdat 2:34 _U,:Ion April 3.
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II r.,mc!.r:r :_an slmb Ho,on_.from 6:47 PM to 7:11

PM on !;..qreh 9 ,:l_c,na Panollit gauge was in-

advo.rtont.ly g_'mmded _fl_ilebeing charged.

Dul-Jz_glfl_esol:Cd,li.naloutage in_.tiated on March

15, ht.,,I[[lI:-120high 5m_iperature, high press1_o
rcc_._'cu!ah.ionfaci]il;y was removed from th_ A

test hol_ t_il;hot11;Inei:;l_nttemporarily stored in
a spec_ally F1,Ol,ared?eel of water. A total of

Irl,J-Q fiub._s;:_rn discharged leaving 62 J-(.
coll,nns shill chal'gr.dj.nII reactor. The rcmuin-

ing 125 I'_'ocesstubes containing B-lot material

, (FT-IO5-519-!',) _I¢:_.'ed!._c|,argedat an average
e_q_osurn r,f.'.,.._..,."'_, _Z._)/Td110 to excessive stuck

charge c:qn_j'ir_cc,_Jitb.this material. Four

of [:hose D-lot cha.1"E'es_;ere found to be stuck,
requirJnF: a r.l:_,'::i:u,,, of 7,000 potmds force to

rem_.,:,,ethe _orst one. 1'_en removal of the

role, prnc'ees _,u1_nsproved unsuccessful the

tubes _ere. 1_l.:_nkedoff . A C-slugrupture was

dischar_,d fro,.-, process tube 4273. Operations
were res_ae,:lat 6:33 -U: on March 20.

Due to ,'_"_c.nnivo -- ' "-. re,.cta.v.ttyit was necessa_- to
sht_t H r'oacto_, _!_:m from 8:02 ,_.! to 10:15 AM

on ,','arch2n to elmrgn two additional tempera:D,
poison enlvmns.

|! react.r:,,_.ms shut do',m from IO:!O PM to 10:22

P!.!on .'..inr.cb23 15" a Fanollit trip caused when t],c

Panr:].l._t!.,nu_,_1_.ms inadvertently bumped during
Eaug, r¢'cal:i.b_'at:inn.

Ir_edia Be ].y fo] l._,_.;._ng hhe startup of _,l reactor

On /./arch 11 :_f_]l scale equipment testin_ pre-
gram was initjaF.ed at Ii}:reac_6r, and sufficient
tests were c._mp].,F,_.d1_ZI_arch 15 to start the

dry ].nad-inC n_ f.h_,reactor. The dry loading
• .aL -I

program ,'_n,.7 assoclauec, tr:chnical tests wnre com-
pletud hS" i'iar:,'h 27 """ _ut.-_,,'_, incident, The r_m.ior

irene inch,0!,,l!.n t,his dry loading program wnre:



a. D:'j c;_i':.inal :.1,_r, roached on March 17 _.sith
!I13process tubes charged.

,:.1+1(-hllb,_+block hosts were conducted 5o

..alu:_,0othe rcan_ivi_0y effect of recycled

_:_.,.%1.No 4irference from the reactivity
_urr_cb of nattlral uranium _as noted.

e. DD _ ]nad._ng of the complete reactor was
-nce+o,uptJ._h,:,.lit: steps to conduct K reactor

v,:,'b:i_al safr_l:V system control capacity
t._.,';l.n. P+esu]._,._ of these tests show_l th'_b
.%,.

_ ea;"b;,n-'+.;_,_elb,_ll colu_ms in the center

sc.nl:.iono_ the re:_ch,_rplus lh boron-ster.l

bu.ll c,_].ur_nsin the fringe section :,rill
hn!.l sulcrL_J.c:_l _ d__" K _eacto+--that is
cn_-j.chr.:[+.._it}t_ coltm,ns in the fifth

].:xt-01;i.,.-._t_iP, w_i.I;l_I_8 of these 88 columns

_..nnde<.lin 16 c].us_ers of 3. The 51 carbon-

sb,,clbali_ sysl.,->_held the reactor sub-
C ..r:tbtc:_l,.dth 72 columns of enrichment
l,_._4n.lin tltn saree lattice unit but in

a!t,++'.rnahe_ubes. Forty-three carbon-steel.
b:C.l colu.++_'tsw_re required to hold the

f_,_!!'/l.oa,led d_ _ rclctor subcritical with

no ,,nr.;.ch,'_eut.Based on these data, it , )
al,l>r.a,-shl_a_ ab least ius 3X ball co+_+_nnz '"

".n a,].,!.!._,_,_,._ t,) 5l_(., full VS[I s2rstem are r.n-

(iui_':lto hn].clthe fully loaded dry un-
:,nricl3.e:'.lreact ,i'subcritical.

_+ '•l° Co:"!l:!_gtube s .at._n_check.

e, Fo_rt,+'enh,_pF+ez'sof carbon-steel balls

•+_,,r,,,replaced _,d.th boron-steel balls in the
"" sys t_:_.

Fol].o,,D.'._,gcoi,;p[etion or the dry loading tests

_n ;[_.rch27, proner,s water was s_pplled to Kl',

rnnctoc. +,\fI_erconnr,cting all rear face pi S-

_,ai!_, co+_.,.lucb5nS flow tests, and repairing

rmjor' _m_er ].eal:s_technical tests were re-
sut+_r'd_, llarch 30. At month's end the tc.chu.t.ca].

testa :-_o_,_[,l+.t_+,linclu_[ed the VSR effectiv(:ness

l.r+s,_,,_,[,l_,Iv'_._:__,rrectiveness tests, ho_ sps5

_:nricl,,.,,:,nl.; fs,ts, anct complete calibration n._
t;h," ,t,"'",

-- CO
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IClreacto_,":rassl_uI:d_._mfrom 10:55 M! to 9::)8
F;Ion I:arch 1.3for th_ removal of temporary
[,olsn:_coh_.1,,,m,lh,ring this outage five re-
sist,ante _he1_olr,s:._crereplaced and the /,!3
Dec_,_mnchamber wa,_rcpositioned.

iY.'lr.acLor _,msshut dm,m from 9:26 PM to
IO:Ii [IIon ;larch].3duo _o a trip on the
l,orio,.lr,eh.,:rr_sulhlng from a false high
i_:velIndJ.cabion. IZlreactor was shut do_.m
f:.c,,n3.:8 :ii_5,,2:23 _U:on March 16 when three

D,_cl_l,m_'.1_vc'1_%,Ivertcntly by-passed during _I
a,!.jtlst_ent,f L:'j.F setLings.

12:r(-:-,cLor_.lassln_tdo,,mfrom 11:23 Z I on
I.arch23 Lo 2:11].A._!on IIarch24 to discharge
:,]:li_ionulI:,.,J_l,orary,,oisoncoltunns. Dtu'inC
t!looutaze 17 reninlmnce thermometers w_re re-
l,!aced_nd six fron_0face pigtails were removed
f,_rinspec _ion,

I?.!r,_aoLof_:asshut ,]o:n_from 3:06 _,!to 5:06
.,'_.Ion i'_arch2_i_hen three Beckmans were inadv_,rb-
,'htlv'_,'-!:asse,l at the same time. During this
,n_.ra_,3Y.bulls ,,_ero,]ropp_linto one channel
due to tl,efa:.lureof a limit switch.

A+,r_orff:_,_sr,n,1I_hor,ouoz'level at _ reactor },al°

br,on cr-ld_allyincreas,?.dto a maximum of I050
][.L The flrs5 uonhh_s production ab KW r,.'achor
a,_ounI:.,.',ltn 16,273 _._D.

"

Five ln-i,:i.lc uraa:iur, slug failures occurred duri_c
l:._rcb, bringin. :- the total n_,ber to date to !_tt .
Two _r these Yarch r_i,tureswere e_q_erlmcntal
v:'ani_.:s].u.T._bcing .irradiatedunder prodx_cti_n
•tests FT-]Ot-580-A an'.[PT-IO5-570-A, respcctiwly.
One z_p_uved C si,.,C :ms discharged from H roact,)r
dur_,C i:aroh, bringinZ the total nunber to date
to [_p.

_..,'.I1I_;.1U''.':L.,V,('_t_ -:._,_',,' -
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U-273 p",_.hle_',,,__n !']__:t:_ning_mtnrial during
the nlon_,ha1_ou_l:;edto 57 grams. T1_ethoriutq
sin; inv_,n_o_.,ynn sl_.,_ ag monthts end was as
follows :

Unl_'r:_,.l!ated1,3_6

In re_,c_ors h,261

:_basins 2,h09::"

,31,.i! 'Pr:,L 0

...."" ' ,]._:c_:sin I,'chnical.,,. ? :_, I

-" r4
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March February Year-To-Date
" -- _ iiiii _

Total Acce1_al)leolug_ Canned

(Tons) 421 396 1223
COmposib,-,.Canning Yield

(F;) 79 79 78
Canu.ing T'.ffic,-Le,Le.y

(;_) 94 96 94
Forecast Achi ,'ve.n,,nt

(;;) 114 zo? 1o7

Nob Acceptable Solid Slugs
(Ton,-..) 404 381 116;o

Slug._Retur_md _z'omReacbors

(Tons) 3.33 2.27 13.82
Canning Yield

(,_:) 79 7_ 7?

Uet Acceptable Cored Shags

(T cns) 17 15 54
Sh_z._RcSuz'uedfrom ReacLors

(Tc',n_) O O O
Canning Yield

(;:) 75 73 7L

Autoclave Fail,re, Solid

(I.,o.,.":.I) o .oP. .o_.
Autoclave Fail,re, Cored

(_./H) o o o
Acceptable 0-4 Slu_s Canned

(Pieces) 806 156 1728

,, '%, ,.,_ '.' . _. :. _'_



A ne_r pro, lue_:[._n of 9_21 tons of acceptable
ftn:t._hr_.l slu_,s _.yas ac]_leved in 23 working days
during l'_ar_-h (11.1_,_ o_ forecast), Seventeen tons
nf the total predu.ct_ion were cored slugs, On
_Tarch14, three shift operation was discontinued
and the nut,berof operating canm_ng lines was re-
duced from seven to _ix. Six lines were operate_
on a t_so-._h.[et_Lina:._unrelief basis durinC the re-
,'_aind_rof the r,,nu_h.Significantly r_luced reactor
fuel r._,:luiro,nen_0sdue to K reactor startup delays
az_._ehang._,sin 51_elou concentration program _ere
respon_ibl.efor this _'_._oductioncut back.

The cemposi._,ecanning yield exq_eriencedin I_arch
_._as79_ ("°''__..,ofor solid slugs and 75% for cored
slugs). The _ajor causes for rejection were bad
:_].,Is,poor bond_, and marred surfaces. The bad
x._el.dreject rate, reflecting primarily the oc-
c_wr,'nce,of di_p_cs in the weld bead, varie,l
erra_,i_.a!lyfr:)t,_fi_e to fifteen percent durincT
I:arch, i_ffort,_are being made to investiga_,e5he
l'_'_c_s_v.nr_abk.,,swhich couldccontribute to tl_e
occ_m_'_,nce,-Fthis "._e].ddefect.

Inve_fiorle_oe both bare and finished slugs re-
waine..lbelow _.!nlmu,_requirements during the
month, requiring close liaison to maintain reactor

" l"r._du'.'5_oncontinuity. In order to supply Fornal,_.
:_!.th,,_nu.-hf_.c,,lmaterial as possible, every
effort is being ,_mi_to promptly return uran-_.u_
scrap and o.'.:i:le._.Approximately 80 tons of su_t-
able ,_crapwere ret_u'nedduring March.

Tap water corros_.onte._tsof several hot nrossed
C slu_.du,_:iesrevealed localized corrosion on the
can _yallnear the cap end.
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A tl_oroug}! analysis ir_ticated that iron was present,
anu lt wa_ ans_lme,1 that the present practice of
polishing O slvgs :.d._.h steel wool prior to weld-
ing may have _mb_d,ted minute particles of ._ron
in the can _a!l. In order to avoid any pos._ible
unsatisfactory perfonaance due to this condition,
it is pla:med to remove these iron deposits by

etching pr_scuh inventories of C slugs in a
chromic acid bath.

No au+oclave failures occurred during the month.

The canning line efficiency achieved dtu:ing Mar_h

was _,,, a decrease of 2% from the February 96%
efficiency. Thi_ reduced efficiency was due he

pla,med production downtime to permit additioual

personuel training meetings to be conducted.

b. SPecial Operations

A total of 1087 C slugs were canned during March,
493 by the hot press method. Poor bonds and

blisters were the major causes for rejection on

ti_ehot press materi_l. Development work is con-

timring conc_._rent with production in an attempt

to improve the hot press process.

Co_-ed slug _nsert welding equipment was relocated

in tb_ ol:l313 building sw" _ch gear room during

the month. Insert welding continued satisfactorily,

anu closer l',roximJtyof the pickle and canning

operations has mad_ i_ easier tO coordinate prep-

aration and delivery of cored material to canning.

c. Equ:_ pment Experi e_nce

On March I0 the first Ajax induction furnace used

in hhe new plant canning area failed due to cracked
refractory in the induction channels. The fu_lace

was not returned to service due to difficulties

experiencec| in removing or melting the metal which
had solidified in and above the channels.



The n,,_: U.li.l._:_,el,On_%ration etch equipmen_ was
placed in full production operation on Harch 21.

SorIc.increaae in tlm marred surface rejection
catecoIy _yas experienced due to the absence

of Tof!on in the s!uc supporting surfaces of a
fc_; new __ch bask.,.,hs.

D_u'Jni7ilarch a high _.mter !ew_l alarm %ras in-
stall(:d in t}te a11Zoclaves so that corrective
action could be ta,..n before serious con-

seqt_onces rosull; in the event of a drain fail%%re.
Tir:_eclocks _;el-ealso installed at the auto-

cla_':_sF,atien .,l_l"lnC the month to provide an

ace_rate au,! eas:; method of timing the a_toclave
test _,rocess• •

II. nno _'"_°-_:..,_o D.L:.,_LOFi2"_'T3
i,i i ii

A. Reaoto_: T,_chno].o@[

I. }{en% Transfer
,,,, | ,, ___

Tests to ,:[e_er_inet!,c effects of steam po_er loss

at the old piles indioa_,e that outlet temperatures
of at lr:ast ]"o °_..-J , may be tolerated _rlthout tube or

sl_,_ mel_jn C follo;_inC steam loss if the pile is
scra_.,}e,il.

Studies of problems associated vrith raisin_ tl_e pile

bull: o_t!,T.t_:af,e,' te:_peratures to iOO°C are continuing.

lt is l'_:obab].ot}_at a production test to authorize
operation of D pile at IOO-C can be prepared in June
1P55.

A study of the file safety aspects of the use of

charce-'lischarce equil_mont to be installed at C pile
indicates no sacrifice of pile safety as recards
tul_ flo,.-r.

An almly:is of the probable consequence of a mq_ture-
of au inlet "_ _ ."I'oC,0a.,.lat K pile indicates that _;ater

flow freT::rear to front would be stlfficient to pre-

vent sl[_g moltin C if eq_:ilibri_m tube po_rer _as under
5(.'0ICy:'.Tube po_er at k%'!is currently limited to
tld s level.

#.
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2. Pivo'si_s

Fabrication of the remaining significant PCTR
mcchanica! components are Imderway and lay-up
of the graFhJte has been initiated. Alloy fuel
elements have been fabricated by Oak Ridge
and a portion oi'them d_livered on site,

The i_tial gar.n._aspectrometer unit of those
to be provlde] 1,odorprojects CG-578 and 579 has
been rc'ceive,.lfrom Radiation Counter l,aborato_es
and the basic system apl,ear8adequate provided some
simple altcra_,ion._are made.

Pz':'].i,:,!ua_O_ ana!ysi._of the data from the IS'!start-
up test describin_ neutron distributions through
a K pile latti,_ecell yield an initial cold clean
conversion ratio of O.895 for the wet pile. Tkls
represents an increase of about s_x percent in con-
version ratio dt_eto tl,oreduced lattice spacing.

The twnlv,_,thez_lalrnsistance elements at H pile
have bonn re!ocate-1on the pile to simulate a
no,:,'i.nalone i;_b,nin a block of twenty-five monitoring

fr,_quenc7. The braz_.son the bulbs have bonn coatedwith va:'iousrmterials to provide infer,rationfor
the Dcs',_[-noe_,_lon.

_IA.isafety f_sc ol_,r,ent tests at 1?fRdesigned to
cvahlato I) rn,]iqt,ion dsm.mgeeffects on enriched
D_ and 5},eznl,].erplug assembly azo/2) response
tirieof th_ fuse have not yet been initiated.

Measurc.me_r[_son t%_ePoll 3X system at KE pile were
someu_at l_re _ncn_racinC than those at I_.'_.IIo:_-
ov:,r:_:!_ostnol _I.I system is still not ad,:,It_ahe
fo_"desiro_lI,_'otectionof a fully enrichad pile .
l!eas_rementsof tl_eBall 3X system at K pile for
t}_efully loa,/c_/dry. xenon free. fringe enriched
case e.,,_,..1,,ab critical are as follows:

--



_-_ _ :: _,,,., .',, _[_. _!_. _'.i_..._.,;",_ i_!"

@
Pile Lo_ad'ing Coubrol Syst_

i) 88 "C" col1,,nsin 5rh I.U I) 37 centrl 3X steel ball columns,
fro_,_reflector i_ fringe boron steel 3X columns,

2) 72 "C" col_,n,_in 5rh LU a_ 4 "half rods"
3) 32 "C" columns in 5rh LU 2) 51 steel ball col_,ns
4) No enrichment 3) _t5steel ball columns

h) ;13steel ball columns

KE pile d_ cri,,icalload.ingwas hl3 tubes)
i)dicating a cold clean reactivity 30 inhours
_rea_or than I_'_.Test pile graphite measure-
mnnt._also indicated this. KW observed critical

rmH._l buckling was approximately 72 microbucks,
radical aug,_,entationdistance appro:dmately 65 cre,
a,_dih/microbuck ratio 23.h. All values are in
close agreemen_ _._ithI_,'_results.

T_o.lvehigh _xposure coh_,ns for IIotSemi-_._orks
separation wore 4ischarged from IIpile on Hatch
15rh wit):an exposure of ab6ut IiOO I._.'D/t.

3. Special Irradiations

!i.:.."., , .°_"""_ _i:_._'._:,,i..'_:_:_.'._,_•_,

_'._,)"_ #'4 _" _'') '_''_ "':' _. ""-

. ..

Sufficieut infot_:_ationhas beet, receivc_dfrom GE-
AIIPto pe_,)itpreparation of the final draft of
specificati.onsfor the proposed facility. Techttical
stu,|iesindicate %,hefacility can be accommodated
in C i)ilewlth some reservations on fuel element
heat generation rates.

_e feasibil._ty study on the WAPD loop has been com-
pleted and a fo_,al doc_en_ prepared. It is ,.stl-

mated,that _i%n,-:2OO,OOO a_] 21 months _rillbe required
to co._pletethe facility.
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Tl_e remodiFied I_P!,-120 loop is now scheduled

• to accept test specimens by August 15, 1955.

,.........

C,red fu,?.lelements roqtrlred for the 1"l_Lg,-lO_ safety
fi_so e:q,_riment are in l,r_paration. Activity on
this request resumed follotdng settling of financial
arrangements.

4. l'/atel'S_u:_.ir;s

Ol'_im_m pl[ for al_anni_kmeorrsslon decreases as
temperature increases at 600 F the optimum pl[
is est_,mted to be 2.

Ueighing ,tara from F pile t_sts confim_ corrosion

rate reductions in the range 25-5(_ as pl[ is re-
duced free 7.65 to 7.3. Tests _.rl,th raw water at
pll 7.0 J._dicat,-,appreciably ht l;her than those

observed in process water at the same p|1.

A draft of a ro_Jsion of the water treatment

specification on 1,.1[ad.ju._tmentis now being circulated

for commonl;. I_ authorizvs are, h._ctlon in pi[ to
7.3 and should result in a 25-50;{ reduction in
pile corrosion rates.

Co,:rolation of l'il_,prnc-es tubes nxa,0.nation data

t._.i"].cak, es a relationship 1>et_leencocked hoa_-j metal
slugs an.l rul)tnro,q . E_.i'lenceof coched or _kis-

al.lgned sl_rfs has bo_n observed about t_rlce as

frequenh!y _n oxamlnatinn o.f r_.pture tubes as in

e;:aminagion of tul)ns re,Dyed for other reasons.

5,. Gra,.!,ite

Results of alternate p|lu atmosphere studies indi-

cate that nitrogen my b_ usn.t.l for a pile cas _dthouk,

(::'cossivecorrosion of.process tubes. It is important

to ]n'even1_t.mter lo.al:ssince the presence of liquid
wa6er yields higl_ corrosion rat_,s.

",' "" rl ,

,.,:...,,_,+ _F_O,
..... . _,+ _ ++,_ +_+'I '_ / l '_4'I4
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i'z:amjnati,,nnf chan,_l ipr86-Hafher removal n_
t'.'_ei_roco_stube indJ.catedcracked tube blocks
,_nda s_:I_aro.F,_on of )r]inches between the tube
block a,icltmlni._._nblock ]JA_feet from the front
Van Shone flange.

Iionitorin._ nf i',I_egraphite temperature disbri-
"I

1)utionat I,,Ihas indicnted that temperatures in
the fr_.nge7.nneare higher than central zone
temperntures.

6. _. rhr,_

At months r_n,lth,_.re_'re 156 and 61 J-Q tubes in
C and IIi_.il_srespectively, _d.tha goal e;_osure
{, 200 ii,D/t_bn. To date, 207 J-Q tubes con-
t_ining 6.9 tollsof thorium and 6.5 kgs of U-
233 have been discharged and shipped to OR;_.
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SUBJECT, I00:91D 300 ARE._SMONTHLY P_GRT_EOR APRIl,1055

I. G_,n_.ral

KE, C and F reactors achi_.vedn_.wmaximum operating levels during
April, _nd KE, KW and H reactors establishe_ new individual.
production records for the month. Despite the production startup
of KE reactor and the conc.lus_onof the J-N program, and b._.a_se
of the occurrence oe ]),m_pt,]redslugs (12 urani_u_ an4 2 J ruptures)
and an _xtended HCR o-t_ge at DR reactor, a monthly p2utonium
produ-tion of only I49,940 MWD (101.2% of forecast) was achieved

durin_ April.
This plutonium production does not inc].ude992 MWD, 30 MWD, 642 W,'_,
50 _.,',_,.,hd2.!8_,,,_attributed to enriched U-235 burnout (C s]ugs)
at C, DR, H _nd _%¢reactors, r_vpoctively, lt also dees _ot _n_l_de
94 I_.WDdu_ to enriched U-235 burnout (J slugs) at DR reactor.
During _pri] ]638 "'_],7 M,_, and 851 MWD were produced _n J-Q
load_ng_ at c, F, _nd N r_actnrs , respectively (96.0% of forecast)°
Total"April orodn-t_on (pSuton_un plus J-Q)was 152,436 M:,_

" (IO1.]% of for_.ca_t).

Durin_ ^.pr_!,oRbtons of ,,r_niumwere discharged at'an averaEe
concentration of 262 "'WP,/T,.nnd51_tnns were discharged at 812

Two critical Y po,,:nrcc.nd_t_ons,r_sultin_ from the over]oading
and m,3.funet_n of equin._.ntat _c_'aryDam, caused R ,_nschedu.!ed
outa¢..esdur_nc ,_nrl]. -%]1reactors, except H and KE which were
not on-ratine, were s_ut down on ._nrilII, and DR and Kklreactors
were shut d_.,.m_-n_n on April 12 due to a critical Y power condition.
I.qinimu_nutn_-.-_sw_re r_.m_.!_ at D, F, and KW reactors due to their
inability to resume operations.

-'_ -_'_:,_ _";;,J' ',", '* :V ,. ,. .

T,,,%
e-o



Operations Files - 2 - blay 4, 1955

J

2. B Reactor

B reactor was shut _o_oTnfrom 1:33 FM to 1:53 H4 on April 2 as
a result of a Beckman trip at C reactor. B reactor was manually
shut down at 2:14 TU on ^pril 2 to control high outlet water
temperatures. After accomplishing miscellaneous maintenance
work, operations were r_sum_d at 8:41 PM on April 3.

B reactor was si_utdown from lO:h4 AM to II:O1 R4 on April II
due to a critical v power cnnditinn. B reactor started down

again at 9:O2 _}_on april 12 due to a second critical Y power
condJtlon. However, th_ power condition was resolved before
shutdo_ was accomplished and operations were continued.

B reactor was shut do_m at 4:55 _ on April 16 due to a partial
obstruction in the downstream end of the effluent cushion chamber.
Investigation revealed that timbers had become dislodged from the
cushion chamber floor directly _nder the downcomer and had lodged
across the cushion chamber and h_-inch effluent line to the
Junction box. After cond_ict_nga metal discharge, operations
were resumed at 7:26 _M on April 18.

3. C ,Reactor
A new maximum operating level of 1625 MW was achieved at C reactor

on _nril 16 due large]_ to an increase in effluent water temper-
ature Wrom _OO°C to 105"C.

C reactor was shut do_m from 8:21 H4 to 8:34 FM on April l, due to
a Panellit trip of unknown cause. C reactor was shut down from
10:31 _ to 10:43 A_ on !pril 2 while calibrating a Panellit
gauge. C reactor w_s shut do_m from 1:33 FM to 1:44 F_4on April
2 when the #2 Peckman was not properly bypassed while resetting
the trio.

C reactor was shut down at 3:]6 _ on April 2 to remove ur_,n_um
ruptures frc_ process f0_bes0773 and 2380. After conducting a
metal discharEe, op_rat£ons were resumed at 1:58 _ on April 4.

C reactor was shut do_ _rom 7:32 W_ on April 4 to 1:20 _ on
April 6 to remove a stuck uranium repture from process tube 1974.
C reactor was shut do_m from I0:O1 AM on April 7 to l:h8 PM.on
April _ to r_r,ove a J rupture from J-Q tube 1466. C reactor
was shut down from 1:29 _ to 7:46 PM on April 9 to remove a
uran_mm rupture fron,process tube 2061 (PT-IO5-584-A, Unbonded
and _'echanica!lyBond_.d_].u_sWith Point Closurel.

........ . . .,",_'".i,. _ ' <"i_.," " ."' _. _,, ."_



Operations Files - 3- May 4, 1955

C reactor was shut doom frcm ].0:25AM to IOz53 _M on April II
due to a power surge preceding a critical Y power condition.

C reactor was shut do,_nfrom 12 noon on April ii to 5:55 W_ on
Aprl] 12 to remo,r_1,ranlumruptures from process rubes 1377
and 1477 (PT-!O5-570-_, Irradiation of Cored Uranium Slugs).
C reactor w_s shut down from 12:53 FM to 1:33 PM on April 13
for the quickie d_schar,_eof uranium rupture from process tube
0988 (PT-IOS-576-A, Irradiation of Powder Metal Compact Slugs).

On Anr_l I_ ball val_,eequipment was s_ssfully utilized to
discharge three columns of uranium slugs during reactor operation.
Two tubes were recharged w_th uranium columns and the third was
char_ed with solid n]u_in_Imdummies (PT-IO5-8-MR).

C reactor was shut dm.m from 2:15 FM on April 16 to 12:50 AM.on
April 18 to remove a mlpture from process tube 0859 (PT-IO5-576-A).
C reactor w_s shut doom from 7:59 PM to 8:32 PM on April 18 for the
quiek_ discharge of a J rupture from J-Q tube 3280. lt wss

necessary to shut C reactor down again from 2:13 FM on April 20 to
11:15 _ on April 2] due to insufficient control rod to check a
heat cycling cond._tion.

C reactor was sh,t down from 2:26 AM on April 27 to 8:45 AM on

April 28 to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 1880.
C renctor was shut doom from 3:24 AM to 3:49 AM and from 3:58 _-
4:]0 A_ on April 29 due to badly corroded contacts 64 Panellit
gauge 3074.

C reactor was sh:ltdoom from R:h_ _-9s35 _ on April 29 for the
quickie discharge o_ a 1,raniumrupture from process tube I<57.
C reactor was shutdo_¢nfrom 1:05 _4-1:23 PM.on April 30 due to a

. short circuit in Panellit g_uge 3066.

Forty-five J-Q col,mns wer_ discharged during April, leaving
' I_I J-Q tubes still charged in C reactor.

4. D Reactor

D reactor res,_medoperations at 10:O8 AM on April 2, concluding
a scheduled outsge initiated in _arch. lt was necessary to shut
D reactor do_.mfrom 3:IG PM to 3:37 FM on April 2 to close a
rear riser drain wt,ichhad been inadvertently left open.
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D reactor was shut do_m from 30:40 _i to 11:03 _ on April 11 due
to a critical Y power crndition. D reactor was shut down again
at II:I_9AM on April II due to insufficient reacti_rltyto continue
operations. Operations were resumed at 7:36 PM on April 12.

D reactor was shut down from 3:27 fflto 3:43 PM on April 13 when
the #2 Beckman was unint_ntionally bypassed while at full scale
durin_ star:up. D reactor was shut down from 4:33 PM to 5:11 FM
on April 13 due to a fluctuating Panellit gauge.

D reactor was shut down _rom 9:O2 £_Ion April 23 to 5:30 AM on
April 25 to remove a _,ran_umr_,pturefrom process tube 3676
(PT-IO5-588-A, Irradiation of Extruded Cored Slugs)•

D reactor was shut do_m at 4:58 _I on April 28 to remove a uranium
rupture from procpss tube 3682. I_'drostaticpressure t_stlng
indicated that tube 3682 was a]so leaking• The process tube was
blanked off and established as an air tube. Operations were
resumed at 10:18 gl on April 29.

D reactor was shut down from 8:28 A_ to 8:59 AN on April 30 when
an electric clock powered by the instrument supply short circuited,
causin_ a surge on the #I Peckman controller.

5. DR Reactor

DR reactor resumed operations at 2:34 _M on April 3, concludi_l_
a scheduled outage initiated in March for the discharge of J-N
columns •

DR reantor was sh_,tdo;orefrom 10:45 AM to II:OO AM on April Ii
and again from 9:20 _,_to 9:27 _ on April 12 due to a critical
Y power condition.

DR reactor was shut down at 3:29 A_ on April 18 for a scheduled
two-week outage. During this extended outage, several process
tubes were replaced and a metal discharge was conducted. All
horizontal control rods and HCR thimbles were r_@_4, and new
type thimble-less control rods were installed and placed in
service. Ali process tubes were reorificed, which should increase

process water flow approximately 20%. Ali rem_ galvanized
nozzles (168) were replaced with aluminum nozzles._ A and E test
hole thimbles w_re r_moved, and new short thimbles and monitor
chambers were installed.
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Thirteen poison control co]umn bail valves were relocated to
provide a mo_ desirable flattening pattern for temporary poison,
as necessitated bY the discharge oC all J-N columns. The
electrical circuit on the discharge elevator was revised to
provide a central trouble-shooting panel. ,%11Panellit gauges
were replaced with adjustable type 50-pound trip range gauges,
which will permit hip',herexit water temperature limits. The
107 retention basis was inspected and found in good condition.
Operations were resumed at 11:48 ,_Ion May 4.

6. F Reactor

A new maximum operating level of 101.5_ was achieved at F reactor
on April 27, and a n_._._maximum daily production of 1015 _U.qDwas
established on April 28. _is increase in operating love] was
due _.ssentiallyto lon_ t_.rmreactivity gains and flatteninc
adjustments.

F reactor was st_utdown from 3:54 _ to 4:15 _ on April 2 when
three _eckmans were inadvertently bypassed at the same time
while setting trips.

During/a scheduled dlscbarF.eoutage initiated on April 3, ten
proce._stubes were removed and renlaced, one was replaced and
left as an air tube, and one was removed with the graphite channel
left empty.

F reactor was shut down at lO:42 _ on _pril II due to a critical
Y power condition. F reactor remained down to remove the meta_]
cold,mns from tubes 311_6,_!82, I_86, 1675 and 2582, all of which
indicated an abnorm_lly high Pan_]]it pressure. Examination of
tbeso ccl1_mnsrevealed that several slugs (PT-IO5-576-A, Powder
!_etal Compact Slugs) were badly swollen. Operations were resumed
at 4:19 PM on April 12.

F reactor was s_:utdown from 6:33 PM to 6:53 PM on April 13, from
11:27 R,!to 31:38 _4 on April 14, and from 11:23 PM to 11:40 F_I
on April 16, ali due to Pan_Bllt t_ips of unknown cause.

On ,%_ril14 tbp _otsture collection rate at F reactor beca,e

abnor_ally hi!,h,and at 3,:51_ on April 18 F reactor was shut
do:_nto conduct a process tube leak testing program. _II
process tubes in F reactor were individually hydrostatically
pressure tested. A total of 68 _rnnt and rear Van Stone flanc,
leaks and one internal tube leak (1190)were found. The 7an Stone
flan,jeleaks were co,'re,'tedby tightening the nozzles, and leaking
process tub_ 1190 was removed and replaced. After conductin_ a
meta] discharce, operations w_re resumed at 11:54 _ on April 22.
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F reactor was shut dol,nnfrom 2:28 }!Ito 4:35 F_ on April 22 due
to the malfunction of the _/2Beckman.

The dail_,moisture collec5lon rate at F reactor decreased from a

maximum of 115 _allons on April 24 to IO gallons on April 30, by
which time a total of 361 gallons had been collected from the
1190 tube leak.

7. !IReactor
-- ? =

With the _xnention of on= sched_1)edoutage, H reactor operated
the entire month of Aprl] wlt,h¢_utin-ident at an average operating
levei of IO10 )l't/.As n r=sult, H reactor established a new
maximum _onthly prod_ictJonof 26,105 _WD in April.

Ourin_ the scheduled o,_t,_z_initiated on Apr_l II, a metal
discharc_ was cnndt,ct=,¢land the # 5 HCR and thimble were removed
and a new thimbless horizontal control rod was installed. A
total of 52 J-Q columns still remained charged in H reactor.

8. KE Reactor

Technical tests, including the reactivity checks associated with

charsin_ of fl_f,tenin._and enrichment, were completed by April i.
_rior to production startup on April 17, all vital reactor

components were tesbnd a_Idoperated satisfactorily as specified
by process standards.

The production startup of _ reactor occurred at 3:39 _ on ._ril
17. _<_reactor was _hut down from IO:OIPM to 11;30 PM on Anril 17
to check instrument calibration and sensitivity. K_ reactor was
shut'lo_mfrom 5:5'8F" to iO:?q _, on April 18 due to a high
pressure _rip on Pan,flit _au_'e1077.

KE reactor was _anu_]]y scrammed d_rln_ startup at II:IO _I on
_pril ]_ to prevent _h,_tt_n__W reactor down on a flux monitor
trip, when nn Increa_, _n nile oor_od occurred due to _ncorrect _-_.........

HCR '"a_pulation. _:_reactor was started to power again at
12:18 A_" on April 19.

X(_reactor was _hut doom from Ii:)_4.@lto 1:31 _l on _prii 20 due
to a f._ultyPack'lit _u_.. KE reactor was shut down from 10:30 P_
to 11:5° _._on April 20 due to a Panellit trip on row 27.
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KE reactor was shut down from 5:30 FM on April 21 to 5:04 AM on
April 22 to d_scharge temporary poison. While raising the
process water pressure for an attempted startup at 11:45 PM
on April 21, s sudden unexplained decrease in water pressure
caused the KE-KW crossti_ nulck opening valve to open.

KE reactor was shut down fr_)m2:12 FM on April 22 to 3zOO AN on
April 23 due to a Psn_llit trip. An investigation revealed that
the mercury had sep_rnted _n apprnx_mately 375 Ps.nellit_a,Ices.
Th_s situation was corrected without difficulty by vibrating the
Panellit gauges.

KE reactor was s_it de,,mfrom 6:32 ,I to 7:20 _ on April 23 due
to a Panellit trip which occurred d,,ringgauge calibration. KE
reactor was shut down from 7:50 _,vto 1:24 FM on April 23 when
the #2 Reckman was not properly reset during startup.

KE reactor was shut _o._nat 6:25 P?_on April 25 to repair the
1904 outfall l_ne extending into the Columbia River, which has
broken loose from its mooring in the river b_d.

Operations wer_ resumed at 8:53 _ nn April 28 after temporary
modifications were m_.,_tn the effluent lines to permit the
effluent water from both KF and KW reactors to flow thru the
KW outf_ll l_ne.

The effluent ]ines frnm KE and KW reactors consist of two 84
inch diameter pipes extendin_ on ]i Poot centers from the
outfaSl structure (origin of measurements) out 1346 feet into
Columbia River. Concret_ anchors are located at 500, I,OOO
and ]346 feet. Internal inspection of the entire length of the
KE effluent line b_:a diver r_vealed that the KE pipe was broken
circumferentially at 1140 f_et. This circumferential tear

extended a_orox_mate2y 17 feet around the periphery of the pipe.
The KE pipe w_s broken loose from the ],OOO foot concrete _nchor.
The concrete anchor at 1346 _eet was gone, with the pipes being
held together merely by a steel plate. External inspection of
the _,!]ine revealed no annaren5 damage. To repair the _ Sine,
a dirt jett.Vwith rinrap coverin_ was placed over both pipes

_rom the Shore line (anpro_Imat_.lyb50 feet)_ rail was n]aced
#over beth pipes und_.rthe Jott.vand beyond the Jetty to the end
|of the pipes on approximately 15 foot centers. A metal Jacket
_was pl_ced over the tear in 'theK_ line at 1140 feet and concrete

_ was poured aro,,ndboth pipes at thi,_point to seal the tear in

I,_Ii#
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@
the KE pipe and act sosa _nncrete anchor. A series of vent
holes will be cut _.nthe top of both the KE and KW pipos
beyond the Jetty to th_ end oF the lines. Cost of repair to
the KF,effluent lin_ i_ estimated between one hundred fifty
and two hundred thousand dollars. The repair work is expected
to be comoleted by _ay 2_. The KF,effluent line has b_en
blanked off just beyond the out,all structure with the ef¢luent
from both reactors going through the KW line. The _ line will
handle 410,OOO OP_ ,,M.thriver at its present elevation of 383
feet, 340,000 O__,with river at 398 foot elevation, and 290,000
GPM with rlv_r at 406 foot elevation. Under present operating
conditions, total flo,Tfrom KV,and KW reactor, including both
process and sewage, consists of 290,000 GPM.

At month's end the power level at KE reactor had been gradually
increased to a maxi,_m of IOOO MW. The first month's production

at KE reactor amo,]nCedto 4995 _WD. Operating level was limited
by a 500 KW tube limit, necessitated by weak front pigtails and
potential hazards to the reactor at higher levels should a
connector break during operation.

9. KW l_oactor

KW reactor established a ne_.1maximum monthly production of
21,815 MI_ in April.

i_,_reactor w_? _!'n_,d_,._cram _:_,b_I on _pril 5 to 4:21 _* on
April 8 due to a ]o_;_:_t,,_,pre_,,'r_trip caused by KE _In,,tests.

... "_ balls _ere from hooper 54, whichDu_ing the s_m the ._ . . dropped
was ].eftempty until the cause of this malfunction could be
determined and corrected. The Front and rear pigtails nn two
test -hannels were removed and e×,_mined. The front pigtail
from one tube had a two-inch split in the ferrule and indications
of cavitation.

KW reactor was shut doom from 7:25 _ on April b to _2:2o _
on April 7 when an unex,,lainedincrease in power level from
560 _Uqto 800-900 _'._!res_]t_d in a Beckman trip. KW re_ctor
was shut dozenagain From.12:2R _ to 4:Oh AM on hpr_l 7 to
check the cause of this Bec_nan scram. An investigation _---.

failed to explain the cause of tbds power excursion, but it
is postulated that air in the process water system may have
been a contributing factor. Further investigation of the
incident is in progress.
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KW reactor was shut doom from 10:43 AM to 11:18 AM on April II
due to a critical Y power condition. It was necessary to shut
KW reactor down again from 1:45 _ on April II to 7:O1 _I on
April 12 due to insufficient reactivity to continue operations.
KW reactor was shut down from 9:16 AM to 10:25 AM on April 12
as a result of a second critical Y power condition.

KW reactor was shut down at II:4)IPM on April 21 when the KE-KW
crosstie quick val,_einadvertently opened. Ali 3_all hoppers
were tripped except 22 and 54. After recovering all _b_lls,
and completing high and low trip checks on the temperature
monitoring system, operations were resumed at 3:40 AM on April 23.

K_!reactor was shut down from 7:50 _ to 9:17 AM on April 23 as
the result of a B_ckman trip at KE reactor. _ ;,

KW reactor was shut down at 6:26 PM on April 25 :_o permit repair
work on the KE 1904 outfall llne.

During April _,qreactor opArating level was limited by lack of
excess reactivity to control tube and graphite temperatures.
The minimum reactivity point, resulting from the builduo of

fission product samarium was reached about April 18, when theplutonium contribution offset the samarium poisoning effect
and gains in reactivity were noted.

Ali front face pigtails were checked during the April 5 and 25
outages, but no evidence of extrusion was noted. A total of

33 temperature monitor elements were replaced during the month,
• making a total of 63 failures since EW reactor was started up

on March II. The octant monitor safety circuit trip instrumen-
tation was installed during April. This equipment, which ;¢_II_
provide protection against localiTed power excursions, rOmPerS
on bypass for observation and eval_ation during the month.

iO. Ruptured Slu_s

Twelve inpile uranium slug failures occurred during April,
bringin_ the total number to date to 463. Two ruptured J
slugs were discharged from J-Q columns in C reactor during
April, bringing the total number to date to 43. Six of the
April ruptures were experimental uranium slugs being irradiated
under production t_sts PT-IO5-570°A (2), PT-IO5-576-A (2),
PT-IO5-588-A (I) and PT-IO5-584-A (I). lt was possible to
quickie discharge three of the April ruptures with the charging
machine, and resume operations withi_ the scram recovery period.
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B. ?._talFabrication

i. Manufacturing Statistics

April bhrc____hYear-to,Date

Total Acceptable Slugs Canned
(Tons) 364 421 1587

Composite Canning Yield
(_) '79 79 78

Canning Efficiency
(_) 9_ 94 94

Forecast Achievement

(_) ioo _ lO5

Net Acceptable Solid Slugs
(Tons) 347 404 1516

Slugs Returned from Reactors
(Tons) 2.67 3.33 16.47

Canning Yield
(_) 79 79 79

Net Acceptable Cored Slugs
(Tons) 17 17 71

Slugs Returned from Reactors :, ,_
(Tons) .14 0.: _ ,,14'.

Canning Yield , ,_' ' ,:_|_: I: _' _ " "

, .'_,,

Autoclave Failure, Solid
(_Io./:'0 0 0 .Oi

Autocl__veFailure, Cored
(_;o.I'_0 o _ o o

Acceptable 0-4 Slugs Canned
(Pieces) 2308 806 4036

• ° .,

.I
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a. Activities __m__ _

A net production of 364 tons of acceptable finished slugs was achieved
in 21 working days during April (100% of forecast). Seventeen tons of
the total production were cored slugs. Six canning lines were operated
on a two--shift, minimum relief basis throughout the month.

The composite canning yield experience in April was 79% (79% for solid
slugs and 71% for cored slugs). The major causes for rejection were
bad welds, poor bonds, and marred surfaces. The bad weld reject rate,
reflecting primarily the occurrence of dimples in the weld bead,
remained at approximately 5% ddring April. In an effort to improve
the dimple defect experience, an impurity free canning line was
started on April 18. At month's end the effect of impurity build up
in canning bath metal on the occurrence of dimples and on general
slugs quantity was being analyzed. Regular production uranium solid
and cored slug receipts during April were as scheduled. The bare
slug inventory had increased to approximately two week_ supply and
the canned slug inventory had increased to approximately one month's
supply by month§ end.

The aluminum cap and can inventories have been increased to about a
4 month's supply in anticipation of reported possible aluminum
shortages due to the uncertainty of national labor contract negotiations,

i particularly in the al_minum industry.

No autocalve failures occurred during April.

The canning line efficiency was maintained at 94% during April,
the same as experienced in March.

b. Special Operations

During April approximately one thousand reject J slugs and approximately
nineteen hundred reject C slugs were acoumulated and prepared for return
to Oak Ridge at an early date.

A total of 1458 C slugs were canned by the hot press procedure during
April, with a canning yield of about 60%. Deposits of carbon scale

on the surface of these slugs, which could not be readily removed by
acid etching, was the major cause for rejection (approximately 16%).
The substitution of water soluble oil as the die lubricant essentially
eliminated the occurrence of this carbon scale by month's end.
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A total of 3478 cored uranium slugs were recovered during April by
machining the uranium insert from each end.

Production through the salt bath heat treating operation continued

to decline rapidly, as the greater portion of regular uranium slug
receipts are being heat treated in rod from at Fernald.

c. EouiDment Experience

The Ajax induction furnace used in the canning line, which failed
during March due to cracked refractory, was returned to service in
April. The experience gained in restarting this furnace pointed
out that preheating the channels prior to charging the molten
metal heel is desirable.

The second automatic quench machine was put into use in the canning
llne during April

The radiograph machine and dark room facilities were stkrted up and
tested late in April. Additional shakedown time is necessary before
this equipment can be operated on a full production basis to
radiograph slug welds.

@

.... ,,-,S
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II PROCESS DEVELOPi__I,ITS

i. Hea5 Transfer_ _ _

Studies are continuing to find solutions to the problems
involved in operating one of the old piles at IOOC
bulk outlet water temperature. Tests are designed to
secure additional data on (a) instability temperatures
(b) conditions associated with steam power failure or
local power excursicn and (c) conditions associated with
the flow of steam-water mLxtures through the effluent
piping. Most of the data will be accumulated by the
end of May.

Some data exist which indicate that the instability limits
for the B, D, and F pile central tubes can be raised to
120 C without additional pressurization of the rear cross-
header. Prellminar_/tests at 900 KW per tube tend to con-
firm that reorificing is not required for this tube power.

Tests were performed to determine the flow characteristics

of a shortened charge of internally externallycao_ slugs.
It is planned to charge a tube at C pile soon with 24

8.92" slugs with about 3/8" holes. If the tube is notorlficed a flo_rrate of about 53 gpm is expected with
about 33% of the flo_ going through the holes.

2. Physsicsj

The effectiveness of a 50-50 steel and boron steel ball
mixture relative to that of all boron steel was measured
in the single channel test in the fully loaded wet KE
pile and found to have 95% of the poison effectiveness
of an all boron steel channel. This relative effective-

ness should be even greater in a shadowed column array.
On the basis of these results it has been recommended
to purchase only sufficient boron steel balls to pro-
vide a 50-50 mixture with steel balls for the K piles.

Exam_mation of the data from the KW power surge of _/6/55
does not reveal the exact cause. There is general agree-
ment that the incident was caused by either the sudden _z_........
displacement of _mter within the pile by air or by oper-
ator error in horizontal rod movement. A few days later
a low power surge at KE pile _iown to be caused brjoper-
ator error makes the latter theory appear plausible.
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A production test is being prepared for measuring the
actual shield heat reduction _lich can be achieved by
fringed poisoning combined with compensating enrich-
ment. The test as currently concei_d would consist
of loading 8-10 alternate fringe cold,ns on the far
side of the H pile with thorium slugs and adding 2-3
kgs of U-235 to the fifth lattice u_It enrichment
pattern to compensate. If the poisoning is as effect-
ive as indicated by the _ fringe poison test the
msy_tmumshield temperature as measured in the exist-
ing C test hole thermocouple stringer should be re-
duced 30-40C.

Enriched fuel elements for the PCTR have been received
from ORNL. _ese elements include:

i. 4.1 kg of U-235 in the form of alloy slugs and

2. 2.2 kilograms in the form of solid alloy slugs
for use in the shutter type control rods.

Development work at Metal and Controls Corporation in
fabricating the lead UO2 matrix fuel elements has been
successful. Ho,_ever,delay in fabricating the elements
beyond May 15 is expected since ORNL has not as yet
made the UO2 available.

Recommendations have been made to install the sub-

critical monitor in all piles. Z1is system will also
include the low level (i watt to I0 kilowatts) period
monitor as a single channel of instr_,entation. Rec-

ommendations on the high level (500 watts to full power)
period trip system will be based on experience at the
K piles and should be made in two to three months.

Functional specifications for a cell type temperature
monitor have been dew,loped. The exact number of temp-
erature points re_ired per pile have not been resolved
but range bet,,reen120 to 225 points corresponding to
one tube in 25 and one tube in 9 respectively. Project
Section esti_mtes that $350,000 will be requlr_ for 225
points whereas $200,000 will be required for the 120
point system.
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The details of irradiation request NAA-IO9 were develop-
ed with NAA personnel. _lere will be a series of three
irradiations with the first irradiation to be initiated
sometime after July 1955. The first two irradiations will
establish the proper amount of U-235 for the fuse assembly
and the effects of irradiation damage to the boron fluoride
gas, The third experiment will be the life test of an
element which will be a functional prototype of the final
design.

3. Special Irradiation

At the request of GE-,9_ work on the feasibility study
for the irradiation of aircraft nuclear fuel elements has
been stopped. The study has shown that the facility could
be accommodated in C pile but that interference with pile
operation and hazazvlsto the pile would be excessive.

Fabrication on the KAPL-120 loop is now in progress by
l_nor Construction. The X-i level at H pile has been de-
contaminated in preparation for the beginning of install-
ation of the loop on May Isr.

h. Water S_udies

The 1706 KE Water Studies Semi-Works was completed and
turned over to Pile Technology. The primary objective of
the facility is to de_ermine methods of achiving maximum
pile outlet temperatures obtainable with single pass cool-
ing systems. The new facility provides mock-up and in-
pile facilities for testing the effect of water quali_y
on pile operation and for developing improved methods of
wa_er treatment.

_le structural portion of K_ facility has been completed
and approximately 90% of the 105 piping installed. No
further installation of KER equipment is planned for about
two months pending delivery of additional material.

_. Graphite

Under P-IO-IOb-537-E three J-Q tubes were loaded in the
front fringe of each of 13 tubes in a diamond array at
F pile on 1-17-55.
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Prelimina_j results based on graphite for samples from a
tube block stringer indicate that annealing took place
at the tub bore w_ry_ng from 7% at I0 feet up to 25% at
13 feet i_%_e front _an _tone flange. 1% appears
possible that some other arrangement of enriched pieces
may produce the desired effects. The test ts continu-
ing and final results will be available in August.

Test conditions of 60%@helium at 500 C graphite temp-
erature cortinues to be maintained at D pile. Little
or no change in operation has occurred during the month.
_nd D pile continues to run ab a power level about 15%
higher than would o_her wise be obt&ined.

6. E_orium

As of the end of the mont,h there were 118 and 62 J-Q
tubes in C and H piles, respectively. During the month
852 pieces of thorium from the J-Q ioadings containing
1366 grams of U-233 were shipped cn April h, 1955.

-2

U'23_ production in flattening material during the month
was negligible. The thorium slug invantor-jon site at
month's end was as follows:

Unirradiatal 1126
In reactors 3515
In b_sins 2545*
Shipped 852

* Includes 72 in Technical
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A. Reactor Operation --_-t 3 ,

i. General

' DR, KE, and IGI reactors achieved new maximum operating levels during
May, and KE and KW reactors established new individual production
records for the month. A new maximum of 8545 MW for simultaneous •
_ight-pile combined power level was achieved on May 27, and a new
maximum of 8496 MWD for simultaneous eight-pile total production
was established on _ay 26. Despite the occurrence of 28 slug
failures (20 uranium ruptures, 4 J ruptures, and 4 C ruptures) and
water leakage difficulties at C, DR, F and H reactors, a new maximum
monthly plutonium production of 184,012 MWD (118.7% of forecast) was
established during I,hy. Forecast was exceeded largely due to the
postponing of horizontal ro_ outages of two weeks each at B and D
reactors, because of excessive HCR scratching experienced at DR
reactor.

This plutonium production does not include 931 _dD, 48 _,8_,529 ._ID,
273 I_¢D,and 270 _,._attributed to enriched U-235 burnout (C slugs)
at C, DR, H, KE and i_-Ireactors, respectively. During i._y1087 _JD,
15 !,_, and 685 _¢D _ere produced in J-Q loadings at C, F, and H
reactors, respectively (81.2% of forecast). Total May production
(plutonium plus J-o) of 185,799 _,_ (118.2% of forecast) represents
a new record high.

During l,_y337 tons of uranium were discharged at an average
concentration of 260 _.8_/T,and 55 tons were discharged at 887
mO/T.

Forty-eight tubes of J-n material were discharged at C reactor and
_ at ilreactor, leaving 63 and 60 J-Q tubes, respectively, still
charged at these reactors.
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2. B Reactor

B reactor was shut down at 1:30 AM on T_ayiO to remove a stuck
uranium rupture from process tube 1055. After removing and
replacing tube 1055 and conducting a metal discharge, operations
Mere resumed at 3:01 AM on May 13.

B reactor was shut down from 4:41 PM to 4:57 P_ on May 19 due
to an oscillating Panelllt gauge on row 24. B reactor was shut
down from 5:25 ,_.ito 5:52 Af.ion _y 29 due to a faulty Panellit
gauge.

3. C Reactor

During the month of !_y C reactor was shut down 13 times to
remove 19 ruptured slugs, as follows:

Do_ Up Tub__ee _ C_2mments

7:25 AM, May 7 5:25 AM, May 9 4177 Uranium Stuck

9:20 AM, May 9 11:20 AI'i,May 9 3385 PT-IOS-552-E Corrosion
test of
zirconium

canned slugs
1:30 _J:I,May i0 3:18 AM, May ii 0673 Uranium

9:52 PM, May ii 4:46 Pl.i, _y 13 1271 Uranium Stuck

7:24 PM, r._y14 10:49 PM, l._y15 2580 Uranium Stuck
2670 J J-O tube

9:16 AM, l,_y16 8:08 _i, May 17 2093 C Process
tube leak

1594 C
4381 C
1884 l J-O tube

19 lo.43PM, 2o 3393c
2:27 Al,I,May 21 9:55 AM, May 21 0969 Uranium |_

0872 Uranium

3:07 At4,b_y 22 4:18 _21,May 22 1473 Uranium

9:41 AM, May 22 10:15 h_I,May 22 1064 Uranium Ouickie
discharge

12:46 PM, May 22 3:45 P!.I,t._y23 1068 Uranium Stuck
3676 J J-0 tube

6:06 PM, _4ay23 10:46 PI4,_4ay23 1576 PT-IO5-588-A Extruded
cored slugs

2:28 PM, May 27 7:23 PM, Hay 28 3183 Urani_
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C reactor was shut down from 2:24 PM to 3:47 PM on May Ii to
discharge process tube 3172 because of a high outlet temperature
indication. C reactor was shut down from 3:24 PM to 4:02 PM on
May 14 due to a rupture indication. However, no confirmed rupture
was located.

On l._y24 the maximum outlet temperature limit at C reactor was
reduced from 105°C to lO0°C in an effort to reduce the slug
rupture frequency at this reactor.

During the latter half of the month the moisture collection rate
at C reactor averaged about 75 gallons per day. By month's end
a total of 1288 gallons had been collected from the water leaks
in tube 2093 (May 16) and tube 3393 (I,My 19)

During May two uranium tubes were successfullydischarged and
recharged during operations (PT-105-8_).

4. D.Reactor.

D reactor was shut down from 10:17 PM to 10"35 Pl!on F_y 2 due
to a Panellit trip of unknown cause.

During the scheduled metal discharge outage initiated on ._y 9,
, an unsuccessful attempt was made to remove the stuck ,_2HCR

thimble. The #2 HCR channel was blocked off with approximately
20 feet of the thimble remaining in the channel. Following
startup on May 12, it was necessary to shut D reactor down from
1:53 PM to 3:24 PM and again from 9:44 PM to 10:32 PM on '.:ay
13 due to insufficient control rod to accomplish turnaround.

D reactor was shut down at 4:30 PM on May 19 to remove a uranium
rupture from process tube 3279. A small metal discharge was
conducted, and operations were resumed at 12:13 AM on May 21.

D reactor was shut down from 2:16 A_ to 4:38 AM on May 21 to
charge temporary poison, and from 2:36 PM to 5:00 PM on May 21
to discharge temporary poison.

D reactor was shut down from 10:20 PM on May 28 to 10:17 AM on
_y 30 to discharge a uranium rupture from process tube 3281.
lt was necessary to shut D reactor down from 11:50 Al_to 2:00 PM
on _y 30 to charge temporary poison, and from 11:51 PM on May
30 to 2:32 AM on l_y 31 to discharge temporary poison.
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5. DR Reacto__r

A new maximum operating level of 930 MW and a new maximum daily
production of 926 _,_4Dwere achieved at DR reactor on _y 23.
This increase in operating level was due primarily to.increased
water flow following the installation of _'_Y_ _ _ _g4_di_
in outlet water temperature limit from 95 COte 10500.

The extended HCR outage at DR reactor was concluded at Ii:48 _t
on May 4. Since new gauges were installed throughout the entire
Panellit system during the }ICRoutage, DR reactor was shut down
eleven times by Panellit trips during the remainder of the month,
as follows:

Do_ Un Cause

12:44 PM, May 4 1:45 P[-_, 1,lay4 Excessive gauge fluctuation

4:05 Plt,_y 4 4:38 P!_,May 4 Excessive gauge fluctuation

7:55 P_*_,May 4 8:18 PM, F_y 4 Excessive gauge fluctuation

2:08 Ai_,May 6 2:28 AI4,Hay 6 Jumper ground while adjusting
gauge

3:37 Alil.My6 3:46 AH, T_y 6 Fluctuation gauge

ii:23 AM, May lO ii:56 AM, May i0 Cause unknown

4:09 PM, Hay 13 4:42 P1-'T,May 13 Oscillating gauge

6:17 PI.I,May 13 6:42 PI,i, May 13 Jumper removed from gauge

9:38 PI.i,May 13 i0:00 PI.i,Hay 13 Unexplained trip, on row 4

4:53 PH, May 15 _:05 P_._,_._y15 Trip while making gauge adjustment

2:07 PM, May 29 5:55 PI,t,_y 29 Cause unknown

DR reactor was shut down from 2:03 PM to 2:24 PH on May iO due to
a faulty trip on the #3 Beckman.

DR reactor was shut down at 3:06 ._4on May 12 to remove a uranium
rupture from process tube 3578, which was also discovered to be
leaking. After removing and replacing tubc 3578, and conducting
a small metal discharge, operations were resumed at 1:27 PM on
_,_y13.

A scheduled outage was initiated on May 28 to conduct a metal
discharge. Durin_ startup on _._y29, DR reactor was shut down
from 10:49 _4 to 11:26 AM on Hay 29 due to high level trip _n
the #i Beckman.
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The daily moisture collection rate at DR reactor decreased from
a maximum of 268 gallons on May 20 to 19 gallons on _y 31, by
which time a total of 2400 gallons had been collected from the
water leak in process tube 3578 (May 12).

Excessive scratching of the new rods which were installed during
the extended HCR outage in April was experienced at DR reactor.
Investigation revealed that the scratching was due to poor design
in that the graphite bushings were unable to support the weight
of the rods when extended into the reactor. The sharp edges of
crushed bushings were found to be causing the scratches. The
sharp corners of all the innermost bushings were beveled off to
minimize scratching until corrective action can be taken. A
visual inspection on May 12 revealed additional scratching on
B and #5 HCRs only.

6. F Reactor

F reactor was shut down at 2:03 AM on May 4 to remove a uranium
rupture from process tube 2673. During the outage several effluent
lin_leaks were repaired, and eleven process tubes were removed and
replaced. The process tube replacement program was delayed when
the tube splitter and a section of push pole became lodged in
tube 1269. A metal discharge was conducted and 40 process tubes
were leak tested, with 6 Van Stone flange leaks being discovered
and corrected. F reactor resumed operations at 3:37 _ on ._ayII.

F reactor was shut down from 4:40 AM to 5:27 AM on rosyii due to
a Panellit trip. An orifice assembly had not been locked in place,
and had moved downstream from its normal position causing the
Ps_qellitscram.

F reactor was shut down from 7:52 PM to 8:40 PM on Kay ii due to
a #3 Beckman trip caused by a faulty instrument. F reactor was
shut down from 11:26 AM to 11:45 AM on May 14 due to a Panellit
trip which occurred while adjusting a gauge trip. F reactor was
shut down from 7:26 Al!to 7:40 AM on May 15 due to an unexplained
Panellit trip.

During the scheduled metal discharge outage initiated on May 17,
temporary repairs to the effluent line expansion Joint immediately
adjacent to the reactor were made.
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F reactor was shut down at 2:57 A_ on _y 23 when it was discovered
that the 107 retention basin was overflowing to the grou_d. The
flume outlet had become plugged with planks that had broken loose
from baffles in the west side of the basin. A m_tal discharge was
conducted, and all rear nozzle nuts were tightened. Operations
were resumed at 8:O1 AM on May 24.

The moisture collection rate in F reactor averaged about 45 gallons
per day throughout the month of May. At month's end a total of
1761 gallons had been collected from the water leak in process
tube ll90 (April 18).

7. H Reactor

H reactor was shut down at 12:28 PM on May 3 to investigate an
indication of water leakage. Uranium ruptures were removed from
process tubes 0777 and 2088. Hydrostatic pressure testing re-
vealed that process tube 2088 was leaking. During removal of
the stuck rupture from tube 2088, the process tube broke 21 feet
from the rear face. The tube was established as an air tube. A
metal discharge was conducted, and operations were resumed at
8:23 _/4on May 7.

H reactor was shut down from 4:21 A_,!on May 13 to 9:13 AM on May
14 to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 1587 and to
conduct a metal discharge.

H reactor was shut down at 8:08 PM on May 20 to remove a J rupture
from J-0 tube 2772. During the rupture outage a metal discharge
was conducted and the leaking #15 HCR thimble was removed. A
new-type thimbleless rod was installed and the #15 HCR was returned
to service. Operations were resumed at 5:35 AM on May 22.

H reactor was shut down from 3:12 PM to 3:25 PM on May 23 due to
an oscillating Panellit gauge.

H reactor was shut down at 6:36 PM on May 31 due to the loss of
reactivity resulting from excessive water in the graphite.
Repairs to the 0961 recirculation tube were accomplished. The
#9 HCR thimble and rod were removed, and a new-type rod was
installed in the #9 HCR channel. A total of 141 process tubes
were pressure tested but no tube leaks were located. Operations
were resumed at 6:58 P;,!on June 2.

The moisture collection rate at H reactor decreased from a maximum
of 129 gallons on I,_y20 to 88 gallons on May 31, at which time a
total of 984 gallons had been collected from leaking tube 2088
(_y 3).
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8. IN Reactor

A new maximt_moperating level of 1105 .MWwas achieved at KE
reactor on May 25, and a new maximum daily production of ll03
_D were established on !lay26. This increase in operating
level was due essentially to reactivity gains following the
point of minimum reactivity due to fission product buildup.

I_ reactor was shut down from i:12 AM on May 2 to 6:26 AM
on Hay 3 to discharge temporary poison and conduct K area
electrical distribution checks.

KE reactor was shut doom at 5:10 AM on May 18 to return the
repaired KE effluent line to service. All front pigtails
were inspected for evidence of extrusion but no damage was
noted. Operations were resumed at 10:38 PM on May 19.

KE reactor was shut down at ll:09 PM on May 19 when a third
Beckman was inadvertently bypassed. Startup was delayed due
to the failure of the #70 VSR to lock into position. KE
reactor was started to power at 2:18 A/4on May 20.

KE reactor was sh,_tdown from 5:20 PM to 6:10 PM on May 22

while adjusting a Panellit gauge. KE reactor was shut downfrom 10:34 _J,[to 11:43 Alion "My 24 when a jumper was inad-
vertently removed from a Panelli'trelay. KE reactor was shut
down from 7:07 Pl!to 7:49 PM on May 28 due to a faulty Panellit
gauge.

KE reactor was shut down from 2:47 AM to 3:46 PM on _._y30 when
a Panellit gauge was incorrectly jumpered. KE reactor was shut
down from 8:48 PM to 10:26 PM on May 30 by a high pressure
Panellit trip on a gauge supplied from the 1706 recirculation
facility due to a sticky PRV. Eight tubes in KE reactor are

ow supplied with water from the 1706 recirculation facility
PT-IO5-550-E).

9. _4 Reactor

A new maximum operating level of 1150 !,_and a new maximum daily
production of 1150 _4D were established at KW r_ctor on _y 28.
This increase in operating level was due primarily to reactivity
gains following the point of minimum reactivity due to fission
product buildup.
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E_ reactor was shut down from 5:16 AM to ii:%7 PM on May 2 due
to a low water pressure trip when the KE-KW quick opening valve
opened about 15 minutes after flow was reduced at KW reactor.
KW reactor remained down for K area electrical distribution
checks.

KW reactor was shut down from 11:55 PM on _ay 2 to 12:36 AM on
May 3 when three Beckmans were inadvertently bypassed at the
smme time. KW reactor was shut down from 8:01 AM to 8:AO AM on
_4ay7 when the mercury separated in a Panellit gauge.

KH reactor was shut do_a_at 8:57 ,$,!on May 7 due to a power
failure at the 165 Bldg. resulting from a faulty fuse. During
the outage an inspection of Panellit gauges indicated that the
mercury had separated in approximately 250 gauges. Operations
were resumed at iO:OO AM on May S.

KW reactor was shut down from 5:21 A_ on May 18 to 11:22 PM on
_y 19 to return the KE effluent outflow llne to service.

At KW reactor the front face pigtails were tested by cycling
the reactor process flew between 120,000 gpm and 160,0OO gpm

for 30 minutes following each shutdown. No evidence of
extrusion was noted.

Considerable difficulty was encountered at KW reactor due to

mercury separation in the Panellit gauges. All Panellit gauges
were checked for separated mercury on _y 7 and 19, and 200
and 142 gauges, respectively, were found to show varying
degrees of separation. It is believed that mechanical action

of the Mercoid vane flips the mercury _ut o_ the well when
gauges are tripped during raising and |@__ water pressure
and during checking of the Panellit system will the auxiliary
pressure supply.

During the .'_y19 outage, the KW outfall line was inspected
by a diver. A break and badly damaged section was noted near
the location of the break in the KE line. The break consisted
of a crach about one inch wide radially through the bottom
half of the line. No repairs were felt needed at the presenttime.
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i0. Rupture_dSlugs

Twenty inpile uranit_mslug failures occurred during _ay bringing
the total nw_ber to date to %83. Four J ruptures were discharged
from J-Q columns during l_y, bringing the total number to date
%7. Four C ruptures were discharged from C reactor during May,
bringing the total number to date to 53.

Two of the l._yruptures were experimental uranium slugs being
irradiated under production tests PT-IOS-552-E and PT-IOS-588-A.
lt was possible to quickie discharge only one of the I,_yruptures
and resume operations within the scram recovery period. This
represents the worst monthly rupture experience to date at
llanford.
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B. Metal Fabrication

i. Io_nufactur_in_g_Statistics

_Ma/(. April Year-To-Date

Total Acceptable Slugs Canned
(Tons) 402 364 1989

Composite Canning Yield
(%) 82 79 79

Canning Efficiency
(%) 95 94 94

Forecast Achievement

(%) nl ioo 1o7

Net Acceptable Solid Slugs
(Tons) 376 347 1892

Slugs Returned from Reactors

(Tons) 6.05 2.67 22.54
Canning Yield

(%) 82 79 79

@
Net Acceptable Cored Slugs

(Tons) 26 17 97
Slugs Returned from Reactors

(Tons) .35 .14 .49
Canning Yield

(%) 79 71 72

Autoclave Failure, Solid
{No./M) .OOZ 0 .OOZ

Autoclave Failure, Cored
(No./M) 0 0 0

Acceptable C-4 Slugs Canned

(Pieces) 728 2308 5034
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2. Cannin_

a. Activities

A net production of 402 tons of acceptable finished slugs was
achieved in 21 working days during May (lll% of forecast).
Twenty-six tons of the total production were cored slugs. Six
canning lines were operated throughout the month, three lines
on full relief basis and three lines on minimum relief basis.

The composite canning yield experienced in May was 82%. (82%
for solid slugs and 79% for cored slugs). The major causes
for rejection were bad welds, marred surfaces, and poor bonds.
Significant improvement was achieved in both the bad weld and
marred surface reject categories over April experience.
Improved slug handling methods at the final etch operation
was largely responsible for improvement in the marred surface
rejection rate from 4.8% to 3.7%. Startup of an impurity-
free canning line in April contributed substantially to reduc-
ing the bad weld dimple defect rejection rate from 5% to 2%.
Dimple defect rejection for slugs canned on the i_purity-free
canning line was less than 1% during May. Several other
factors appear to be contributing to the occurrence of weld

dimples, however; and a study of the problem is continuingat month's end.

In addition to the regular production, approximately 17 tons
of solid reject uranium cores were canned during May as part of
the uranium commitment required for Purex startup.

Approximately 1,950 reject C slugs and about 1,025 reject J
slugs were returned to Oak Ridge during the month.

At month's end the bare slug inventory had increased to about
three weeks supply, and the total combined 100 and 300 areas
canned slug inventory remained at approximately three and one-
half weeks supply. Excess manpower was utilized during the
month to relieve three of the six canning lines to minimize
the possible depletion of the canned slug inventory due to
early discharges at the K reactors.

One eight inch solid slug autoclave failure occurred on :4ay4.
The can wall failed near the upper end of the slug, presumably
due to a defect in the can or a marred surface.

The canning line efficiency was 95% during 14ay,an increase of
1% over April
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b. Special O_erations

A total of 1,569 Truline C slugs were canned by the hot press
method during _,_ywith a canning yield of 90%. This substantial
improvement in canning yield was attributed to the elimination
of carbon scale deposit on the surface of the slugs.

Al_minumplugs were crimped into the end of 3,000 cored slugs
during r._y,and the slugs were canned by the regular lead-dip
process with a canning yield of 78%.

c. Eouipment Experience

The radiograph and dark room facilities started up last month
were operated intermittently during _,_y. Additional alterations
will be necessary before these facilities can be operated on a
full production basis to radiograph slug welds.

Since startup of the west Udilyte penetration etch machine in
5_rch, four etch tank heating element failures have occurred.
Replacement elements were removed from the east penetration
etch machine to maintain continuity of operations. An emergency
order has been placed to obtain additional heating elements.

A third automatic quench machine was installed in the canning
line during _y. The slug pickle and sleeve clean-up machine
were released to operations during the month, and were operated
on a shakedown basis.

f
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II. PROCESS DEVELOPi_NTS

A. Reactor Technolo_.y

1. Physics

Preliminary results on graphite coefficient measurements made
at KE pile indicate a gain of lO inhours for an increase of
seven percent in CO2 concentration and a loss of 45 inhours
accompanied with a graphite temperature drop of 80°C for a
decrease in CO2 concentration from 75 - 50 percent.

A PT is now being prepared to permit duplication of the
excursion which occurred at KW reactor on April 6, 1955.
The test will indicate the potential hazards resulting from
inadvertent control rod withdrawals.

If depleted uranium (_.2% U-235) were charged in the outer
three lattice units at H pile complete enrichment of the
fourthlattice unit would be required in addition to the normal
pattern of one half the columns in the fifth lattice unit.

The thermal flux load on the shield would be reduced by a
factor of two to four.

Due to delay in the delivery of the lead-UO2 fuel elements _
in fabricating mechanical componentslthe PCTR will not startup
much before the end of June. Approval to operate the reactor
has been received from the Division of Production.

The installation of the metal gamma spectrometer slug rupture
detection system at II-pileis now scheduled for completion
about July i. Host of the sample room installation is now
complete.

Specifications for a sub-critical neutron multiplication
detection system were developed and transmitted to the
Manufacturing Department with the recommendation that a

system be installed in each oile immediately. The system
consists of two fission counters inserted in a process tube,
one from each end, with the electronics totalizing the out-
puts. Both level and period trip function will activate
the safety system.

The twelve point Prototype outlet water temperature monitor
is now in continuous operation at H pile. Operation with a

one tube in twenty-five and one tube in nine monitor freouency
are being studied.

r_
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2. Water Studies

The study of the K pile water plants showed the fact that about
half of the cooling water could easily be lost from KW pile
while at equilibrim_ level if the operator accidentally pushed
two buttons (located side-by side) in improper sequence. The
probability was considered to be excessively high so the valves
have been mechanically locked out.

A total of twelve types of fuel elements including solid, cored,
internally-externally cooled with various type Jackets have been
run to failure in a high temperature (240-28OUC), high purity
water, out-of-pile loop. In each case the uranium slugs caused
stoppage of _ater flow in a matter of minutes. The tests indicate
a potentially serious problem in Hanford reactors using high
temperature water as coolant.

Shakedown of the 1706 KE Water Studies Semi-Works in-pile facilities
was made from April 27 to May 18. Four tubes were loaded with solid

aluminum d_mmies during the test. Seven in-pile tubes are now being
supplied with specially treated water and four of the tubes contain

weighed uranium slugs. No scrams have occurred since start-up of
the facility.

3. Special Irradiations

Documents pertaining to the proposed GE-2d_ facility have been _sued.
The cost of the facility has been estimated at $1,850,000 and it
was concluded that the facility would present unprecedented hazards

to the pile and marginal benefits to the customer due to necessarylimitations.

Delivery of equipment for the KAPL-120 loop is 90% complete and
construction is essentially on schedule.

Annular uranium slugs (0.75" TD) for use with NAA-IO9 safety fuse
assemblies are being fabricated. A flow mock-up assembly has
been built to assure that adequate flow can be maintained with
these slugs.

@
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4. Graphite

Borescope examination of tube channels at H and F piles indicate
that tube blocks have been longitudinally cracked and in some
cases been displaced do_mstre_n. Separations of from 3-4 inches
have been noted between tube blocks and trunion blocks in channels
1586d}Iand 4171-H.

Dimensional measurements of full size bars from C pile test
facility confirm the contraction of CSF graphite under irradi-
ation in both transverse and parallel direction.

5. Thorium

As of the end of the month there were 69 and 61 J-Q tubes in
C and IIpiles, respectively. During the month 855 pieces of
thorium from the J-O loadings containing 1936 grams of U-233
were shipped on I._ay1'7,1955.

The thorium slug inventory on site at month's end was as follows:

Unirradiated 2051
Irlreactors 2583
In basins 2586*
Shipped 855

* Includes 40 in Technical _-
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A Reactor Cperation ..) _"

i. general

DR, i_ and I_d reactors achieved new maxim_n operating levels and
established new individual production records during June• A
monthly plutonitua production of only 179,829 I'_D (i14.7_, of forecast)
was established during June due to the occurrence of 22 slug failures
(19 uranimn ruptures, two ,J ruptures saidone C rupture) and to ball •
3X system difficulties at F reactor and an extended HCR outage at Dreactor.

This plutoni_.nproduction does not include 919 I_./D, (.B ,"P,',r3,431 _PdD,
295 IPAD,and 278 '.[.,_attributed to enriched U-235 burnout (C slugs)
at C, DR, H, I_ and I(Wreactors, respectively. During June 1021 :_._,
9 '_dD,and 676 i_.__:ereproduced in J-O loadings at C, F, and H
reactors, respectively (142.2% of forecast). Total June production
(plutonium plus J-Q) was 181,396 '_dD(i14.9% of forecast).

During June 373 tons of urani_n were discharged at an average concen-
. tration of 237 '_D/T, and 55 tons were discharged at 922 ;GgD/T

Xline tubes of J-_ material were discharged from H reactor and one
from C reactor, leaving 51 and 62 J-Q tubes, respectively, still
charged at these reactors.

2. D Reactor

With the e:(ceptionof one scheduled discharge outage, B reactor
operated the entire :._onthof June without incident at an average
operating level of 904 "._I.

.m.o.

I":7
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During the scheduled discharge outage initiated on June 7, a total of 86
process tubes were individually leah tested, but no lesboswere found.
During routine discharge operations the ,aetalcolumn in process tube 1466
proved to be stuck. Exaz_inationof the metal col_mu following removal
revealed that thirteen slugs were badly warped.

3. C Reactor

During the month of June, C reactor was shut down six times to remove ten
ruptured slugs, as follows:

Do_ Up Tub_.___e _ Co:Lments

4:34 AM, June 2 6:45 P!I, June 3 3582 PT-IO5-552-E Zirconitu_canned
i slugs.

1293 C

ll:40 AM, June 7 12:00 Pil,June 3 2590 Uranitum

ll:15 PM, June 12 8:08 Ali, June 14 1469 Uranium
3869 Uranium
3664 J J-C tube

2:56 A_, June 19 10:45 June
PM, 2O 1564 Uranium

6:40 A__, June 21 11:44 A,T,June 21 2583 PT-IO5-578-A Control tube for
unbonded slugs

2:55 PM, June 27 8:10 PM, Jlme 28 2579 PT-IO5-578-A Control tube for
unbonded slugs

Metal discharges were conducted daring the June 7 (2590) and June 19 (1564)
rupture outages. On June 9 one tube of urani_n slugs was discharged and
recharged during operation with the ball valve facilities.

C reactor was shut down at 12:51 AM on June 24 due to insufficient reactivity
for heat control and a ruptured rear pigtail on process tube 2474. This
pigtail was one of the resistoflex type (teflon covered with flexible stain-
less steel sheath) scheduled for installation on the K reactors, and had
been in operation approxi_a_tely8 months. Operations were resined at ll:14 AM
on June 24. C reactor was shut down from 1:24 PM to 1:49 PM on June 27 due
to improper valving of a !leisegauge in the Panellit system.

@
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During the month of Jtu_ethe moisture collection rate at C reactor averaged
about 25 gallons per day, decreasing from a maxim_n of 98 gallons on June
1 to 9 gallons on June 30. By _uonth'send a total of 2111 gallons had been
collected from the water lea!:sin process tubes 2093 (_'_y16) and 3393
(r,_y 19).

4. D Reactor

D reactor was shut do_1 at 5:00 AM on June 6 for a leak testing pro['ram.
Process tube 3584 was found leal:ingand removed from service, and Van
Stone flange leahs were corrected on tubes 3994 and 3364. A metal dis-
charge was conducted and a uranium rupture was discharged from tube 3683.
Operations were resined at 7:45 PI!on June 7.

D reactor was shut do_m frown12:44 Pr!to 12:51 PM on June 8 due to an
unexplained Panellit trip on row 37.

D reactor was shut down at ll:lO Pi,!on June 9 to "_emovea urani_ rupture
from process tube 2283. Twenty-four crossheaders and 86 process tubes
were lea_:tested, and crossheader 31 and process tube 3282 were found to
be lea,_ing. Operations were resumed at ll:08 PI!on June ll. During
startup, D reactor was shut do_m from ll:13 PM to 11:34 PM on June ll
by a Bec:man trip. D reactor _;asshut down again from 2:22 A;Ito 3:13
A_!on June 12 due to insufficient control rod to accomplish turnaFound. /

D reactor was shut down from 8:45 A:,!to 9:04 AM on June 13 when a 190
process p_p turbine tripped out due to an improperly latched governor
valve.

D reactor was shut do_a at 10:03 Ai!on June 14 to remove a urani_ rupture
from process tube 1572. A total of 424 process tubes were individually
leak tested, and a rear Van Stone flange lesdcwas found on tube 3082.

Process tube 3082 was removed and established as an air channel. Operations
were rest.nedat 12:00 PM on June 15. It was necessary to shut D reactor
do_a_from 1:55 AM to 3:49 AM on June 16 to charge temporary poison, and
again from 12:28 PM to 4:16 PM on June 16 to discharge tezl_oorarypoison.

D reactor was shut do_m from 5:18 AM on June 19 to 12:51 PH on June 20
to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 3573.

D reactor was shut down from l:31 AM to 3:45 AM on June 21 due to a
Panellit trip which occurred during gauge testing. D reactor was shut
down fro,u12:43 P'.4to 1:05 P:!on June 22 due to a Panellit trip caused
by a faulty gauge.

"'Iii
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D reactor was shut do_..mat 9:54 A"Ion June 26 to remove a uraniu'_

rupture from process tube 3586. D reactor remained doom for a
scheduled two-wee_:outage for the replacement of horizontal control
rods. Dy month's end a metal discharge had been completed, and the
twenty foot and thirty foot rear catwalks had been removed. Uranium
ruptures were discharge_ froa process tubes 3381 and 2477. The
installation of poison column control piping was begun in the dis-
charge area, and horizontal control rods and thimbles were being
removed preparatory to the installation of new-type thimbless rods.

During June the moisture,collection rate at D reactor decreased
from a maximtunof 753 gallons on June 9 to 25 gallons on June 25,
at which time a total of 2626 gallons had been collected from the
leo_:in process tube 35'34(J_e 6).

5. DR Reactor

A new ms_ximtumoperating level of 975 ?._Iwas achieved at DR reactor
on June 7, and a new maximum daily production of 975 I_,_Dwas
established on June 8. This increase in operating level was due
primarily to improved flatiening. DR reactor established a new
maximum monthly production of 23,832 !r,_Din June.

DR reactor was shut do_ from l:12 PII to l:41 P!_on June 13 due
to a Panellit trip cause_ by an oscillating gauge. DR reactor
was shut do_ fro'n7:00 P'_to 7:20 P_'!on June 13 due to an un-
explained Fanellit trip. A scheduled outage was initiated on June
21 to conduct a metal discharge. During startup, DR reactor was
shut doom fro:_6:55 P'lto 7:45 Pilon June 23 due to a fluctuating
Panellit gauge.

DR reactor was shut do_n_from ll:15 A'.Ito 12:19 P_!on Jtune27 in
ordc'.rto discharge proceso tube 1370 because of an abnornal build-
up in Panellit pressure. DR reactor was shut down from 8:45 P!Ito
8:56 P:Ion J_le 27 while jumpering a Panellit gauge.

During Jtme the daily moisture collection rate in DR.reactor
averaged approximately 15 gallons per day. The moisture collection
rate returned to nor aal on June 22 at which time a total of 2753
gallons had been col!ccted from the water leak in process tube
3578 (:lay12).

Inspection of the new IICRsat DR reactor on June 22 failed to

reveal additional scratches since the previous inspection on _ay 28.
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6. F Reactor

F reactor was shut doom from l:S1 A_,!on June 1 to 6:58 PM on June 2
to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 2781. During shut-
down, about _ _ _ '251,of the _,(balls dropped into VSR channel ::_2,and
were removed without incident despite unusually high exposures.

F reactor was shut down at 3:57 AI'!on June !0 to remove a urani1_n
rupture from process tube 1678. During shutdown the 3X balls

dropped into 28 VgR channels (all except /_22,which was temporarily
locked out) due to ,halfunction of the 3X electric circuit. During
the subsequent extended outage required to remove the 3X balls fro:n
the 28 channels, a metal discharge was conducted and six process
tubes were re:_ovedand replaced. Repairs to the F reactor effluent
line were K2ade,and the 3"_electrical circuit was completely chec',_ed

and corrected. Two unrelated defects in the electrical circuitry,
together with failure to bypass the 3X circuit while lowering process
water pressure, were responsible for the incident. Operations were
eventually resu:_ledat 11:35 Pi!on June 22.

7. H Reactor

H reactor was shut do_._frown_:36 pr!on _y 31 due to the loss ofreactivity resulting fro:.qexcess water in the graphite. A total of
141 process tubes were individually pressure tested, but no tube
leaks were located. During the outage, repairs to the 0961 re-
circulation tube were accomplished and a metal discharge was conducted.
The !-"9!ICRthimble and rod _,_ereremoved and a new-type thimbless rod
was installed in the _ HCR channel. Operations were restuaedat 9:26
A!!on June 3.

H reactor was shut do,aiat 3:25 P'!on June 3 for additional leak

testing when the moisture collection rate remained abnormslly high.
Process tube 13_i was found to be leahing and was removed from
service. Operations were resturledat iI:_8 AM on June &.

H reactor was shut do_l froze8:09 P'!to 9:16 PM on June 4 due to
an oscillating Panellit gauge. H reactor was shut down from i:0_

A!!to 7:45 A_ on June 5 to discharge temporary poison. During
this outage J-Q tube 257_ was discharged. An examination of the

metal col_ in this tube revealed the existence of five J ruptures.
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H reactor was shut down fro:n_:23 Prlto 8:42 PH on June 5 by a
Beckman trip during _ change of horizontal control rods. H reactor
was shut down from 10:Sl A!_to ll:19 _I on June l0 due to a Panellit
trip caused by a leahy gauge.

H reactor was shut do_,_at 3:28 Ai!on June 13 to remove a uranium
rupture from process tube 0769. Tube 0769 was also found to be
leaking. A new horizontal control rod was installed in the #6 HCR
channel. Operations were rest_ed at 7:53 AM on June 14. H reactor
was shut down from 4:21 Pi!to 4:45 PM on June 26 due to a Panellit
trip on row 46 of u1_,mo_lcause.

H reactor was shut down at 10:53 P'.[on June 28 for a scheduled
outage. A metal discharge was conducted and the modified inpile
KAPL-120 loop was installed in test hole A and placed on process
water. Operations _,ereresumed at 1:58 PM on July 1.

By June ll, _'henthe moisture collection rate at H reactor returned
to normal, a totsl of 1292 gallons had been collected from leaking
tubes 2088 (!,_y3), 1361 (June 3).

Eight tubes of thorium slugs _lerecharged into the extreme far side
of IIreactor (vertical ro_,,96) to test the reduction in shield
temperature resulting from a poison blanket around the active core
(PT-IOS-604-A). Five columns of C slugs were also charged to
compensate for the associated reactivity loss.

8. lmRec

A new maximum operating level of ll20 l_.#was achieved at _ reactor
on June 8, m_d a ne_:!_xi_n daily production of lll8 _,P,_was
established on June 9. This increase in operating level was due
to long term reactivity gains. KE reactor established a new maximum
monthly production of 29,679 _,,Oin June.

KE reactor _,asshut do_.0_from 1:23 ._._on June 1 to 12:55 PM on June
2 _;hena gAound occurred _:hilethe 1706 crossheader gauge _lasbeing
adjusted. Recovery could not be made due to difficulty experienced
_rlththe latching mechanism_ of several VSRs.

KE reactor ras shut do,^_from 10:44 _,Ito 12:32 PM on Ju_e 13 due
to a'Panellit trip _hich resulted from pressure buildup on the 1706
recirculation facility tubes as a result of failure of air pressure
on p_p controllers.

@
' _
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I_ reactor was shut do_1 from 7:0.3AM to 8:31 A!ion June 16 due to
an unexplained Panellit trip. I_ reactor was shut down from I:06
AM to 5:32 AM on June 19 due to a Panellit trip caused by separation
of mercury in a Panellit gauge.

KE reactor was shut do_m from 5:_ AM to 6:10 AM on June 19 during
adjustment of the instrunent voltage. It was necessary to shut
KE reactor do_._again from 8:07 A_Ito 11:27 AM on June 19 4ue to
insufficient reactivity to continue operations. An inspection of
all Panellit gauges revealed mercury separation in 650 gauges.

9. E',!Reactor

A new maximum operating level of llTO Irl4was achieved on June 9 at
_?_reactor, and a ne_.ymaxi:numdaily production of 1170 _,_.,_3_,'as
established on June le. This increase in operating level _sasdue
primarily to long ter:nreactivity gains. KU reactor established a
new maz:im_tmmonthly production of 28,808 I._Din June.

_d reactor was shut do_a_from 9:25 PM to 11:29 PM on Jtule23 due
to a faulty Panellit gauge. The 3X balls dropped into VSR channel
#47 during shutdo_m, but were removed without difficulty.

During the scheduled discharge initiated at 8:53 _M on June 25,
a metal discharge _as conducted. During the outage, an inspection
revealed that about 8C_,of the VSR latches _,;erefaulty and re- _---"
quired repairs. All defective latching equipment _as rep].aced
and the proble.nis being studied for possible design changes to
make the K reactor V3R latches more reliable. New type resistoflex
pigtails were installed on the front of nine process tubes. An
inspection of all Panellit gauges indicated mercury separation in
612 gauges. Operations _;ereresumed at 8:46 AM on June 29.

le. R_upt_uredSlugs

Nineteen inpile urani_a slug failures occurred during June bringing
a total number to date to 502. Two J ruptures were discharged from
J-_ columns during June, bringing the total nt_ber to date to i9.
One C rupture _:asdischarged from C reactor during June, bringing
the total number to date to 54. Three of the June ruptures _,ere
experimental urani_ slugs being irradiated under production tests
PT-lO5-552-E (1) and PT-105-578-A (2). It was not possible to
quickie discharge shy of the June ruptures and resume operations
within the scram recovery period.
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B. :letalFabrication

1 __m_act_ing ,_tatz s_.Lc

Jun_.__g _ Year-To-Date

Total Acceptable _lugs Canned

(Tons) 374 404 2365
Composite Canning Yield

(_) 73 82 7_
Canning Efficiency

(_) 93 95 9_
Forecast Achieve:_ent

(_') i03 111 106

Net Acceptable Solid Slugs

(Tons) 358 377 2251
Slugs Returned from Reactors

(Tons) 8.03 6.05 30.57
Canning Yield

(_) 73 82 79

Net Acceptable Cored Slugs

(Tons) 16 27 114
Slugs Returned from Reactors

(Tons) .27 .35 .76
Canning Yield

(%) ?l 79 72

Autoclave Failure, Solid

(1.1o./,0 o .ooz .oci
Autoclave Failure, Cored

(__o.I_,.0 o o o
Acceptable 0-4 Slugs Canned

(Pieces) 864 728 589,3

O
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2. Cmming

a. Activities

A net production of 374 tons of acceptable finished slugs was
achieved in 22 working days during June (103% of forecast). Six-
teen tons of the total production were cored slugs. Six canning
line shifts per day _ere operating throughout the month, _,,ith
line relief provided as manpo_er becmne available.

The co,._positecanning yield experienced in June _'as73f,(73_ for solid
slugs and 71% for corec_,slugs). This represents a 8rop of _ below,
the c._,_ningyield experienced in ![_y. The major causes for rejection
were poor bonds, bad _'elds,inclusions, marred surfaces, an@ the frost
test. The inclusions rejects, formerly included in the niscellaneous
category, appeared at the final inspection as visible defects in the
al_mim_n surface of the camped slug. Both the sleeve honing and
autoclave operations are being investigated for conditions _hich
might cause this defect. The dimple reject experience improved
from 2% to if during June. It appears that the occurrence of
these rejects may be i1_fluenceS,at least in part, by removal of
the impurity buildup at the lead and Al-Si metal interface in the
canning operation.

In addition to the regular production, approximately 17 ton:_of
solid reject uraniu_acores _..erecanned during June as part of the
uraniu'lco:_mitmentrequire8 for Purex startup. This completes the
Purex Lmani_m co_nit.uent,since there are 28 tons of slightly
irradiated material at I/:.Treactor that can also be used for Purex
startup.

It was decided late in June to convert the canning line operation from
a 50 second cycle to a 45 second cycle. At month's end the conversion
of equipment necessary to accomplish this was nearly coapleted.

The total combined i00 and _00 areas canned slug inventory was reduced
to slightly less than a three weeks supply at month's end, due
primarily to large netal discharges at KWreactor. At month's end
the bare slug inventory remained at approximately a two and one-half
weeks supply.

No autoclave failures occurred during the month.

The canning line efficiency _,as9_ during June, a decrease of 2_
from _y. Production outages of the new slug pickling machine sub-
stantially contribute_ to this reduction in efficiency.
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Actual total production for fiscal year 1955 was 4538 tons, exceeding
the Fiscal Year 1955 production commitment of 4374 tons by approxi-
mately 4%.

b. bbecial Operations

A total of 660 Truline C slugs were canned by the hot press method
during June with a canning yield of 36%. Of this total, approxi-
mately 200 C slugs _leresmall diameter slugs originally intended
to be carmed by the C process. I!osignifigant difficulties _,ere
encountered _.'hilehot pressing this small diameter material.

A total of ll70 thoriu_ slugs were canned during June by the C
process with a canning yield of approximately 56%. It ,,.,asnecessary
to discontinue the canning of this material due to cracks and other
defects in the thorium cores. At month's end this problem was
being investigated.

Aluminum plugs were crimped into the end of 600 cored slugs during
June, and the slugs were canned by the regular lead-dip process.
These 600 slugs were cores recovered from the original let of 3000
cored slugs canned during :_y.

c. Equipment Experience

The three automatic quench machines, the third of which was installed
in the canning line during lhy, operated fairly continuously during
June. Occassionally sleeves stuck in the baskets, but this appears
to be the only major problem requiring improvement.

The radiograph machine was out of service during the major portion
of June. Extensive trouble _:asexperienced with the gear mechanism
in the slug rotation trays and the shielding door tables.

Operation of the penetration tester on a continual basis _,asstarted
early in June. However, frequent mechanical and electric failures
prevented 100% production inspection by this equipment during the
month.
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II. PROCEedSDEVEIDP!_/IT3

A. Reactor TeclmologZ

1. Rea0tor Safety

_#orkcontini_edon the preparation of a forraalreport dealing with
the probable conseauences of loss of water to a iIanfordpile,
taking into account the best available data on uranitum-almaint_
diffusion rates.

A study _'asmade of the piping by vhich the rear risers at the K
Piles are drained as an lad to charge-discharge operations.
Procedures _.'ereformulated for operation of this equipment vithout
causing any process tubes to be drained free of rater. After
review,,by l_nufacturing Department and other personnel it is
expected that these or si!_ilarprocedures _,'illbe adopted and
the equipment put to profitable use.

The proposed production test for attempting to simulate the _.,f
excursion of _-6-55 by control rod manipulation (PT-lOS-599-A) has
been cancelled. Reactor section is proceeding to devise and install
instr_nentation to _'srnthe operator any time rod is being _'ith-
dra_m, thereby providing protection from potential excursions due
to reversed rod direction.

Representatives from ihnufacturing and Design, Project _d Pile
Technology Sections have scoped a project for installation of

the sub-critical neutron 'nultiplicationdetector at all piles;
a preliminary estizlateof project costs is in the order of
$3oo,oo0.

2. Coolant Studie;_

Half of the D pile has no_:operated for a year on .5 ppm sodi_
dichromate under PT-lO5-542-E. Recently severe corrosion attack

has been noticed on some of the hotter tubes running with low
dichromate. Data are not yet available on hot tubes running
with normal dichromate concentrations. It is planned to remove
enough tubes at the next extended shutdo_m to determine if lo_,
dichromate or high outlet temperatures are the principal cause
of this attack.

Operation of the seven inpile 17C6 I_ tubes continued during the
month, using _,atercontrol.ledat pH's 7.0, 6.5 and 6.0. A pile
scrmrlresulted from inadvertent cutoff of the 1706-KE instrmaent
air supply.
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,iuunclad 2S alluain_mprocess tube _,asremoved from D pile after
eight years in the pile. The appearance of the tube _;asas good
as has been observed on 72:3clad tubes, except that a few front
tube pits had penetrated half _:aythrough the tube wall. This
tube furnished further evidence that 72S cladding is not needed
•if a four or five year retubing cycle is adopted.

The H inpile loop operated at 200°C during the month with pH in
the range 5.2-5.4. Following the development of procedures to
maintain pl!in this range, the charge of dummy slugs _:asre-
placed _#ithregular metal.

3. K-Pile Startuo Data

Final values obtained from th_ KW temperature coefficient tests,
corrected for fl_x and temperature distribution _:elghtingsbut
not for leakage, are the following for unirradiated natural
uranium loadings in the 7-1/2" lattice over a maximum temperature
range of approximately 150°C dry and approximately 80°C _,et:.

Dr_x We_A

Graphite Coefficient -1.25 _ .05 ih/°C . .0006 Z ,1.10 2 .li ih/°C
.ooo3ih/°C2

:_etalCoefficient -1.05 -*0 .04 ih/°C -1 .<o_'"*- .ll ih/°C

_le second measurement of the graphite temperature coefficient of
reactivity of the _ Pile as a function of exposure _,ascarried
out J_le 23 and 2% _.:itha veighted pile exposure of approximately
II0 I_D/T. 1_nilethe helium content of the pile atmosphere '
increased from 34 to 54 per cent in t_o steps, the pile lost

approximately 60 inhours s_Idthe average graphite thermocouple
temperatures in stringers !_ and _'6dropped approximately 70_C.
These results compare closely with the results of the I_y test,

in _,hichapproximately L5 i1_lours_;erelost during a drop of
approximately 53 C in average readings of the s_me thermocouples;
results of date, therefore, do not indicate a marked increase in
the graphite coefficient _;ithexposure in the range from 0 to
lO0 !,r,.,_3/T.
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4. Ph_rsicalConstants Test Reactor

The installation of the major mechanical systems for the prototype
Physical Constants Test Reactor _,aslargely completed at the month's
end. The installation of the mechanical portions of the horizontal
control systems _lillbe completed early next month. The testing
of mechanical components is expected to be completed during July.

5. Thermal Test Reactor

Design of the control o_idsafety circuits for the TTR have been

completed. Component fabrication has been delayed by the higher
priority given to the PCTR.

6. KAPL-120

All major equipment except the inpile tube and motor-generator
set has been installed on the X-1 level of H reactor. Installation
of the inpile tube was started during a scheduled outage initiated
on June 29, and this _,'orkras in procress at the end of the month.
The tube is to be operated on one-pass process _,'ateruntil the
extended t_,o-weekoutage of H reactor August 1-12, when the tube
_ill be put on hich-temperature recirculation. A test section is
to be charged into the inpile tube early in September for the
first operational runs°

7. Fringe Poisoning

Initial results from thio test loading, charged into the far side
of the H Pile early in the month, appear promising. With thorium
loaded into alternate tubes in col_ 96 and _,,itha slight increase
in the enrichment density in col_m 92, natural uranitLmcolumns in

column 96 run at approximately 70 per cent of their previous values,
_'hereasthe specific tube po,,_eroin colt_mn92 have remained about
the statue.I,_ximumbiological shield temperatures on the far side
of the H Pile have been reduced fro:nll5UC down to 80°C as a
result of this test.

8. Lon_ Term Gains Studie_ _ PT i_

The last of 6 col_nns of slugs irradiated under this PT _'ere
discharged from the F Pile during the month. Three of these

coltu_m reached their goal exposure of 1400 _._/T _rlthoutrupture.
A supply of slugs _hose base reactivitles _ere determined in the

test pile are now available ov_r the range from 0 to 2000 KPD/T
for final test pile reactivity determinations. Arrangements are
proceeding to permit charge and discharge of the hot slugs in the
test pile. These arrangements are e:_ected to be completed in
about three months.
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9. H__anfordFuel Test Reactor

A study has been made of the feasibility of testing all slugs prior
to canning with a small automated critical reactor. Limits could
be established so that a given departure from specifications
would automatically cause the sub-standard slug to be rejected.
100% testing _.;ouldrequire that one slug be tested relative to
a standard each five seconds over a two-shlft operation.

It appears that a thernal test reactor designed to perform this
function can be providec]for about $1CO,0OO, exclusive of
installation charges. A modifded "water boiler" reactor _,,ould
be provided for about $75,000. _oth have advantages and it is
not yet clear which approach ,,:illbe recommended.

10. Critical [_ss Stu_ie_

As a result of experiments performed at Rocky Flats, it has been
found that sample cans containing up to 700 grm_s of Pu as nitrate
can be safely packed in a close, one-layer array. Also, it was
found that t_;osuch cans can be safely loaded into each cubicle
of Redwood.

ll. Thorium

_le thorium slug inventory on site at month's end _:asas follovs:

Unirradiated 3491
In reactors 2620
In basins 2822*
Shipped 0

* Includes 40 in Technical
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SUBJECT: 100 AND 300 AREAS MON__'_R_.._R'01_¢,_0LY, !_

Report

A. Reactor Operation _a.___," /

I. General

IC,Ireactor achieved a ne_,maximum operating level and KE reactor
established a nev individual production record during July. A
monthly plutonium production of only 173.092 t_._D(115.5% of fore-
cast) was established during July due to the occurrence of 14
slug failures (13 uranium ruptures and 1 J rupture), plus _,ater
leak difficulties at F reactor and extended HCR outages at B and
D reactors.

This plutoni_ production does not include 1137 t_:_,125 _,D, 641
_D, 331 !'?,,9,and 257 iDD attributed to enriched U-235 burnout
(C and J slugs) at C, DR, H, K_ and K_,Ireactors, respectively.
During July 934 !,_3,12 r,?D,and 683 :_D were produced in J-q
loadings at C, F, and H reactors, respectively (108.6 of forecast).
Total July production (plutonium plus J-O) _as 174,721 l,_D(115.4%
of forecast).

During July 448 tons of uranium _ere discharged at an average
concentration of 257 _._,,D/T,and 37 tons vere discharged at 817
I@,_/T. A temporary increase of 50 t@,,D/Tin high goal concentration
_as put into effect during July in order to conserve metal.

No tubes of J-o material _:eredischarged during July, leaving 51
and 69 J-O tubes still charged at H and C reactors, respectively.

2. B Reactor

B reactor _:asshut doom at 10:06 PM on July 8 for a scheduled
extended outage to replace all horizontal control rods _,ithnew
thimbleless rods. During the }ICRoutage, a metal discharge _,as
conducted and the nev 66-inch diameter effluent line _;astied

into the effluent system. Ten process tubes vere removed for
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inspection and replaced. New chute liners were installed in the dis-
charge area and the ma_ss plates Mere placed. The thimbles from A,
D, E, and F experimental_test holes _.ereremoved and replaced. A new
chamber was installed in !p_testhole for startup use with the #2
Beckman. A relief do_i_er _rasinstalled to p_mit reactor effluent,
during repairs on the main effluent line, to be diverted to the storage
basin rather than through the hot water recirculation line to the valve
pit. An increase in process flow preparatory to startup resulted in
considerable crossheader screen plugging. After cleaning all cross-
header and valve pit scre_ and numerous partially plugged core screens,
operations _,,ereresumed at 6:15 _4 on August 3.

3. C Reactor

During the month of July C reactor _:asshut doom seven times to remove
seven ruptured slugs, as follo_s:

Do_ T_2 Tub___2e T_EP_ Comments

5:15 _4 July i ii:37 _4 July 2 2276 PT-IO5-519-E Increased
outlet _ater

temperatures.

8:40 AH July 7 5:32 P!_ July 8 3880 Uranium Metal dis-
charge conducted.

O 12:23 PM July 15 4:17 _ July 17 2488 Uranium

1:15 AM July 18 12 :ii Al_ July 19 3676 Uranium

4:O2 A_[ July 19 6:16 _._ July 19 3765 PT-IO5-588-A Extruded cored
slugs, quickie
discharge.

10:O9 PM July 19 7:06 PI4 July 20 3089 Uranium

3:41 _4 July 24 8:10 P!._ July 25 0963 Uranium Metal discharge
conducted.

C reactor ras shut doom from 8:58 A!4to 9:14 AM on July 15 due to a
Panellit trip resulting from a 190 process pump failure. C reactor was
shut dozenagain from 11:48 _4 to 1:12 P_!on July 17 due to a decrease in
process _'aterflow caused by a frozen 190 pump shaft.

C reactor was shut doom from 8:51 PI,!to 9:09 PM on July 19 due to an
unexplained surge on the _I Beckman.

p

• .
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4. D Reactor

At the beginning of the month D reactor continued do_ on an extended
two-week outage, initiated at 9:54 _ on July 26, for the replacement
of all horizontal control rods with new thimbleless rods. During early
July, several loose timbers were removed from the cushion chamber and
the discharge elevator electrical circuit was rewired. Five process
tubes were removed for examination and replaced, and uncooled D, E and
F test hole thimbles were removed. One zircaloy process tube was installed
and charged with al_min_m canned slugs (PT-IO5-555-E). All crossheader
screm were replaced with new _ide mesh screW. The iO7 retention basin

was inspected and several sizable, but not critical, leaks vere observ_
in the North side of the basin. Ne_<chambers for the #i and /#2galvan6_ters
were installed in D test hole. Follo_,ingfunctional testing of the ne_#_
horizontal control rods, operations were resumed at 7:i0 PM on July i0.

lt was necessary to shut D reactor dozenfrom 8:45 PM to 10:56 PM on July
iO to reposition the #2 galvanometer chamber in order to reduce its
sensitivity.

D reactor was shut doom at 8:40 AM on July ii when two concrete slabs

covering the D-DR effluent intertie were found to be buckled, causing
effluent vapor loss. The buckled slabs _ere replaced and the entire
effluent line was inspected. Six planks were located and removed from --T---
the effluent llne, and several planks and steel plates were removed from
the cushion chmnber. Operations were resumed at 10:40 PM on July 17.

D reactor was shut down from 4:40 PM to 5:26 PM on July 18 due to an un-
explained Panellit trip. During the day _ total of 680 Panellit gauges
has been adjusted due to poor _ater quaJ_ty.

D reactor was shut down from 7:00 PM on July 25 to 3:36 AM on July 27 to
remove uranium ruptures from process tubes 3480 and 3675. lt was necessary
to shut D reactor doom again from 10:44 AM to 12:09 PM on July 27 due to
insufficient control rod to accomplish turnaround.

5. DR Reactor

DR reactor was shut down from 11:48 PM on July 6 to 12:34 AM on July 7
due to a sudden pressure increase on Panellit gauge 3052. A rear face

pigtail survey revealed no indication of a slug rupture. After startup,
both the temperature and pressure of tube 3052 appeared normal.

On July i0 the moisture collection rate at DR reactor bacame abnormally
high. _,'_enDR reactor was shut do_.mat 3:11 ,_,! on July 13 to remove a
uranium rupture from process tube 3480, a leak testing program was initiated.
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A total of 726 process tubes _*erehydrostatically pressure tested, and
process tube 3163 and the Van Stone flange on tube 3379 were found
leaking and corrected. A metal discharge was conducted and a suspected
J rupture was discharged from tube 5282. Operations _ere resumed at
iO:52 PM on July 15.

The moisture collection rate at DR reactor returned to normal on July
21, by which time a total of 254 gallons had been collected from the
water leak in process tube 3163.

DR reactor was shut down from 12:36 PM on July 28 to 6:21 PM on July 30
to conduct a scheduled metal discharge. DR reactor was shut down from
10:55 FM to 11:32 PM on July 30 due to a fluctuating Panellit gauge.

6. F Reactor

F reactor _'asshut do_a_from 10:43 AM to 10:59 _ on July 2 due to a
low pressure trip on Panellit gauge 1486 of unknown cause. F reactor
was shut doom from 6:17 PM to 6:29 PM on July 3 due to an unexplained
Panellit trip.

The moisture collection rate at F reactor became abnormally high on
July 1. F reactor was shut do_a_at 7:45 AM on July 6 to conduct a leak
testing program. All rear face nozzles when tightened, and all process
tubes in the lower half of the reactor were individually pressure tested.
Seven Van Stone flange and six process tube leaks were found. Seven
process tubes were removed and replaced. A metal discharge was conducted
before operations were restLmedat 3:49 AM on July 10.

F reactor _'asshut do_ from 10:26 PM on July lO to 11:14 _J{on July ll
to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 2868. F reactor _:asshut
down from 6:10 AJ_to 6:45 AM on July 15 for the quickie discharge of
uranimm rupture from process tube 2978.

;Cnenthe moisture collection rate at F reactor continued to be abnormally
high, F reactor was shut do_,mat 12:33 PM on Jul6 21 for additional leak
testing. Ali process tubes in the upper half of F reactor _:ereindivid-

ually pressure tested, and eight process tubes and t_,.oVan Stone flange
leaks were found. These ten process tubes were removed and nine tubes

Mere replaced. A total of fifteen additional Van Stone flange leaks
were found and corrected by nozzle tightening. Operations _'ereresumed
at 9:56 PM on July 26.

F reactor was shut doom from 6:08 _j'_to 7:37 AM on July 27 for the
quickie discharge of a uranium rupture from process tube 2972,
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During July the moisture collection rate at F reactor decreased from a
maximum of 188 gallons on July 19 to nineteen gallons on July 31, at
which time a total of 2192 gallons had been collected from the n_merous
process tube leaks discovered during July.

7. H Reactor

%#iththe exception of a scheduled metal discharge outage initiated on
July 20, H reactor operated the entire month of July without incident
at an average operating level of 931 _,_,l.

H reactor was shut down at 8:00 PM on July 91 for a scheduled extended
outage to replace all horizontal control rods _;ithnew thlmbleless rods.
Other maintenance work planned during this outage includes replacement
of Panelllt gauges, venturi installation, ga_na monitor installation,
ball valve installation for poison column control, and fluid testing
of the KAPL-120 loop.

8. KE Reactor

KE reactor established a ne_,maximum monthly production of 33,201 I_.D
in July as the result of a 99.6% operating efficiency.

KE reactor was shut doom from 11:26 PM on July 5 to 1:O3 _J4on July 6
due to a high pressure Panelllt trip caused by improper valving at the .=_
165 building while process _;aterflow was being increased at KW reactor.

KE reactor was started do_ at 9:54 PM on July 16 when the lower half of
the outlet temperature monitor became inoperable. Shutdo_m was stopped
at 10:02 PM on July 16 when the temperature monitor again became operable.
The difficulty was apparently due to a faulty relay in the system.

KE reactor was shut down from 11:16 PM on July 19 to 12:24 AM on July 20
due to mercury separation in a Panelllt gauge.

9. KW Reactor

A new maximum operating level of 1175 _.!and a new maximum daily production
of 1172 I_.,Dwere established at _ reactor on July 26. This increase in
operating level _Jasdue primarily to flattening adjustments.

Metal discharges were conducted at KW reactor during scheduled outages
initiated on July 3, July ll, and July 31. During the latter discharge
outage, a leak testing program _as conducted to check abnormal moisture
collection rate experienced earlier in the month. All process tubes
were leak tested, but no leaks were found.
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_J reactor was shut doom from 11:48 A!!to i:I0 PM on July 8 when the
holding solenoid on the _54 VSR burned out. During the scram the 3X
balls also dropped into VSR channel ._69.

_4 reactor was shut doom from 6:58 AM to 10:04 AM on July 14 due to
abnormal temperature and pressure encountered on process tube 0866.
It was discovered that the do_mstream dttmmycolumn had been incorrectly
charged.

Ig_reactor was shut down from i0:45 AM to ii:41 AM on July 17 by the
octant monitor system, when the trip setting drifted doom scale from
_,hereit had been set.

Front face pigtails at K'Jreactor were inspected during the month and
no evidence of extrusion _:asfolmd. The nine prototype Resistoflex
pigtails, installed during June, continued in service without incident.
All Panellit gauges at KW reactor were checked for mercury separation
during July, and a total of 590 gauges were found with mercury separation.

i0. Ruptured Slugs

Thirteen inpile uranium slug failures occurred during July, bringing
the total number to date to 515. One J rupture was discharged from
DR reactor during July, bringing the total number to date to 50. Two
of the July ruptures were experimental uranium slugs being irradiated
under production tests PT-IO5-519-E and PT-lO5-588-A. It was possible
to quickie discharge three of the July ruptures and resume operations
within the scr_m recovery period.
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B. Metal Fabrication _:_"_ _'__ _'

I. !_nufacturing St_tistic_

July Jun___geYear-to-Date

Total Acceptable.Slugs Canned 343 376 2710
(Tons)

Composite Canning Yield 65 73 76
(%)

Canning Efficiency 92 93 94

Forecast Achievement 85 103 103

Net Acceptable Solid Slugs 289 358 2540
(Tons)

Slugs Returned from Reactors 6.3 8.03 36.8V
(Tons)

Canning Yi_d 65 73 77
(%)

Net Acceptable Cored Slugs 54 18 170
(Tons)

Slu_s Returned from Reactors .14 .27 .90
(Tons)

Canning Yield 64 71 70

v

Autoclave Failure, Solid 0 0 .001
(No./M)

Autoclave Failure, Cored 0 0 0
(No .I_4)

Acceptable C-4 Slugs Canned 0 864 5898
(Pieces)
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2. Canning

a. Activitie_

A net production of 343 tons of acceptable finished slugs was achieved
in 21 working days during July, including one overtime day (81%of forecast).
Fifty-four tons of the total production were cored slugs. Six canning line
shifts per day were operated throughout the month, with line relief provided
for two canning lines during the last half of the month.

The composite canning yield experienced in July was orgy 65% (65% for
solid slugs and 64% for cored slugs). This represents a drop of 8% below
the canning yield experienced in June, and 17% below the canning yield
experienced in May. Inclusion, poor bonds, and marred surfaces continued
to be the major causes for rejection. This unusually low canning yield
resulted in a July production considerably below forecast.

Inclusion rejects, thelargest single reject category, increased from4%
to 7% during July. Several autoclave liners were etched with hydrochloric
acid and others were cleaned with oakite to remove oxides and other foreign
materials which could contribute to the inclusion experience. All but one
autoclave have been converted from hot water to steam operation. Inves-
tigation of the inclusion problem continued at month's end.

Conversion of the canning operation to a 45-second cycle continued during
July, and both 45-second and 50-second cycles were used on a production
basis. A new production record for a single days operation of 7,480 slugs
canned was achieved on July 23.

The total combined 100 and 300 areas canned slug inventory was reduced to
approximately a two-weeks supply at month's end, due to heavy reactor
discharges and low canning yields. The bare slug inventory in the 300
area remained at approximately a two and one-half weeks supply.

The slug recovery operation was interupted for nine days during July
due to difficulties experienced with new equipment. The addition of
steam heating coils to the treater caustic tanks seemed to alleviate
the operating difficulties at month's end. A substantial backlog of
reject canned slugs accumulated during this period, and it may be
necessary to convert the slug recovery operation to three shifts to
reduce this backlog.

The 305 test pile was shut doom from July 1 through July 17. Operating
personnel were temporarily assigned to other operations while considerable
maintenance was performed on the 305 facility.
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No autoclave failures occurred during the month.

On June 29 a SF material discrepance of one slug was discovered. A
thorough investigation of the calming area failed to resolve this dis-
crepancy. It is assumed that either the slug was lost in process, or
that the discrepancy resulted from a clerical error.

The canning llne efficiency was 92% during July, a decrease of 1% from
June, due primarily to difficulties with component parts preparation.

b. S ecial Operations

A total of 1146 thorium slugs were canned by the C process with a
canning yield of approximately 78%. Nearly 22% improvement in the
canning yield over last months experience was realized through the
development of better bare slug inspection techniques.

Uranium plugs were crimped into the end of approximately 2850 cored
slugs during July, and the slugs were canned by the regular lead-dip
process.

c. Equipment Experience

A new automatic quench machine was installed during July, bringing the
total number of operating automatic quench tanks to four.

One Acme-Gridley cutoff machine was overhauled during the month, and
all three cutoff machines were relocated to provide more space between
the quench tanks and the lathes.

Reinstallation of heat treating equipment in the canning areas was
started during July, in anticipation of increased uranium outgassing.
The installation of an induction furnace in the canning area to be used
for scrap metal recovery was also started during the month.

A 30% increase in the capacity of the frost test alr-bath was achieved
through the fabrication and use of special slug trays.

imq_ •
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II. _ROCES_ DEVELOPIF,NTS

A. Re__tqr Technqlo_.v

i. Production Tests

A zircaloy-2 tube was installed at D Pile during the month. This
tube, which is authorized under PT IO5-555-E, will be exposed under
normal operating conditions. Weighed, normal production, aluminum
canned slugs _ere charged into the tube (3586-D) and will be dis-
charged and examined after exposure to 600 _o£_/T.

The far side of F reactor began operation _ith 7.0 pH process water
on June 28, 1955, as authorized under pT 105-554-E. Operation of the
far side of F reactor with 7.0 process water is scheduled to continue
for one year. .

2. Laboratory corrosion Tests - ]706-|_ Operation

All seven in-Pile tubes being supplied water from the 1706-KE facility
operated normally during the month. These tubes are being supplied
filtered water containing 2 ppm sodium dichromate at pH 7.0, 6.5 and
6.0.

Plans were forraed and necessary material procured to accomplish the
following items at the 105-KE pigtail outage.

1. Replace rear pigtails and move temperature elements from
side of unit to pigtails.

2. Replace process _patercheck valves on four tubes and install
process water meters on two tubes.

3. Install double Panellits in 105-KE control panel and place
1706-KE crossheader low trips in the scram circuit.

4. Installation of four B, D, F type process tubes in the 1706-KE
in-pile channels.

3. Zirconium Tube Procurement

Contracts were let to two vendors for fabrication of zirconium tubes.
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation received the bid for six unribbed

zirconium tubes (B, D, F type O.D. and I.D.). Trent Tube Company
received bids for six zirconium and six zircaloy-2 ribbed tubes (B,
D, F type O.D. with C anmulus). Delivery on both contracts is approx-
imately January l, 1956.

- 'l."'t
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4. Process Speci_.icati0nChanges

The specification regarding properties of process tubes (Spec. 12.00)
_'asrevised to allow the use of 63-S, T38 temper, aluminum alloy process
tubes.

5. Pile Pressurization Studies

The operational physics aspects of raising pile power levels significantly
beyond those to be achieved by CG-558 project completion were reviewed
during the month. The shielding, reactivity transients, enrichment, and
temperature distribution problems _'ouldbe expected to be more severe at
the higher levels, but not radically different from post CG-558 conditions.
The existence of a large positive dry graphite coefficient would make
operation at higher levels less safe, especially so in the case of a
power excursion at time of _:aterloss.

6. Pile D_ta Studies

Tube-by-tube reactivity accounting procedures, using the IBM 702 computer,
were developed. H pile data will be _ployed to compute reactivity values
in this way starting in September, on a test basis.

7. Lattiqe Neutron Economy

The lattice constants determined in the _.Ipile 7.5-inch graphite lattice
with a natural uranim_ loading are s_mnarized as follows, assuming a wet
and cold pile:

Par_nete_

Slug thermal disadvantage factor 1.276
Fast effect 1.035
Thermal utilization .880

Resonance escape probability .846
Initial conversion ratio .886

8. Test Pile Possible Use for._qcountability

An analysis has been made of the sensitivity and cost of using the 305
test pile as a prime tool in U-235 accountability measurement, lt
appears that the precision and cost are well below other alternative
methods if chamical methods are employed or as supplementary control
on wide variations in impurity content.

9. Physical Constants Test Reactor

Assembly of the PCTR has continued. The vertical safety disc system has
been assembled and ali testing has been completed. The movable face,
control rods and flux leveling rings have been assembled with test work
about 50% complete. Fabrication of the last component, the source drive
m_chanism, is underway.

v
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Ii. Cobalt Irradi_tio_

Because of increasing requests for ga_na irradiation, and also to
furnish a direct reply to an inquiry to BNL, a study has been made of
H'_production capacity of cobalt-60, assuming cobalt to be used for all
flattening and fringe-tube poisoning• This capacity, excluding the K
reactors, is approximately 5,000,000 curies per year, at an average
specific activity of 5.5 curies per gram.

12. Thorium

The thorium slug inventory on site at month's end _Jasas follows:

Unirradiated 3146
In reactors 2625
In basins 2797"
Shipped irradiated 20

Shipped unirradiated 305

Includes 40 in Technical

"i"3
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1. Oeneral ,LDd9 •

H and KE reactors achieved new maximum operating levels, and C and
DR reactors established ne_ individual production records during
August. A monthly plutonium'production of only 176,808 I,_,'D(112.3%
of foretop,st) was attained during August due to the occurrence of
20 slug failu_'es(18 uranium, one J and'one C), plus water leak
difficulties at D and F reactors, an extended HCR •outageat H reactor
and electrical difficulties at _l reactor.

This August plutonium prcduction does not include
2,162 I.g'$D, attri0uted

to enriched U-235 burnout (J and C slugs) and 1519 I_ produced in
J-Q loadings (126.6% of forecast). Total August production (plutonium
plus J-,,)was 178,327 I,_'_3(112.4% of forecast).

During August 391 tons of uranium were discharged at an average con-
centration of 257 I_'._/T,and 84 tons were discharged at 930 I,_,,_/T.
A decrease of le I,_,ID/Tin low goal concentration material was put '
into effect during August in order to improve plutonium quality.

No:tubes of J-Q material were discharged during August, leaving 62
, and 51 J-Q tubes still charged at H and C reactors, respectively.

2. B Reactor

Operations were res_'_,edat 1:52 _ on August 3, concluding a four-
I week outag_ for _he replacement of horizontal control rods.

'" B reactor was shut down from 4:12 P_ to 9:30 PM on August 3 due to
" an abnormally high exit temperature on process tube 4078. lt was

found that the wrong size orifice had been installed in tube 4078.
- B reactor was shut down from 7:43 AM to 8:13 _.I on August II due
\ to a trip on the #I Beckman.

%



During the scheduled outage initiated on August 23, a metal dis-
charge was conducted. Following startup, B reactor was shut down
from 10:59 _'!to 1:08 PM on August 24 when a Panellit gau_e was
incorrectly valved. B reactor was shut down again from 7:19 PM
to 7:34 PM on August 30 due to improper valving of a Panellit gauge.

3. C Reactor

C reactor established a new m_-_Lmummonthly production of 31,101
MWD in A Agust.

i

C reactor:was shut down from 11:27 AM to ll:40 AM on August 2 due
to a short circuit in a Panellit gauge. C reactor was shut down
at 2:53 PM on August 2 due to an unexplained low pressure trip on
Panellit gauge 1172. Operations could not be resumed due to in-
sufficient reactivity. After conducting a metal discharge, oper-
ations _olereresumed at 9:21 P_!on August 3.

C reactor was shut down from 5:10 _,Ito 5:42 AM on August l0 for
the quickie discharge of a uranium rupture from process tube 3884.
However, it was necessary to shut C reactor down again at 6:30
AM on August l0 due to insufficient reactivity. A metal discharge
was conducted and C reactor was started to power again at 2:15 P_!
on AuguSt ll.

C reactor was shut down from 8:36 E! on August II to 12:03 AM on
August 12 to remove a cored uranium rupture from process tube 3771.
During the scheduled discharge outage initiated on August 14 a
ruptured C slug was removed from process tube 1393. A second
scheduled outage was initiated on August 23 to conduct a metal dis-
charge.

C reactor was shut down from ll:18 PM on August 25 to 3:00 _4 on
August,26 due to a low pressure Panellit trip while purging the
reactor. During the outage approximately 200 Panelllt gauges were
recalibrated.

4. D Reactor

During the scheduled discharge outage initiated at D reactor on

August 5, uranium ruptures were located and discharged from process
tubes 3578 and 3376. During the discharge outage a total of 566 process
tubes were individually leak tested. Four leaking tubes were dis-
covered and removed, leaving the channels empty.
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l,_enthe abnormally high moisture collection rate at D reactor
continued, D reactor was shut down at 12:53 AM on August 12 to con-
duct a second leak testing program. Ali process tubes and
horizontal control rods were hydrostatically pressure tested and
one leaking process tube (26?6) was discovered and corrected.
Operations were resumed at 12:57 /Geon August 15. The moisture
collection rate at D reactor returned to normal on August 22, by
which time a total of 511 gallons had been collected since August
2.

D reactor was shut down from 12:36 PM to 5:29 E_!on August 15 to
discharge temporary poison. During this outage a uranium rupture
was discharged from process tube 27??.

D reactor was shut down from 3:45 AM on August 23 to 10:51 AM
on August 24 to remove a uranium rupture from process tubes 08?7
and 3674. lt was necessary to shut D reactor down from 5:22 PE
to 6:44 PM on August 24 due to insufficient HOR to control a heat
cycling condition.

D reactor was shut down from 5:40 PH on August 25 to 7:00 PM on
August 26 to discharge uranium ruptures from process tubes 3284
and 3481. During the rupture outage a metal discharge was con-
ducted. D reactor was shut down from 7:55 E4 to 8:20 PM on August
26 due to a Panellit :trip which occurred during gauge calibration.

5. DP_Reactor
.

DR reactor dstablished a new_maximum monthly production of 23,879
_@© in August.

During the scheduled metal discharge outage initiated on August 15,
a J rupture _lasdischarged from process tube 0582. DR reactor was
shut down from 9:18 PM to I0:00 PM on August 18 to repair a leak-
ing hydraulic line on one of the poison column control ball valves.

DR reactor was shut down from 1:25 PM on August 19 to 6:45 E4 on
August 20 to remove a uranium rupture from process tube 1773. DR
reactor was shutdo_m from 1:57 E4 to 2:12 E_ on August 26 due to a
defective Panellit gauge.



6. F Reactor

During the month of August F reactor was shut down five times to
remove eight ruptured slugs, as follows:

Down -_T° ----Tube T__ Co,_ents

12:20 PM August 7 2:40 AH August 13 3081 Uranium
2372 Uranium
2967 Uranium

12:40 PH August 13 5:00 _ August 14 1966 Uranium Poison Discharge Outage

4:05 _,!August 26 1:25 A_IAugust 28 2470 Uranium
2869 Uranium

6:31 PM August 28 7:13 _I August 28 3069 Uranium Quickie discharge

12:O5 PM August 29 12:44 _.IAugust 29 2370 Uranium Quickie discharge

A metal discharge was conducted during the extended rupture outage
initiated on August 7. In addition a leaking process tube was
found and replaced.

was down at I:00 _,!on August 19 to conduct a leak
F reactor shut

testing program. Ali process tubes were leak tested and seven leak-
ing tubes plus three leaking Van Stone flanges were found. After re-
moving and replacing the ten leaking tubes, operations were resumed
at 6:O1 AM on August 23.

At months end the moisture collection rate at F reactor continued to
average approximately 200 gallons per day, indicating additional leak-
ing tubes. At months end a total of 2448 gallons had been collected
since the moisture collection rate became abnormal on Augtst 6.

7. H Reactor

A new maximt_ operating level of 273.8, 1095 _ was achieved at H
reactor on August 28 and a new maximum daily production of 1095 _._D
was established on August 29. This increase in operating level was
due primarily to increased water flQw (3000 gram) following the in-
stallation of neutrons, plus raising the outlet water temperature to
I05°C and the graphite temperature adjacent to C columns to 560°C
with 65% helium allowable.
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H reactor was shut down at 8:00 PM on July 31 for a scheduled
two-week outage to replace all horizontal control rods with new
thimbleless rods. Other maintenance work accomplished during the
extended HCR outage included the replacement of all Panellit gauges,
the installation of venturis, the installation of the effluent gamma
monitoring system, partial installation of the ball valve poison
column control system, final testing of the KAPL-120 inpile loop,
and the removal and replacement of ten process tubes.

Operations were resumed at 4:30 PM on August 12. H reactor was
shut down from 5:15 E01to 5:36 PM on August 12 to check the
proportional counter.

During the remainder of August, H reactor was shut down 14 times due
to oscillating Panellit gauges, as follows:

u2

6:30 PM August 12 7:15 PM August 12
11:18 PM August 12 12:30 _'IAugust 13
5 :I0 AM August 13 5:33 AM August 13
7:20 PM August 13 8:24 E4 August 13
3:29 AM August 14 3:48 AM August 14
6:06 AM August 14 6:19 AM August 14
1:29 PM August 14 2:03 PM August 14
10:17 E,IAugust 18 10:39 FM August 18
10:45 FM August 19 10:59 PM August 19
1:28 FM August 21 1:46 PM August 21
3:37 _I August 23 6:22 PM August 23
9:47 _i August 23 10:44 PM August 23
12:59 AM August 24 1:45 AM August 24
4:53 Al.1August 24 5:29 AM August 24

H reactor was shut do_rnfrom 7.:25;d4on August 22 to 2:33 PM on
August 23 to conduct a metal discharge.

8. KE Reactor
,,, • ,

A new maximum operating level of I135 I_ was achieved at KE reactor
on August 30 and a new mszcimumdaily production of 1135 F_D was
established on August 31. This increase in operating level was due
primarily to improved flattening,



KE reactor was shut down from iI:I/_PM on August 4 to 12:20 AM on
August 5 by the intertie system due to a Beckman trip at E_ reactor.

KE reactor was shut down at 7:10 _,ion August le to conduct a metal

discharge and calibrate the horizontal control rods, as specified
in PT-IO5-6OO-A, Periodic Measurement of graphite coefficient. An
inspection of the electrical circuitry on the KE-KW crosstie quick
opening and guard valves revealed an incorrect installation, which
was remedied. KE reacator resumed operations at ll:05 E¢ on August
ll.

KE reactor was shut down from 2:14 AM to 4:28 AM on August 12 due

to an unexplained Panellit trip on row 49. KE reactor was shut down
from 5:42 A/_Ito 10:03 AM on August 12 by the intertie system due to
a faulty voltage regulator on the #3 Beckman at E_ reactor.

KE reactor was shut do_m from 9:28 PM to 10:52 PM on August 17 due tO
the failure of the pressure gauge monitoring the HCR cooling water
flow.

KE reactor was shut do_.mfrom 12:58 AM to 1:25 _! on August 18
due to a trip on the octant mohitoring system. KE reactor was shut
down again from 2:11 Id,I to 2:38 PM on August 18 due to insufficient
reactivity to maintain operations.

KE reae_tor was shut down at 12:50 A/!on August 21 due to a low
pressure Panellit trip resulting from the opening of the KE-_'_
crosstie valve when a complete power failure occurred at 165-_.
KE reactor remained dozenhntil the reliability of the KW electrical

system was established. Operations were resumed at KE reactor at
10:39 ,_Ion August 23.

On August I0 the octant monitor system was placed in the No. i
safety circuit to back up the flux monitors and to control serious
flux transients.

9. I5,/Reactor

During the scheduled discharge outage initiated at IG4reactor on
July 31, all process tubes were individually leak tested, but no
leaks were found.



lt was postulated that the slightly abnormal water collection rate
in IG^Jreactor was being driven from the biological concrete shield-
ing during operation.

_ reactor was shut down from ll:lO E_ to 11:38 PM on August 4
due to a power failure at 165-IG_. KW reactor was shut down from
5:34 El on August le to 12:40 AM on August ll due to a low pressure
Panellit t_ip when the guard valve on the KE-E_ c_osstie system was
in advertently opened.

_o!reactor was shut down from 5:42 AM to 6"45 _ on August 12 due to
a faulty voltage regulator on the #3 Beckman. E_ reactor was shut
down from 10:20 AM to 10:57 _I on August 17 due to a momentar_jdrop

in process water pressure during a 190 pump change.

KW reactor was shut do_m from 8:03 AM to 8:52 AM on August 20 due to

a power failure at 165-_J caused by a frequency variation in the
BPA system which affected no other reactors. KW reactor was shut
do_m again at 12:50 ._Ion August 21 due to a second power failure at
165-IG__lhena slight overfrequency occurred on the BPA system. This
minor variation in BPA frequency did not affect any of the other
Hanford reactors, and should not have affected _o_reactor. During
the latter scram all 3X balls were dropped into KW reactor.

_en the second power failure occt_red at 165-KW, the emergency
power system (three boiler and turbogenerator sets) attempted to
pick up the load b t could not remain synchronous with the system. _-_
The high lift process pump at 165-I_J!continued to pump water to
_J reactor for _ofew minutes after the low lift process pumps stopped
operating, which is contrar_jto anticipated behavior.

_oJreactor remained do_m to completely investigate the cause of
the power failures and electrical equipment malfunctions at 165-1GJ.
With both K reactors do_m, coding _mter loss from 165-_J to E_ reactor _
occurred from 1:20 Allto 2:00 AM and from 6:16 Eo_to 6:20 PM on

August 21 while checking the electrical equipment at 165-kq_. In
both cases, E_Ireactor was supplied with adequate cooling water from
the KE-I_.!crosstie line.



The'electrical system investigation at 165-_,Irevealed that the

probable cause of the 165-1GIemergency generator system failure
was one overfrequency relay in the 4160 volt C bus which was
defective, one overvoltage relay in the #2 turbogenerator system
which had a broken connection, and one other relay which had ex-
tremely dirty contacts. T_lesedefective relays were replaced.
However, no logical explanation could be found to explain the
original separation of the 13.8 KV and 4.6 IGIsystems at 165-KW.

After removing all 3X balls and conductin+ + small metal discharge,
operations at IGtreactor were resumed at b:03 AM on August 24.

I0. _RupturedSlugs

Eighteen inpile uranium slug failures occurred during August,
bringing the total musher to date to 533. One J rupture was dis-
charged from DR reactor during August, bringing the total number
to date to 51. One C rupture was discharged from 0 reactor during

August, bringing the total number to date to 55. One of the
August ruptures was an mxperimental cored slug being irradiated under
production test PT-IOS-591-A. lt was possible to quickie discharge
two of the August ruptures and resume operations within the scram
recovery period.



B. _etal Fabrication
__ j i l

I. l,!anufacturin_Statistics

_ Year-To-Date

Total Acceptable Slugs Canned 423 343 3133_
(Tons)

Composite Canning Yield 72 63 75

Canning Efficiency 94 92 94

Forecast Achievement 94 85 102

Net Acceptable Solid Slugs 363 289 2903
(Tons)

Slugs Returned from Reactors 4.I0 6.3 40.97
(Tons)

Canning Yield 72 63 76

Net Acceptable Cored Slugs 60 54 230
(Tons)

Slugs Returned from Reactors 0 .OF .83
(To )

Canning Yield 70 63 72

Autoclave Failure, Solid 0 0 ,001
(no./H)

Autoclave Failure, Cored 0 0 0
(Ho.IM)

Acceptable 0-4 Slugs Canned 0 0 5898
(Pieces)

Acceptable 10-66 Slugs Canned 0 1416 2113
(Pieces)



2. Canning

a. Activities!

A net productin of 423 tons of acceptable finished slugs was achieved
in 24 working days during August, including one overtime day (94%
uf forecast). Sixty tons of the total production were cored slugs.
Six canning line shifts per day were operated throughout the month,
with llne relief provided for two canning lines during the last week
of August. In addition, approximately 48 tons of depleted slugs
were canned on two additional overtime days for Purex startup.

The composite canning yield experienced in August was 72% (72% for
solid slugs and 70% for cored slugs), representing an improvement
of 7% over the July yield. An improvement in the inclusion reject
category was largely responsible for this higher yield. It appears
that intensive emphasis on the cleanliness of steel sleeves and
autoclaves was responsible for the occurrence of fewer inclusion
rejects. The major causes for rejection during August continued to
be poor bonds, inclusions, marred surfaces, and bad welds.

By operating the slug recovery facility on a three shift basis, the
18C-ton backlog of reject slugs which existed at the beginning of
August was reduced to 85 tons at months end. Most of the remaining
backlog was cored material, which had been stripped and is awaiting
deplugglng and recessing operations.

The total combined 1OO and 300 Areas canned slug inventory was re-
duced to less than one weeks supply during August, due to heavy
reactor discharges and low canning yields. The bare slug inventor_j

• in the 300 Area was reduced to one and one half weeks supply. The
availability of bare slugs for canning was seriously complicated by
the fact that 50% of the bare slug inventory is cored material.

No autoclave failures occurred during the month.

The canning llne efficiency during August was 94%, a 2% over last
month, due largely to more consistent performance of the component
preparation equipment.

b. Special Operations

On August 17 uranium plug welding was discontinued and aluminum
inert pressing was substituted as the method of sealing cored slugs.
All reject cored slugs presently in slug recovery are being recessed
for aluminum inserts. About 900 cored slugs per shift are being pro-
cessed through the insert press at months end.
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A total of 1130 small diameter C slugs were canned during August
by the hot-press method. A total of 481 thorium slugs were canned
during August by the C process.

Approxu[mately1OO double-length C slugs were fabricated during August
by welding two regular length C slugs together. Fabrication was
temporary discontinued due to inconsistent weld results. An auto-
matic welding head and improved controls were being installed at
months end to correct this condition. These double-length C slugs
are being investigated as a method of preventing the chattering
of C slugs in reactor process tubes.

c. Equipment _xperience

Two significant outages of the frost test equipment occurred during
August. A small piece of Al-Si became lodged in the induction heat-
ing coil causing the coil to burn out. On another occasion the
motor-generator bearings overheated and failed. A total of 36 man-
hours of overtime was worked to reduce the production backlog caused
by these outages.

Adoption of the technique of pressing aluminum insets into cored slugs
is estimated to save 20# in direct labor and material for each cored
slug canned. In addition, the aluminum inserts are expected to im-
prove the inpile performance of cored slugs by permitting greater
stress relief within the uranium core.



II. PROCESS DEVELOPmeNTS

A. Reactor Technology

I. K-Area Electrical Backup Syste_
i iiii _ - iiii i

On August 15 an electrical outage at KW reactor occurred with con
current failure of the emergency power supply to take over proper-
ly. The causes were I) a closely set frequency trip on the main
power loop which caused the initial trip-out of the main power
supply and 2) faulty equipment in the back-up system. Water was _--'--
supplied from the third and last supply - the KE - KW crosstie
system. The defects have been corrected and continued reactor
operation is considered justified. A re-examonation of the
philosophy of the K backup system is underway.

2. Enrichment of Irradiated Normal SlugsLIJ i I I i ii i ml

• lt has been shown that there are large potential savings in blend-

ing irradiated E slugs (uranium slightly enriched in U-235) with
irradiated normal slugs in such proportions (IE slug to 6 normal
slugs) that the recovered uranium is of natural U-235 content.
This recovered uranium would not require processing through the
diffusion cascades but could be sent directly to Fernald for re-

working into reactor fuel. This scheme will not be applicable
until significant accounts of E slugs are undergoing irradiation
here routinely.

3. Physical Constants Testing Reactor - PCTR

Ali major components are now installed and have been successfully
tested for performance. All fuel required for criticality is on
hand. Following final performance testing in September the reactor
is to be put into operation.

4. KAPL-120

Construction work is now complete and the loop was started on re-
circulation August 22. Instrument difficulties made it necessary
to put the loop back on process water August 23. Instrument re-
visions have been completed, and the loop was returned to recircu-
lation on September 8.
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5. Cobalt Irradiation Studies

The poisoning efficiency of cobalt-altmzLnumalloy slt_s was de-
termined to be:

Grams Cq. per 8,,.slug Inhours absorbed per central ..column

K Reactor Other Reactors
.... li i

26
293 22 41
406 25 47
553(Mintequal) 28 53

6. Recirculation Studies
.... i i

Aluminum has been studied for potential use in cladding slugs in a

high-temperature recirculating reactor. From the standpoints of
tube power, water temperature, exposure, and surface-to-volume
radio of the element, aluminum appears satisfactory for outlet
temperatures in the range 250-3OO°C.

7. Process Tube Replacement

An evaluation of process tube condition in the six older reactors
indicates that present outlet temperatures m_y be maintained but
that a replacement schedule of up to 50 tubes per month will have
to be initiated at D and F reactors within six months. The re-

placement criterion is a calculated minimum residual tube wall of
25 miles. In all the older reactors approximately I,OOO tubes per
reactor will need replacement within one year.

8. Physics

A new expression has been developed for the resonance escape
probability of a lattice. The nmr expression is easier to use and
is expected to be more accurate.

A single crystal of lead, 3" x 4" x .25" in size, was successfull_
grown, lt will be used in the present neutron spectrometer at H
reactor and in the new neutron spectrometer being designed for KE
reactor.

'_,'. _: ,:..._:



9. Thorium

The thorium slug inventory on site at month's was as follows:

Unirradiated 3235
In reactors 3463
In basins 1967-

Shipped Irradiated 874
, Shipped Unirradiated 0

. Includes 44 in Technical
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